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FOREWORD 


The work described in this report was performed under Task Plan I of the LEAA/ 
LWL Inter-Agency Agreement No. J-LEAA-IAA-014-72. Mr. Marc A. Nerenstone was 
the LEAA Program Manager for this tasle. Mr. Donald O. Egner was the USALWL 
Project Leader. 

The worle is reported in two volumes. The first volume contains the general 
methodology, while the second volume describes the application of the techni
que to the .38 caliber revolver. Although the .38 caliber revolver is not 
generally thought of as a less-than-lethal weapon, it can be eVHluated using 
crtieria developed for the evaluation of less than-lethal weapons (Volume I). 
Furthermore, it provides a cornmon basis for relative comparison with other 
less-than-lethal weapons and is a weapon IYhich is familiar to all police and 
law enforcement agencies. 

The worle described in this report is "pioneer" in nature and thus subj ect to 
considerable change in the immediate future. Comments, data and other infor
mation which could improve the methodology described herein are welcome and 
should be forwarded to LEAA or USALWL. 

Finally, the assis tance and cooperation of many police departments, hospitals, 
corporations and individuals helped provide the basis for this report. 
Although not funded illlder this task, the following organizations cooperated 
ill the data gathering for this task: 

Maryland State Medical Examiner's Office 
Baltimore Police Department 
Los Angeles COilllty District Attorney's Office 
Maryland State Police 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
New York Police Department 
i,liallli Police lJepart::ment 
\I'ashington, DC Police IJepartJnent 
Seven Baltimore area Hasp i tais 
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I • L'ITROrucrION 

Early in 1970, it became apparent that an evaluation technique for so-called 
less-than-lethal (nonlethal, etc.) weapons was requiredl • These weapons gen
erally fell into the categories of blunt trauma, chemical and electrical, 
depending on the mode of energy transfer. Prior to this time, little had 
been done toward the development of a methodology for the evaluation of these 
less-than-1etha1 weapons. In addition, very little quantitative data on blunt 
trauma to the body was available, although a fair amount of data was available 
for head injuries resulting from sports and auto accidents. Considerable work 
had been done with chemical agents, particularly CS and CN, the most commonly 
used tear gas agents. Sorne data was available on electrical shock, but not in 

a form which would be applicable to the evaluation of 1ess-tllan-1etha1 weapons. 


In November 1971, a conference on "Research Needs for Nonlethal Weapons for 

Law Enforcement and Related Civilian Applications" was held in Washington, DC. 

1nis conference was conducted by the Security Planning Corporation on behalf 

of the National Science Foundation and the Justice Department2 • Approximately 

60 persons, knowledgeable in a variety of fields relevant to the subject matter, 

participated. The objectives of the conference were: 


A. To review the problems and policy issues concerning nonlethal weapons 
for law enforcement and related uses, and 

B. To develop recommendations for research and development priori ties for 
addressing these technical and policy issues. 

The purpose of the conference Has not to reach consensus, but to permit the 
sharing of ideas, kn(J\~ledge, and insights. A significant finding and conclu
sion reached by the workshop groups of this conference was that a "systems 
approach lvhich would take into account the full range of factors affecting a 
policeman's response to various situations ..• (was) needed to guide non
lethal weapon research and development." Moreover, a need was identified for 
the development of adequate procedures for nonlethal weapon evaluation. 

The above-referenced efforts, together with some earlier USALWL survey work, 
form the underlying premise for the development of a standardized methodology 
for the detennination of 1ess-than-1ethal weapon effectiveness and safety 
characteristics. It was decided to build the first evaluation model around 
the b1unt-traurna type less-than-1ethal weapon. The myriad display of b1unt
trauma iten5 and concepts for less-than-Ietha1 weapons for which no evaluation 
had been perfonned contributed importantly to tllis decision. Although the 
methodology described in this report pertains particularly to blunt-trauma 
devices, the general concepts and techniques will be adapted and detailed for 
chemical ap~ electrical weapons at a later date. 

lWilsnack, H. \~., et aI, Comprehensive Law & Order Assistance Researdl and 
De\'(?lopment (CWARlill) Pro!,>Tarn, Technical Report No. 71-04, US Arm)' Land War
fare Laboratory, Mardi 1971. 
2~;olllethal Weapons for Lal'! enforcement, Security Planning Corporation, ~larch 
1972 . 

1 
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Although it was felt by many attendees that chemical techniques were of prime 
interest, the USALWL had initiated an earlier effort to develop methodology 
for nonpenetrating less-than-Iethal weapons. Utilization of this work was 
instrumental in the selection of kinetic-energy weapons for the prime method
ology development. Furthermore, it should be noted that many police agencies 
do in fact have nonpenetrating kinetic-energy-type weapons at their disposal. 
Thus, a prline interest exists for information which would be applicable to 
their use. 

In evaluating conventional weapons, there are no constraints on maximum extent 
of injury inflicted by the weapon. The basic problem in evaluating less-than
lethal weapons, on the other hand, is that the area of constraints is highly 
enmeshed with the area of incapacitation. Furthermore, effectiveness con
straints are readily stated for less-than-Iethal weapons; however, they are 
not presently standardized. Of necessity, the over-all measure of less-than
lethal weapons will be at least a two-parameter set, one. parmneter measuring 
the desirable effect and the other parameter measuring the undesirable effect. 

In the area of undesirable effects, standards must be established as to toler
able probability of termination (death) and irreversible systelnic damage. In 
addition, safety criteria may be specific as to eye dmnage, skin penetration, 
head-area linpact energy, etc. 

There are several measures which should be investigated for desirable effects. 
One relatively slinple measure is the mnount of force generated by impacts at 
various locations on the body and the resultant response of persollnel. This 
must, of course, be translated into a functional disability measure of some 
sort. One such functional disability is the loss-of-consciousness through 
blunt trauma in the cranial region. However, the techniques which might pro
vide such effects within reasonable safety constraints may be nonexistent. 

The mechanism of effect by which weapon designers are developing these weap-
OIlS appears to be "pain" rather than pure lcnockdawn force such as obtained by 
high-pressure water "rods" from fire hoses. The pain-value approach is also 
of interest since weapon techniques may be optimized to maximize pain while 
constrained to minimize hazard levels. Al though this effect is not directly 
stated by weapons developers, it seems to be the primary mechanism by which 
they hope their item will be effective. Therefore, the only "nonphysiological" 
mechanism of effec t treated to any depth in this report is "pain. ,,* 

In addition to measures of desirable and undesirable effects, certain real
istic and convenient conditions for standardized evaluations need to be estab
lished. For example, the predisposition of the enforcement persollnel, as well 
as that of the "second force" members, must be classified and identified simi
lar to the combat stress situations formulated for tile evaluation of military 
kinetic-energy "lethal" weapons. 

*It is recognized that pain in fact is a physiological effect; however, due to 
the qualitative nature by which it is measured, it is considered as a nonphys
iological mechanism wi thin tilis report. 

2 
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Although some work with the evaluation of .38 caliber rOlmds has been done 
by Hatcher and further developed by others 3 and some tests have been run on 
the undesirable effects of blunt-trauma devices, no general evaluation model 
for less-than-Iethal weapons per se has, to our knowledge, been developed 
before the one presented herein. Though concern for testing the safety of 
less-than-Iethal weapons has been apparent, the approach to safety testing 
(without an over-all evaluation plan to provide for the inclusion of the 
"effectiveness" factor) could possibly lead to a position where safety is 
stressed to the exclusion of effectiVeness. For example, ''marshmallows'' 
delivered by parachutes might be selected as the "best" less-than-lethal 
weapon because they are so safe; however, such a weapon's effectiveness for 
producing the desired effect would have to be considered as practically nil. 
Nevertheless, it appears that less-than-Iethal weapons developments utilizing 
the limited test data available is n~ving more and more in Ule direction of 
"powder-puff" devices. 

Finally, it shOUld be mentioned that this work has been coordinated with other 
agencies which have been working in related areas or which have an interest 
in this program. A special Coordination Conference on Less-Than-Lethal Weap
ons was sponsored by and held at USALWL on 21 June 1972; a list of those 
attending is given in Appendix A. [This reference is provided to indicate 
those individuals and organizations that were planning work in this area at 
that time.] In addition, many different individuals participated directly in 
the present program and are listed in Appendix B by working group, background 
and organization represented. 

The ultimate use of the evaluation technique described in this report would be 
by local police agencies, but the form of the evaluation is not sufficiently 
complete nor has the evaluation been put in a form such that it can be used on 
the local level. However. certain findings from this effort, as given in the 
summary, could be extremely useful in a culling or screening of the numerous 
candidate less-than-lethal devices now available on the commercial market. 

3Cooper, J., Stopping Power Revisited, Guns and Ammo Annual, 1973. 

:; 
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II. SUMMARY OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS 


In general, an over-all evaluation technique has been proposed and described. 
The procedure includes the use of standard scenarios, theoretical and experi
mental determinations of weapon performance data, and determination of phys
iOlogical and "nonphysiological" effects, both from a desirable and undesirable 
effectiveness standpoint. A method is given which combines these elements into 
simple measures of effectiveness or indices for comparison. 

Specifically, blunt-trauma less -than-lethal weapons were considered. Four sce
narios were established and described to provide a standard basis for compari
son. Theoretical and experimental performance data have been gathered for some 
general items. "Pain" as a mechanism of effectiveness has been briefly exam
ined and considered to ascertain the desirable effectiveness of these weapons. 
Criteria for grading damage levels of various organs and body regions have been 
established to help in determining the undesirable effects of tilese weapons. 
A definition of undesirable effects has been stated. General damage criteria 
were suggested lvllere total impact energies of 15 ft-lb would be considered 
relatively safe, the region of 30 to 90 ft-lb would be an area of mixed damage 
results, and above 90 ft-lb would be considered quite damaging. A mathemati
cal model was developed to aid the computation of probabilities of achieving 
desired objectives through the use of less-than-lethal weapons as well as the 
determination of associated undesirable effects probabilities. 

Finally, the standard .38 caliber police revolver (lS8-gr bullet) was selected 
as a basis for comparing less -than-lethal weapons. Application of the proposed 
evaluation technique to the .38 caliber revolver, along with tile establislllllent 
of tile required input data, is reported in Volume II of this report. 

4 
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III. TEGlNICAL APPROAOi 

Although various approaches to the problem of evaluating less-than"lethal weap
ons were attempted and several so-called mathematical models were developed, 
this report outlines only the final technique which was developed and subse
quently "exercised" for the .38 caliber revolver. This initial technique does 
not consider such important parameters as cost, training, reliability, etc. to 
any extent, since weapon-selection restrictions due to training or costs may
be straightforward. Reliability can be at least crudely established by the 
evaluation procedure described herein. 

Essentially, the evaluation procedure presented consists of five key elements 
as follows: 

A. Scenario Selection 

B. Weapon/Device Performance Data 

C. Physiological Effects Data 

U. Nonphysiological ("Other") Effects Data 

E. Model Application for a Relative Nerit Index. 

The relationships of these elements to one another provide an evaluation pro
cedure. These relationships are shown generally in Figure 1 and in greater 
detail in Figure 2. It should be noted from Figure 2 that the user require
ments and the established standards developed by the Mitre Corporation and the 
National Bureau of Standards. respectively, should have input into the evalua
tion procedure. The relationships shown when mathematically defined thus con
stitute the mathematical evaluation model. Although it is desirable to use 
such a mathematical model to briefly summarize evaluation results in a few 
sllnple indices for comparison purposes, it is apparent that information 
gathered in each step of the evaluation procedure can of itself be of immense 
value. Furtilermore, given a dollar limit for an evaluation, the model elements 
are logical progression steps by which one may proceed along the evaluation 
"trail," the point of termination being detennined by the dollar cost set or 
by the obvious unsuitability of the items to produce acceptable results. 

The general procedure for calculating a n~nerical index of weapons effects and 
hazards. as given in Figure 1, is as follows: 

A particular scenario is chosen from those described in Appendix C. 
It is significant to note that the scenario provides a constant basis 
for weapon evaluation. Moreover, the choice of scenario determines 
certain quantitative parameters such as time and geometric relations, 
but lnost importantly the chosen scenario defines tile ~desirable and 
desirable effects to be U5ed in the particular evaluation. A candi
date less-than-Iethal weapon is selected and its characteristics 
identified. Once the scenario is chosen and the specific weapon 
characteristics identified, the terminal kinetic energies arc cal
culated and the pertinent data are extracted from the data banks. 

5 
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ABSTRACf 

The primary program objective was to establish a methodology for determining 
standardized effectiveness measures of candidate less-than-Iethal weapons that 
utilize kinetic energy damage mechanisms. A two-parameter measure of effec
tiveness determining desirable and undesirable effects produced when a given 
weapon is used against a defined target associated with a standard scenario 
is proposed. 

A specific nio-parameter data bank was developed for projectiles employing 
the blunt-trauma damage mechanism and also for the .38 caliber round. The 
blunt-trauma data bank was generalized for model application and the .38 cal
iber data was exercised in the evaluation model generated under this program. 

A secondary, but equally important, program objective was to point out areas 
where further effort is required to provide a more comprehensive assessment 
of less-than-lethal weapons than could be done in the time and fWlding limita
tions of this program. 

iii 
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The data extracted from the data banks are the probabilities of 
effects given a hit on the target. Information obtained from the 
data banks is appropriately combined with the information on weapon 
dispersion and target geometry* to provide a final measure of unde
sirable and desirable effects. Thus, the weapon "performance" data 
are used to determine the probability of a hit, and the data bank 
provides the probability of the "effect"; the mathematical combination 
of this information provides a numerical index which may be used 
for comparing less-than-lethal weapons. A summary of the steps of 
evaluation coinciding with the fund expenditure available for an 
evaluation is given in Table I. 

To assist the development of this evaluation procedure, a Less-TIlan-Lethal 
Weapons Evaluation Panel was established (See Appendix B for Panel make-up). 
Key members of this Panel had prior experience on a similar panel established 
under an earlier USALWL project". TIle Panel was responsible for providing: 

A. An over-all method of evaluation 

B. Standardized police-type operational scenarios 

C. Damage mechanism effects data 

D. Estimates of desirable anu undesirable effects produced by the damage 
mechanism 

E. A model for exercising the data in order to obtain quantitative per
formance estimates of specific less-tllan-lethal weapon systems. 

The establishment of a systemized body of knowledge and a technical approach 

\ihich can be used to assess the effectiveness of less-than-lethal weapons 

involves, of necessity. a number of uisciplines representing both the "hard" 

;:md the "soft" sciences. In line with the above, the Evaluation Panel was 

5ubdivideu into se\'eral 1V0rking groups to cover the uiverse work areas 

involved. These groups, with the backgrounds represented, are sholom in Fig

ure 3. While the multidisciplinary/expertise requirement was utilized, the 

number of members on each group \~as held to a minimulIl to facilitate the work

ing of the group. 


The Scenario Group had the responsibility of constructing four basic scenarios 

(details provided in Appendix C) which would depict some situations likely to 

confront civilian control forces. 


'lite ;,lethocls Group originally was primarily concerned with establishing the 

valitli ty of the basic over-all evaluation teclUlique. As \~ork on this task 

proceeded, the group's primary objective chanlled. It then \~as utili:cd to 


*In tenlls of probabil Lty of H hi t (,111e tedmiqucs for determining these are 

'lrcsented in Appendix G,) 

4;:cli!!a, !(. S. ancl Ellner, U. 0., Incapacitation Probabilities of Nagnesium

Teflon Incendiary Pellets (U), Tedmical !(Cport :~o. LI'iL-CIHJB-RAfi, US Anny 

Lanu \Iarfare ;.aDoratory , July 1970. 
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TABLE I 

EXPlit-JDITIJIlliSSTEPS LlF l:;VALUATION AS A FUNCfION OF 

A. 	 I-Ieapon Perfonnance 

1. 	 Theoretical detennination of trajectories, velocities, kinetic ener
gies, and target (total and organ system) hit probabiIities as a 
function of range. 

Z. 	 Tests to verify velocities and total system hit probabilities and 
provide a crude measure of reliability. 

ll. 	 Physiological Effects 

1. Estimation of damage levels from similar type data. 


, 
T~sts to ucteDnine actual damage levels [or various body orglU1 sys

tems. 

-l ••	·ionitoring of other phYSiological responses, e. g., by EI\C;s, dlang<'s 
in bJoou chel3is try, etc. 

C. 	 "\O:iphysiulogical' Lffects 

1. 	 Uctcrinin'ltion of "effects" mechanisills ami estimatioll of probable 
res pOllS ('5 • 

-. 'lests to de:crmine el[,xciveness levels. 

lJ. i1rol'aLil ity ;,:stiwat,ions 

1. 	 l)"tC'r:nillutlon of time plot (function-loss history). 

2. 	 ; .• :c!ical l;roup estimates of proilabilities of ulldesirable effects [or 
given ,,:onditiuns (scenarios - iiuJepcllllcl1t). 

3. 	 f.lcdical LroLlr~ est imatcs of proil!.Jbill ties of desirable effects for 
<;iI'er1 cend i tions and scenarios. 

J 	 ",id,hod \;mup cstiJllat[;s [.f l'Tobabl 1 tties uf desl rable effects bascJ 011 

OGIer than physiological aspects. 

l:. 	 '·ruth :lodel 

ComLi:l:1tion of hi t prDh:JLi Ii tic.:::; and effects pr0hflhilit!.L~s into sidq}ll' 
"t";, [U{ rf_>iati'~,'e ~·:J';J)a;«lsoIl. 

9 
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render estimates of desirable effects produced by a spectrum of single damage 
mechanisffi impacts against individual target personnel engaged in activities 
specified in the appropriate scenarios. In these estimates, target effects 
due to "nonphysiological" effects (e.g., pain) were stressed. BackgrolU1d 
infonnation concerning some workings of this group is presented in Appendix 
D in the form of informal notes from some of the meetings of the group. 

The Medical Group worked with the (physiological) data and was principally con
cerned with rendering separate estimates of lU1desirable and desirable effects 
produced by a spectrum of single damage mechanism impacts against individual 
target personnel engaged in activities specified in the appropriate scenarios. 
In these estimates, target effects based on physiological damage in test ani
mals were stressed. Some minutes of the Medical Group meetings are presented 
in Appendix E; however, results applicable to the over-all evaluation techni
que are summarized in the next section of this report. 

The ~lodel Group provided the mathematical portion of the effort. This included 
model formulation suitable for use with scenarios of interest, data presenta
tion, and computer progranuning. The model served as a provisional standard 
tedmique for exercising a \'Ieapon/scenario combination in order to generate a 
quantitative index to be used for comparing less-than-lethal weapons. The 
eVer-all evaluation mathematical model utilized is discussed in some detail 
in Appendix F. A specific mathematical model used to detenuine hit prohability 
is given in Appendix G. 

The Data Collection Group \'las of prime importance because so little quantita
tive data had been generated on less-than -lethal weapons. TIlis group conducted 
literature searches on blunt trauma effects (Appendix H) and on quantifying 
pain (Appendix I). The group also organized the data obtained from experiments 
involving the testing against animals of various \~eapol1s used in this project; 
and they collected, collated and analyzed data from various sources concerning 
the lethality/nanlethality of so-called nonlethal weapons, Incluuing especially 
the .38 caliber revolver. 

II 
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IV. DISCUSSION OF TIlE ELEMENTS OF EVALUATION TECJ-INIQUES 

The study approach lists the five key areas in the proposed evaluation of 
less-than-lethal weapons. In this section several of these key areas will be 
Jiscussed in detail. 

A. Scenarios Selection 

The primary purpose of a scenario is to provide a consistent or standardized 
basis for comparing different control devices. The scenario can be thought 
of as a detailed description of how the less-than-lethal device would be used 
in a specific situation. TIlere were two main areas of effort in evolving the 
scenarios; the first involved establishing the different types and nwnbers of 
scenarios, and the second \'las the actual detailing of the scenarios. 

Four scenarios have been Jetailed for use in the evaluation process and are 
discussed in Appendix C (The initial set of dlaracteristics used to describe 
aU four scenarios are swrnnarized in the last table of that appendix.). By 
title, the four scenarios are: 

1. Scenario I - The One-On-One Situation 

2. Scenario II - 11le Barricade and Hostage Situation 

3. Scenario III - The Suspect Fleeing on Foot 

4. Scenario IV - Jhe Dispersal of a CrowJ. 

There were three criteria involveJ in selecting the invel1tory of four sce
narios; viz., there should be a limited nwnber of scenarios, the scenarios 
should be representati\'e of frequently encOLmtereJ situations where police 
force and/or weapons arc likely to be used, and the scenarios shoulJ be sig
nificantly Jifferent in dlaracter. 

Comments have been receiveJ that the scenarios are too limiteJ anJ that other 
situations shoulJ be included, e.g., scenarios involving automobiles, prison 
situations, altercations betl,een private citizens, or persons defending them
selves on the streets or ill the home. It may well be that certain of these 
situations are sufficiently Jifferent to warrant inclusion in the scenario 
inventory, and certain ones may be includeJ at a later time. However, the cri 
teria tJlat the scenarios should be limi teJ in number is baseJ upon the Army 
experience tilat a large nwnber of situations are never really utilizeJ for 
evaluation purposes. That is, each time a different scenario is used there is 
the aJclitional effort required to Jerive the input Jata. Even if the develop
rnel1t of tile input data anJ tile exercise of the model for earn scenario is 110t 
too time-coIl5LUning, the over-all evaluations must then somehow employ an "aver
age" over the outcOJ:les for eadl Jifferent scenario. The point is that having 
many scenarios, although possibly more Jescriptive of all till' pollce situations 
\'ihich might be encollntered, coulJ introduce OJ Jocision-mabng situation where 
the factors whic.h Jominate the Jecision are obscured. 

12 
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In detailing the individual scenarios, it became quite evident as the evalua
tion procedure evolved that certain specific quantitative data was needed, 
e.g: 

1. Distance between the police and the subject 

2. Allowable maxilllUID elapsed time from actuation of the weapon until 
onset of \~eapon effects 

3. Allowable minimum (and maximum) duration of desirable effects. 

Furthermore, it was found that certain details of the situations or scenarios 
needed to be added as the scenario was used in a particular evaluation. For 
example, in Scenario IV, is the crowd assembled in their own neighborhood or 
at some remote public place? In addition, in Scenario II, details of the 
building in which the hostage (s) is held are important inputs to the estima
tion of a nominal time needed for the police to get froni the street to a par
ticular location (roorn) in a building. 

B. Weapon Perfonnance 

Before a particular device can be evaluated, some basic data on the perfor
mance of the device is required. For blunt-tral.lllla (in~}act, nonpenetrating) 
clevices, the important d1aracteristics are: 

l. Accuracy 

2. Muz:le Velocity 

3. Projectile Weight 

4. Proj ectile Drag 

5. Reliability (chance the "round" will get to vicinity of target). 

If performance data are available on each of the above items, there is suffi
cient infonnatiml to conduct an evaluation, as the proceclure is presently 
,-,s tab1 ishccl. If cva1uation neecls become more stringent, addi tiona1 inf0111la
tion (such as projectile-target compliance) lIIay be reqUired. It should be 
noted that weapon perfonnance characteristjcs generally fall into two catego
ries: those that determine the effect on a target (muzzle velocity, proj ectile 
weight ancl drag) if the target is hit, and those which dete1711ine if the target 
is hit (acLl1racy ancl D;)liability). 

For dlelllical devices, the pcrfonllance dlaracteristics generall)l fall into thc 
samc two categories. lJnfortLmately, the distinction between a ''hit'' and "no
hit" is not nearly 50 precise for dlemical deviccs as compared with blunt~ 
,ruuma devices. That is, the noxioU:5 environment [or lIIost dlemical d('viccs is 
generally well dispersed prior to interacting with thc target, and the details 
of estimating the nct effect on the target are wore cOillp}ex. 
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In order to provide some specifics on performance data, two different uses of 
performance data are discussed below. Nudl of the effort in the LWL program 
has involved tests with a I-inch diameter hard-rubber sphere as a vehicle for 
orientation on blunt-trauma devices. Portions of a parrunetric investigation 
of various diameter hard-rubber balls are presented in the next paragraph to 
give an example of how the device performance data is related to Ule target 
impact conditions. The original purpose of the investigation was to detennine 
the impact conditions of a "bore-safe" missile and to examine the relation 
between JlIl]zzle energy and tenninal energy at various ranges. 

The analysis was performed for four different sizes of spheres, viz., of 0.5, 
1. 0, 1. 5 and 2.0 indles diameter. Trajectory computations were performed to 
obtain estimates of projectile impact velocity/energy as a function of muzzle 
velocity/energy, launch elevation, and downrange position. Table II presents 
nominal range impact velocity, impact energy, and time of proj ectile flight 
for assumed muzzle energies of 15, 30, 60 and 90 ft-lb; assumed sphere diam
eters of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 indles; and assumed launch angles of 5, 10, 15 
and 20 degrees. Table III presents the muzzle velocities/energies needed for 
a 1- indl diameter sphere launmed at a 5" angle to achieve energy levels of 15, 
30, 60 and 90 ft-lb at each of three specified downriJllge positions. These 
ranges generally represent the close-, medium- and long-distance ranges of the 
[our scenarios described in Appendix C. A ballistic drag coefficient, C ' ofU 
0.4 was used for all computations. Assuming Ulat a direct-fire capability is 
desired, a small elevation angle should be selected. However. angles of even 
one or 1:\,0 degreE'S require very high veloci ties, due to Ule effects of gravity, 
to achieve even the shortest ranges of interest. The sil,,'nificance of the 
kinetic energy levels of 15, 3D, tiD and 90 ft·lb in Tables II and III will be 
discussed in a suLsequent section of this report. CalcUlations like those 
perfonlled all the various spheres can be perfomed for other individual items 
of interest when the actual evaluation of such items is desired. 

A second set of data involving weapon perfonnance maracteristics is included 
here also because the data is specific and because the infoTInation is of gen
eral interest to individuals involved with less-than-lethal weapons. It was 
suggested by Mr. Burton Katz* of the L05 Angeles County District Attorney's 
Office that data on ordinary 'huml-laundled" items, sum as those thrown at 
law-enforcement personnel, would be useful for comparison purposes. In 
response to this suggestion, some limited tests \,ere conducted using the items 
indicated in Table IV. The complete te51: data, including explanation of test 
procedures, etc., are being published in USAL\~L Tedmical Note fonnat; hOlvever, 
sone results of the tes ts are slnnmarized in Table IV. 

/loth the results of the hard-rubber ball parameter study and the data from the 
bricks/beer bottle/etc. thrmving tests lead to a question of the significance 
of a given level of impact energy "''-"pressed in foot pounds. This the whole 
subject of the next section of this report. 

*~jr. KGtz has b,"en Instnunental in establishing the Los .I\ngeles Cawlt)" lJis
trict Attorney's Less-Than- Lethal \veapons Task Force. 11,e work of this Task 
Force has been close ly coonlinatecl wi th the LWL effort, prj marily thrau~h the 
concurTl'nt participation of several mer:llJc:Ts of the LiiL Evaluation Panel OIl 

various ":oll'Jni ttees of the Los Angeles Tas1: force. 
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TJIllLE II 

NCMI!IA!. RftNGE, INPACf VELOCI1Y, DIPAcr ENERGY A.'W TINE OF H.ICHf K3 A FUNLT!(}I 
OF INITIAL ENERGY. sPllEiif DLIHE1'ER AND LAlJNOi ANGLE RJR A SPHERE OF IlENSI1Y Igloo 

1..aun::h 
Initial Em!rgr '" IS ft-lb Initial Ene~ ~ 30 f~~lb 

Ncminal I~act lmoact Tim=! of Nominal Ilipact Impact. Time of 
Veloc En;rgy Flight llilnge Veloc Energy Flight 
~ (ft-1b)~ ~ (ft'lbl ~ 

Init.ial Ener~ 0::1 60 ft-lb 
Nominal I~act. Impact Time of 

Range Veloc Energy 
~~ (ft-lb) 

Initial Enerl.D::: .. gO ft-lb 
Nom:i.rutl Impact Impact T~ of 

Veloc Enerl!Y Flight 
~ (ft-lb)~ 

0.5 5 Z60 67 0.1 1.5 3Z0 64 0.1 1.7 laO 60 0.1 1.9 410 sa 0.1 1.0 

f-' 
en 

1.0 

1.5 

5 
10 

5 
10 
15 
20 

153 
2.33 

70 
125 
165 
ZOO 

110 
60 

99 
86 
76 
71 

3.6 
1.9 

9.7 
7.3 
5.7 
5.0 

1.0 
1.9 

0.6 
1.3 
1.8 
2.3 

234 

125 
205 
ZSS 

110 

119 
96 
02 

3.6 

14.0 
9.1 
6.7 

1.3 

0.9 
1.6 
2.3 

320 

207 
315 

107 

131 
99 

3.4 

17.0 
9.7 

1.6 

1.2 
2.1 

370 

270 

104 

133 

3.2 

17.5 

1.8 

1.4 

2.0 5 
10 
15 
20 

3;; 
60 
89 

133 

73 
69 
65 
69 

12.5 
ILl 
9.9 

lL2 

0.5 
0.9 
1.3 
1.0 

62 
110 
153 
204 

97 
66 
79 
78 

22.1 
17.4 
14.7 
14.3 

0.6 
1.2 
1.7 
2.3 

113 
192 
250 

li2 
102 
90 

29.5 
24.4 
19.0 

0.8 
1.6 
2.3 

158 
255 

133 
107 

41.5 
26.9 

1.0 
1.8 
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TABLE III 


MlZZLE VELOCITIES/E'lliRGIES TO AOUEVE INDICATED VELOCITIES/ENERGIES AT 
INDICATED DIsTANCES FOR A 1- INCH DIAl'·lETER S£HERE OF DENSITI 1. 3gzcc 

Ll\lJNCHEi)AT A 5° AN£:' 

Distance, R, Velocity at Energy at 
Muzzle Velocity Nuzzle Energy from Launch Distance R Distance R 

(fps) (£t-lb) (ft) (fps) {ft- lbl 
210 117 16 198 15 

251 24 66 198 15 

453 79 230 198 15 

296 34 16 280 30 

355 48 66 280 30 

640 157 230 280 30 

419 67 16 395 60 

502 97 66 395 60 

904 313 230 395 60 

513 101 16 484 90 

614 145 66 484 90 


1106 469 230 484 90 
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Item 

Sling Shot wi th 
1/4" diameter 
ball bearing 
(16 grains) 

1/8 Brick 
hand- th rOWl1 
(Ll.55 lb) 

.- 1/4 Brick 
_1 hand- thrOlVll 

(1.1 lb) 

Beer Bottle 
throw-away, f-ull 
hand-thrown 
pg Oz.) 

TABU: IV 

AVER~GE VnOCITIl:;S A~D KINETIC ENERGIES FOR 
Ollli INARY Ii!l\lD -11 HlDWN OHJEGfS 

Velocity (fps) 
comQuted @ 4.5 ft 

188 

Velocity Cfps) 
computed @ 16.5 ft 

184 

Kinetic Energy (ft-lb) 
computed @ 4.5 ft 

1 

Kinetic Energy (ft-lb) 
computed @ 16.5 ft 

1'" 

79 65 58 39 

45 36 

59 65 

"'Simple eA~eriments performed by another Government agency indicate little penetration damage at these 
velocities and energies except to the eyes and the ear canals. 
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c. ~reasures of Effect - Physiological Basis 

Much of the blunt-trauma literature examined by persolUlel on this project was 
oriented toward head injuries. Appendix H summarizes the literature survey 
effort. The diverse investigations surveyed were mostly in general terms of 
physical parameters (e.g., angular acceleration of the head) which are not 
easily determined from a knowledge of the characteristics of a specific weapon 
which is to be evaluated. L\IIL's rough initial concept was that if biological 
species somewhat similar to man \lIere impacted with objects which were of par
ticular interest, then at a minilllUlll, examinations could be made of tissue dis
ruption. Medical judgrrents on the well-being of human subjects which could 
have been impacted llii th the same missile and at the same velocities could then 
be made. 'flle problem of relating animal data to humans can, of course, only 
be studied by more extensive testing. However, it was felt that gross esti 
mates could be given initially. 

Although there was an awareness of the various concepts' of damage mechanisms, 
there was no preconceived idea of how damage would relate to impact conditions 
other than that energy and/or momentum transfer should be related somewhat to 
damage. Essentially, it was a policy of "shoot and see." Serious considera
tion was given to an alternative approach which would truce the best available 
physical models of damage and attempt to forecast the effects of impacts with
out going to the expense of animal tests. It would have been academically 
honest to use this approach, but it was not done for two reasons: (1) it was 
difficult to convince a qualified investigator to extrapolate tlle models and 
existing data for these purposes, anu {2J it llias known that confirmatory 
firings against biological specimens lliouid be needed eventually anyway. Hence, 
it was decided to pursue the concept that a given weapon could be evaluated 
wi th a set of fi ri ngs. 1he evaluation plan to be recormnended by LiI'L would 
state just hOt. extensive such firing tests would be, depending on the allow
able effort (both time amI money) to be expended on the evaluation. 

Once tile decision was made to perfonn tilese tests, a procedure had to be estab
lisned for evaluating the results of the firings. lluring the examination of 
firing information, tNO separate but related procedures evolved. TIle simpler 
procedure consisted of dctennining physiological damage grade levels whereby 
various levels of tIssue disruption (resulting from tlle insult of blunt trauma) 
\iere assigned numbers proportional to the extent of damage. On exandnation of 
the physiological data available, it was found that standard criteria for 
rating damage lias not available in the form required to quantify experimental 
results. The ~ledical Group, therefore, established criteria for grading phys
iological danlage resulting from blunt trauma. These criteria were used as the 
basis for all aata analyses of this report and are presented in Appendix J. 
['or a particular organ, the levels ranged from 0 through 5, where I indicated 
some minimal sigllature of the insult, 5 represented a massive local disruption 
of tissue, and 0 represented no signature whatsoever. 

To d,lte, different grading scales have been established for the following 
eight vi tal org<U1 and/or body regions: 
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1- Skin, subrutaneous tissue and muscle 

2. Kidney 

3. Liver 

4. Spleen 

S. Lung 

6. Other viscera 

7. Bone 

8. lIead (skull and brain). 

A ninth grading scale (Heart) has been set up but was not finalized at the 
time of preparation of this report. It is interes ting to speculate on why 
the ~~dical Group delayed in establishing heart damage criteria. As noted in 
the introduction to Appendix J, the purpose of the grade level definitions is 
to provide a consistent basis for assessing damage to wounded body regions or 
organs. lIowever, frOOl the over-all objectives of the evaluation effort, there 
is also a need to relate the well-being of the subject to the particular impact 
damage. So a measure of damage, however consistent, may be of little value if 
damage level does not correlate consistently with the well-being of the patient. 
In the case of the heart, it has been observed that relatively minor tissue 
disruption can result in a serious heart problem, whereas in some instances, 
rather &>TOSS physical disruption of the heart can create a less serious sys
temic problem. lIence, it is difficult to establish for the heart a set of 
grade levels of increasing tissue disruption which correlates well with the 
well-being of the patient. 

111is type of concern, along with the recogn1tlOn that the human body is not a 
set of simply interfacing components, resulted in the second procedure for 
evaluating physiological damage. When the data from the individual tests l-lere 
reviewed by the f,!edical Group, it was highly desirable to make some assessment 
of the "Ivell-being" of an individual (in terms of probabilities of undesirable 
effects) who might have received a wound qui te similar to that received by the 
test animal. However, the assignment of a grade level to all critical portions 
of the body after an impact did not lead directly to the assessment of a human 
subject's I"ell-being. Thus, in addition to assigning grade levelS, the Medi
cal Group made a probability assessment of the patient's lack of well-being. 
The problem lvi th this procedure was that there !vas no certainty as to the con
sistency of a consensus judgment estimate, but tllc consensus estimation of a 
probability of lack of well-being of a subject has the ohvious built-in charac
teristic that it is correlated with his well-being. 

For an assessment of lack of lYell-being (undesirable effect), somc criteria of 
well-being have to be provided. "l11e criteria are included in the following 
defini tion: 
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Undesirable effect is that anatomical and/or functional effect which 
persists longer than 24 hours and prevents an individual from per
forming routine daily tasks and/or produces pennanent impairment as 
defined by the American ~!edical Association (AMA) ratings. 

Obviously, the adjectives "less-than-Iethal" or "nonlethal" are not well-suited 
to devices evaluated under this criteria. "LO\~-hazard devices" would possibly 
be a better descriptor of weapons in this whole area of interest, but terms 
once-established are difficult to dlange. Furthermore, all persons concerned 
with these devices and the evaluation of these devices should recognize that 
a real understanding of the area is not achieved by the precision of a title. 
The real issue is "hether undesirable effects of "less-than-lethal" weapons 
shOUld include loss of functional capability of the subject or should be 
restricted to the probability of death. It is assumed in the LI\1L effort that 
loss of functional capability should also be included as an undesirable effect. 

Up to this point, the discussion has been oriented primarily t~ard undesir
able effects. The Nedical Group also assessed, hom a physiological viewpoint, 
the desirable effects (incapacitation as a result of impact). For assessment 
of the desirable effects of a device, it is necessary to introduce the objec
tives of the scenario. Hence, tilere may be completely different probability 
assessments for a given impact depending upon the scenario used in the evalua
tion. The most obvious difference is between Scenario III (Suspect Fleeing on 
Foot) and Scenario IV (Dispersal of a Cr01~d). In Scenario III, the objective 
is to stop a running suspect; and in Scenario IV, tile objective is to make the 
subject run (disperse). The time/function-loss relationship also becomes a 
signific~lt factor in considering desirable effects. 

Anotiler problem concerned the "effects" data. The problem arose in trying to 
relate the terminal effects parameter to the probability estimated for obtain
ing desirable and/or undesirable effects. '11le probability assignments made to 
date have been estimated by well-qualified members of bOtil the ~lethods and Med
ical Groups. The Methods Group \.as concerned mainly with the desirable effects, 
l'ilrile the Medical Group originally concentrated on the undesirable effects. 
Hrno/ever, the latter's contribution to the desirable effects program was also 
significant during the last half year of the program. 

In each group I S rendering of the hLnnan incapacitation estimates, the general 
approach follrno/ed was to: 

1. State the stress situation. TIlis consists mainly of the scenario 
description, the effect desired, the time to achieve the effect, and the dura
tion of the effect. 

2. View necropsy slides and tissue samples from animal tests for a partic
ular physiological damage level. (Grade according to tile damage criteria given 
in ApI1endix J.) 

3. Discuss the probable effect of a similar wound on a human target and 
render an estimate of its incapaci tation effects. 
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111e undesirable and desirable data banks of probability of effect were con
structed from the results of item 3 above. One data point was determined by 
each animal test. 

In the deliberations of the Medical Group, the procedure was much the same for 
assessment of desirable effects as it was for the assessment of lack of well 
being under the Z4-hour criterion (undesirable effects). For example, if tile 
nature of the wound was such that it clearly stopped the fleeing suspect in 
the allotted time, then for Scenario III the assessment would yield a proba
bility of 1.0 that a desirable effect would be achieved. It shOUld be noted 
that the bulk of tile assessments on tile desirable effect, as determined by the 
Medical Group, were based upon the abili ty of an individual to function. Hence, 
a high probability of desirable effect indicated a fairly severe physiological 
diunge to the body systems and, as might be expected, there was a high positive 
correlation beuveen desirable and undesirable effect probabilities, that is, 
impacts I<lhich tended to be highly effective from a desirable standpoint also 
tended to produce considerable unlVanted, undesirable effects. 

iluch of tile above discussion hecomes more meaningful when it is related to the 
specifics of actual test data described below. But before the specific results 
of tests are presented, one additional point should be made. It was the inten
tIon of all groups of tile LWL Less-Than-Letilal Weapons Evaluation Panel that 
the effects of devices on bystanders (inVolved primarily in Scenarios II and 
TV) be included. This intent was not achieved, hOlvever, and it is important 
to note that when it is included, the undesirable effects on bystanders will 
hecome scenario-Jepencient, similar to the Jesirable effects on tile intended 
target subjects. 

The Ll~L test results presented herein I<lere obtained from firings conducted at 
lIazelton Laboratories, lv!lOse primary responsibility \,as to proviJe facilities 
and care and handling of the animal subjects. Experimental Pathology Labora
tories, Inc. \Vas responsible for the necropsy \'lork and, togetiler wi th Hazelton 
Labora tories, provideJ the patilology report on each test series. MI Corpora
tion was the prime contractor on the effort and was responsible for the projec
tile-launching equipment, its instrumentation, ra\'i data analysis and prepara
tion of tests reports. The entire animal testing effort was under the direc
tion of LlvL' 5 staff physiologist. 

j\fter a series of deliberations, the j\ledical Group selected the eo..]lcrimental 
animals, swine (shoats) for the body tests and baboons for the head tests. "[he 
selection "as based on the premise that the cranium of the baboon, although 
somewhat Jissimilar to the cranium of a human, was more similar anatomically 
speaking than tile craniulll 01 a goat. Swine (shoats) were chosen in order to 
obsen'e primarily the effects of blunt-trauma inj1lry on the cutaneous, sub
cutaneous and underlying muscle areas. At 10 to 11 weeks of age, s\dne skin 
and the corresponding reaction to trauma is very similar both frOI!) histological 
;:mJ pathological points-or-vic\< to that of ,I hU;;Jan. Tho i·ledical GrOllI' felt 
that goat skin Hith its vdriuus thickllesses, elasticities, and a:natolllical as 
Hell as histological variables did not represent an iJeal experimental animal 
for this type of tcstiHg. 
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111e over-all test set-up consisted of a helium gas launching system, low
lethality ammunition, velocity-measurement equipment, high-speed photographic 
coverage, and the test animals in their appropriate restraining harnesses. 
Uetails of the conduct of the test, such as preparation, anesthetization, and 
sacrifice of the animals, will not be discussed in this report; however, the 
Principles of Laboratory Animal Care were followed. Some detail on procedures 
of animal handling and other details of test conduct, such as helium gun cali
bration mld velocity data reduction, are available in individual test reports 
from MI Corporation and will be issued later as LlVL Tedlllical Notes. 

~Iany tests were conducted using a l-indl rubber ball projectile. Test series 
I and II lvere conducted under a previous US Army program; series III was con
ducted lUJder this project. However, since all test series were conducted in 
the same manner, the data are treated together. The number of shots in each 
test series is given belO\-I: 

Test Head Shots Bod):: Shots 

SOTio5 I 4 (baboon) 21 (goats) 

Series II 18 (baboon) 18 (swine) 

Series III 7 (baboon) l:l (S1~ine) 

Before discussing the Tesults of these tests, a brief discussion of the test 
analysis procedure is in order. A veterinary pathologist (Experimental Pathol
06')' Laboratories, Inc.) .,as present at the conduct of all tests. If the sub
j ect animal died as il result of the impact, the veterinary pathologist perfoTIlled 
;J necropsy just 3[ter the death o[ the animal. If the animal did not die wi thin 
24 hours. then the animal was sacri Heed ~·1 hours after impact and a necropsy 
\vas perfoIlI;cd at that time. !Juri ng the conduct of the necropsy, 3Smm color 
phoTogr'lpits \Yere taken at various stages of the surgical intrusion, i.e., photo
graphs \~ere taken of: 

1. The surface appearance prior to intrusion 

2. rile suhcutaneous leve 1 

.) . The muscular leve 1 

4. 'lIle organ leve 1 (organ ill place) 

5. The org;:m i tseIf ,·,hen removed from the carcass 

O. ;In)' gross anOIna lies in tIle organ. 

Also during the conduct of the necropsy, the veterinary pathologi st provi ded a 
ue5cTiption of tJj{; I"ounded region and made a prel illlinary grading of all organs! 
body tissues in tJle vicinity of the wounded region. The test report \Vas then 
I\Ti tten based upon ail infonmtion u[1 to that point. lIfter the test report 
and :;5~1;1 slides w:!re availahle, a )Iedkal Group meeti.ng was called and tll(' 
veteTi!1<J1Y pathologist I\TIO had performed the necropsies di scussed cuell IVOUncl. 
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At this time, the preliminary damage grades were reviewed and final grades 
assigned and approved by the Medical Group. As time permitted, the Medical 
Group would then assess probabilities of undesirable effect and probabilities 
of desirable effect for scenarios of interest. 

The results of the rubber ball tests, presented as damage level vs kinetic 
energy, are given in Figures 4 rllrough 9. Since all tests were conducted with 
rlle same projectile, the results could also be presented as a function of 
veloci ty. However, slnce similar test lnformation is available on entirely 
different proj ectiles, it appears more meaningful to discuss the response of 
the various organs in terms of kinetic energy. For example, almost all of the 
I-inch ball velocities were In the region of 160-500 feet per second (ldnetic 
energies of 10 to 100 ft-Ib), whereas most of the orller applicable information 
is on heavier, lower"velocity proj ectiles, but which have much the same Jdnetic 
energy values as the l-indl balls. 

An examination of Figure 4 (grade level vs kinetic energy for skin, subcuta
neous tissue and muscle) lndicates a fairly reliable linear relationship 
beween increase of grade level and increase of kinetic energy. For example, 
there is only one Grade 3 (deep-seated bnlise) between 10 and 20 ft-lb of 
energy. Only three out of 14 impacts were less than severe (Grade 5) for 
impacts bet-ween 90 and 100 ft-Ib. A certaln amount of caution must be exer
cised in interpreting the extremely-high-energy impacts with the I-inch ball; 
since the energy per unit area is considerably higher than with a larger missile 
of equivalent total energy, and skln penetration is certalnly a function of 
energy per unit area. However, the pattern of Grades 3 and 4, which preclude 
skin penetration, also indicates a linear relationship between skln damage and 
kinetic ener!,'Y. 

111e Jata on the kidney and the liver (Figures 5 and 6) present a much less 
clear picture. However, they do present an lndication that the kidney and the 
liver are somewhat less vulnerable than rlle head (Figure 9). The two Grade 5 
liver \IfOlll1ds In the 65 ft-Ib region are not sufficient to draw any really mean
ingful conclusions on extremely hazardous bounds for the energy of missiles 
impacting on the liver. 

The data on the spleen (Figure 7) is obviously much too sparse to draw any but 
the simplest conclusions. One could infer that the spleen is relatively invul
nemb Ie to rubber ball impacts based on the four data points taken to date. 

lJata on the thorax/heart systems (Figure 8) show a fairly consistent relation
ship \-lith the exception of the one swlne-heart, Grade-3 data point at 28 lb 
of energy. 

The Jata in Figure 9 on head shots do not present a clear picture of the func
tional relations between energy and damage, but a rather clear set of bounds 
are established by this data, i.e., below 20 ft-lb impacts appear to be lnnoc
!lOUS ancl above 90 ft-lb impacts are consistently hazardous. 

One C,Ul view the data obtained to date as valuable in several ways. First, 
there is some indi c<.!tion that body shots represent approxbnately the same 
llegree of hazard as head shots, although they are perhaps slightly less haz
ardous. HOIvever, one of the key organs, the heart, not well lmderstood. 
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Second, the data on the skin, subcutaneous tissue and muscle grouping, together 
wi th the data on the organs, provide a lot of information on the relative haz
ards of a random hit on the body which was not previously available. However, 
the mst significant aspect of the lJ'1L data is evident when it is examined in 
conjlIDction wi th data from other sources. An example of an additional data 
source is the work done by the Biophysics Laboratory at Edgewood Arsenal and 
reported in a letter report entitled "Bean Bag-Hazards Study," released 8 
September 1972. ll'IL had access to the information on the individual shots in 
this test series and did an approximate grading of these shots according to 
the Ll'IL grading criteria. It should be noted that the Edgewood tests used a 
0.3 pOlIDd bean-bag missile, approximately 12 times heavier than the I-inch 
rubber sphere of the LWL tests. The bean-bag missile also has considerably 
different impact orientation and probably quite different con~liance charac
teristics. However, grossly, tile results were quite similar; that is, in 
excess of 90 ft-Ib total impact energy frequently caused extensive damage to 
the impact region, and at 30 ft-Ib impact energy, the damage experienced was 
qui te markedly less (dependent upon the impacted area). ' There were only two 
shots at the 15 ft-lb level, and one of these provided some small damage to 
the liver; hence, a safety statement at the 15 ft-lb total energy level for 
the bean-bag would not be so well justified as for tile I-inch rubber ball, 
which gives no liver damage and nothing mre than minor skin, subcutaneous 
tissue and muscle damage at that level. For a considerably larger missile 
(34 pOlIDds), 23 ft-lb for ndnor liver damage and 91 ft-Ib as the threshOld of 
severe damage has been reported5 • 

Considering the lack of simple guidelines on damage due to bltmt trauma, there
fore, it appears reasonable at this time to propose an interim, evaluation 
cri teria for damage lVhich identifies 90 ft-lb or above as a severe damage 
region; 90 to 30 ft-lb as a dangerous region, and 15 ft-lb and below as a safe 
or relatively lCll,-hazard region. It llI11St be recognized, hCll,ever, timt the 
region of 15 ft-lb and belCllV has not been extensively investigated. If the 
proj ectile cross -section were sufficiently large, such as to preclude entry 
into the eye socket, then the 15 ft-lb total energy level appears to be an 
extremely useful criterion for safety. 

IVhlle it is recol,'11ized that the medlanism of injury may be better understood 
with criteria otiler than total impact energy, it is felt that some considera
tion must be given to the utility of damage criteria. Hence, with a rela
tively minimal effort, the blunt-traun~ effect of various devices can be esti 
mated using the total energy criteria. 'flle table belCllV gives these cdteria 
in both the English and metric systems. 

Severe Damage Zone of Clixed Results llSafe" 

English 90 ft-lb 30 ft-lb 15 ft-lb 

Netrie 122 joules 40.7 joules 20.3 joules 

5C1emedson, Hellstrom and Lindgrim, 'The Relati1fe Tolerance of the liead, 
'Thorax and Abdomen to Blunt Trawna," Annals of tile Ne\, York Academy of 
Sciences, Vol 152, Art 1, pp 187-198, 1963. 
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It may seem both redundant and inconsistent to give both a 30 ft-lb limit on 
the hazardous region and a 15 ft-lb limit on the "safe" region. However, this 
sunmary appears to be a good description of the results at this time. Due to 
the complex interaction between a projectile and a body region, different 
mechanisms of energy dissipation are apparently taking place in the 30-90 ft
Ib region, and for fixed total enerb'Y impacts on a given region, different 
damage levels may be ex~ccted. 

If impact experiments and mechanism investigations are continued, there will 
undoubtedly be percentage estimates of damage level as a function of kinetic 
energy such as those given in Figure 10. A presentation such as Figure 10 
could have direct application to the evaluation of a particular device, since 
the cumulative probability of a given damage level or lower (or higher) may be 
determined at any kinetic energy level. In the particular evaluation of a 
device, any damage level (such as Grade 3) could be established as undesirable; 
then, the kinetic energy of the projectile could be determined as a function 
of range and the probability of Grade 3 or higher could"be detennined as a 
function of kinetic energy and thence the probability of undesirable damage 
could be detennined as a function of range. 

,\lternatively, the basic data could be used directly by plotting the over-all 
es:imated undesirable effect (using the 24-hollr criterion) as a function of 
impact condition, such as kinetic energy. Again, it is noted tllat for a par
ticular less-t.'1an-leti1al device, the impact velocity is just as meaningful a 
description of impact condition as kinetic energy. Kinetic enerb'Y is used 
some\Vhat generically as the impact parameter because it does represent a 
scaling wIdell may be descriptive of projectiles with different masses and 
velocities. 

Figure 11 gives the probability of unde~irable effect as a function of kinetic 
energy for the 1- inch ball Series II and II I tests. The points plotted on tile 
graph include head, liver, thorax (lung and heart) and kidney shots. It should 
b.; noted that in a fel1 instances the undesirabl" effects probability was 
assigned as a result of the skin damage rather than damage to the individual 
organ target. An examination of Fib'llre 11 tends to give further slIpport to the 
15, 3U, 90 ft-1b tentative criteria, although some caution should be taken 
since this d,yta is all from the I-inch ball tests. 

It is fair Lv obvious that additional tests should be run to better establish 
the damage "level measurements of body response to blunt traWlla. Similarly, 
the judgment estimates of the !'1edical Group may be better understood if 1:he 
ull(krlying rationale used in making estir.lates is stated more completely and 
then analyzed (simi lar to the \Vork eone in COlliputer medical cliagnos is of 
sympTOmS) " 

D. ,"!easures of Effect - "f\onphysiological" Basis 

,\ prot">1em ·....hich Grose in the dctenllinatiOll of probalJi 1 it)' estiPlates relates 
to the 'Ll~e' of the ';;capon to be evaluated. The model for evaluating the 
effectiveness of less-t11an-lethal ,",eapons shoulcl entail quantifying the con
tributions ()f the effect of <lisplaying the weapon, the effect of threatening 
to use [he ,'"capon, an<J the effect of actual "eapon use" If th(~se effect 

:11 
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contributors are independent, a sl.IIImlation of effects yields a measure of weapon 
effectiveness which is termed the "response." Note also that \>hile the pro
posed evaluation technique concentrates on dissidents as targets, the indicated 
effects also apply to observers. However, the effects on observers not hit, 
while pertinent, were not investigated to any extent. 

The effect of "display" and "threat" in the work conducted to date has largely 
been discounted. In retrospect, it appears tilat these elements are most appro
priately applied to Scenario IV (Disposal of a Crowd) and then only to that 
fraction of the crowd \>ho are neither would-be martyrs nor die-hards. First 
time effects might be oveooelming, especially to the fainthearted. However, 
it is asSUI!1ed that once the decision has been made to use the weapon, only the 
"hard core" of the crowd, \>ho apparently are not going to comply with control 
forces objectives, will remain. Since little work was done on estimation of 
display and threat effects, weapon comparison techniques presented in this 
report are primarily based on the premise of actual weapon use. Nevertheless, 
additional work needs to be done to broaden the over-all' model to include 
weapon display and threat effects. 

There are many terms to describe "nonphysiological" effects of less-tilan-Iethal 
h'eapons. Cooper6 and others in the popular press might call this "stopping 
POIver." Still others might call it "shock." Ivlany people who hunt call it 
"stun. to The follOl-!ing brief discussion is an attempt to identify the mechanisms 
of effectiveness not normally considered as physiological-produced. 

The biological system of the body is cOlllplex, but one might break it dOlffi 
into biochemical and electrical systems 7. At least, the hierarchical control 
systems are chemical and electrical. Bodily control is maintained by dlemi
cal flux exchange across the capillary walls, \>hile electrical control is by 
information flux exchange (both chemical and electrical) through nerve mem
brane. "General" control messages are transmitted by hormones in the blood, 
while "specific" control messages are transferred by nervous impulses to spec
ified vlaces. If these control messages are disrupted, altered or tampered 
with in some manner, the resulting reaction might produce M1at we could term 
a desirable effect (wi thout the normal physiological connotation). The primary 
reasoning behind classifying this as a desirable effect is that the individ
ual 's resulting action will deviate from his planned course of action or pri 
mal)' motivation. Although this mechanism of effectiveness when severe might 
lead to lmdesirable effects, this discussion is primarily concerned with the 
lower-le\-el mechanism which produces a desirable effect. 

As previously stated, time becomes an important factor when measuring effec
tivelless of a given stimulus (such as impulse from a kinetic-energy device). 
,An interference of ftmction must be related to the body's natural time f-unc
tioning to give a desired effect. 111Us, it should be noted that a cortical 
task, such as locating a spot of light, requires about a.l second. The 
adrenergic response of the nervous system through the release of norepinephrine 
at the nerve ends also occurs in the a.l-second time frame. (This adrenergic 

6Cooper. J.. op cit 
7S1ock, E., el aI, Introduction to a Biological Systems Science, NASA CI1 1720, 
February 1971. 
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response readies the motor system to face the demands which may be placed on 
it by the comma:nd system._) Regulation, such as provided by the hypothalamus, 
occurs at a time cycle of minutes. 

The effects of less-than-lethal weapons in terms of behavorial and physiolo
gical response to a stimulus is a function of tbne after initiation. From 
the point-of-view of the police or control forces, and for the scenarios of 
interest, the desirable effect has a quick onset time and persists for a rela
tively short time, i.e., until the objectives of the control forces are 
achieved. From the point-of-view of the subject receiving the effects of 
devices, any disc~nfort or incapacitation is undesirable; but those effects 
l.;hich persist over long periods of time are unquestionably undesirable from 
t.':le points-of-view of both the subject and the control forces. That is, it 
seems reasonable to speculate that the vast majority of people will consider 
nausea, 	temporary blindness and flashes of pain as objectionable, but we would 
further assert that an even greater majority would consider loss of sight, 
loss of limbs, extended hospital stays, major operations or death as highly 
undesirable. It should be stated at this point that transi t01 pail) is appar
ently the only safe mechanism for achieving desirable effects rom lunt
trauma, less-than-lethal weapons. 

The undesirable effects are discussed in some detail in the previous section 
of tins report, along with a brief description of physiologically-based desir
able effects. tiowever, a general discussion of desirable effects is important 
to properly introduce the subject of ·'pain." 

An essential feature of the LWL evaluation is the establishment of scenarios 
or "model" situations in which the various less-than-lethal devices may be 
used. If the specific scenarios are examined (e.g., Scenario III, the Fleeing 
Suspect), the desirable effect is to stop the subject within 20-30 seconds 
from the tilJle of activation of the device. It is not obvious, and this will 
be Jiscussed below, that a device whose primary effect is to induce pain will 
stop a fleeing suspect. On tile other hand, in Scenario IV (the Dispersal of 
a Crowd), there is reason to believe that a crowd may be dispersed prbnarily 
by the threat of discomfort or pain. 

55, 1 	 This initial effort of evaluation, as it relates to a pain mechanism, is ori 
ented toward the assessment of pain induced by impacting, nonpenetrating mis
siles. However, progress in understanding the nature of MACE, tear gas, etc. 
has been made by considering the mechanisms of desirable effect tilrough mech
anisms which induce discomfort in forms other than transitory pain. 

If the desirable effects of a device are associated with rapid onset time and 
relatively short persistence, then it is easy to understand why a pain mech
anism of effect through impacting projectiles Harrants investigation. Further
more, there is no\~ a great deal of evidence that impacting projectiles can be 
launched in such a manner tlu,t the resulting impact will cause intense tran
sient pain l<Ii th little risk of physiolog ical drunage to almost any critical 
part of the body (Hith some notable exceptions, e.g., vulnerability of the 
eyes has not been examined, but is assumed). [Jafortunatc1y, this does not yet 
mean that impacting projectiles arc obviously a good Hay to go in less-than
letllal \-;eapons. That is, as of yet good evidence that intense transient pain 
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for a given stress condition of the subject will result in the desired effect 

or outcome in a given control force application has not been proven. 


At this point, it seems relevant to review what is known about pain as it per

tains to pain induced by stimuli of interest in less-than-1ethal weapons inves

tigations. To be more specific, experimental pain rather tilan pathological 

pain will be examined. In experimental pain, the direct causal relation is 

understood in the sense that the stimulus is controlled in both time of appli 

cation, or duration, and intensity. Much of the research on pain is oriented 

toward the evaluation of analgesics and unfortunately any quantification of 

pain response tilat has been found involves an interpretation by the subject as 

to what pain is and how much pain is experienced. 


In this effort, botil pain threshold and pain tolerance will be discussed. 

Geldard 8 describes threshold pain as "the point at which a pressure tap becomes 

a pricking stab." In the tests conducted under the LWL program, the following 

description of pain was given to the subject: "If you consider taps on the 

skin with an object, as the force of impact is gradually increased, the feeling 

changes frall a.'1 innocuous pressure to a level of discomfort; if an individual 

tap is at a level of discomfort, call it pain." Statistically, Baill threshold 

is defined as that level of the stimulus for which the subj ect 1'1111 call "pain" 

50% of tile time. Pain tolerance is near ilie opposite end of spectIUlll and is 

related to the illTIOunt of pain a subject can tolerate under a given set of con

ditions. 111'1 did not investigate pain tolerance because of the relatively 

greater dlance of hazard to ilie individual during tests. Also, the Iiteral 

pain and suffering involved would obviously have required a great deal more 

care, preciSion and administrative effort than was possible under the present 

program. 


The only reason that LWL found a need to conduct any pain experimentation was 

that no quantitative information in ilie literature on experimental pain induced 

by an impact stimulus could be found. A literature survey on "pain" was con

ducted and the results (lre presented in Appendix I. ~lost of tile literature on 

experimental pain is either on pressure stimuli or heat stimuli, l~ith some 

infonnation on electrical stimuli. Before discussing tile result5 of the LWL 

experiments, it is pertinent to review what infonnation from ilie literature 

pertains directly to tile evaluation. 


There are n·1O findings lvhich have a maj or influence on ti,e evaluation of a 

pain mecJlanism. Firs t, pain tilreshold for ~ given stilllUlus is dominated !:!L 

the ilfiPingillif energy pr unit area. Thus, for a heat stimulus, the threshold 

jl:iln is rouly 200 mc sec/cm2 l~itil considerable latitude on the area affected 9. 

For a pressure stimulus, the threshold is roughly 2kg/cm2. 1 0 There are certain 

problems associated wi til electrically-induced pain I t, illld there is no equiva

lent unit area statement for :m electrical stimulus. If ilie unit area rela

tion carri es over into pain induced by impact, there would be a very important 


'l(jcldanl, frank i\., The l!uman Senses, John Wiley & Sons, Inc, 1972. 

911ardy, Wolff and Goodell, PClin Sensations and Reactions, Hafna Puhlis'ling Co. 

ISS:? 

l.J!:eelc. K. lJ., The Pressure Algometer, The Lancet, March 1954. 

11Clark, Jmnes 1'1. and Bindra, Dalbir. Individual lJifferences in Pain Thresholds, 

Canadian Journal of Psychology, Vol 10, f;o. 2, 1956. 
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implication on the nature of impacting, nonpenetrating devices; namely, small 
nonpenetrating missiles at high velocity would tend to provide adequate energy 
for inducing pain without sufficient total energy to induce physiological 
damage. 

The second finding concerns the relation between threshold ~ain and ~ tol
erance. If it is assumed that persons can be motivated to esirable control 
objectives through pain (a critical assumption), then the levels of stimuli 
which induce pain tolerance values are fundamentally more interesting than pain 
threshold values theIl1Selves. Fortuitously, for heat, pressure and electrical 
stimuli, the estimated levels of tolerance run only uvo to three times the 
threshold values:EOr mean levels. B,!! --- -----

At this point, it seeIl1S appropriate to formulate in layman's terms what has 
been implied by researchers in pain: 

TIle body's total somatic, pain-sensing network tends· to act as an 
alarm system where an alarm is triggered for relatively small 
areal and relatively fixed ener!,')' intrusions. TIlis alarm system 
has a relatively small dynamic range (factor of three in energy). 

Hence, the major conjecture in evaluating pain as a mechanism of desired effect 
in less-than-lethal devices is that the alarm system can be predictably acti 
vated \Vi th energies that are sub-hazardous. 

LI~L conducted a limited series of tests in an effort to detenlline threshold 
pain for impacting mis!'dles. TIle objectives of these tests were far more 
modest than most experimental pain investigations, although test procedures 
were much the same. The prin~ry objective was to detennine if crude estimates 
of threshold would be of any value in detennining whether pain levels were 
substantially below damage (or hazard) levels for specific missile types. 

There were a total of eight different subjects tested on five different days 
with a total of 639 impacts. TIlree <.litferent missiles were teste<.l having the 
dlaracteristics given belm,: 

1. l-.inch rubber sphere - .025 Ibs 

2-inch rubber sphere - .132 Ibs 

3. 2.7S-inch circular '~Jean bag" - .336 lbs. 

A preliminary test was conducted on the first day using four subjects to estab
lish the approximate threshold velocities, appropriate procedures, body areas 
to be tested and the validity of the threshold of pain definition in terns of 
consistency. The basic procedure used throughout the tests was to drop the 
missile from fixed heights and record the response of the' subject under the 
explanation of pain threshold noted above. That is. if an individual is sub
jected to a graduation of pressure taps, as tile intensity of the taps increases, 

8Geldard, Frank A.• op cit 

llC1ark, JaInes IV. and Bindra, Ualbir, op cit 
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the sensation changes from an innocuous pressure and at some point to a feeling 
of discomfort, then this feeling is called Piin. For an individual pressure 
tap, the subject should make a judgment whet ler or not there has been any dis
comfort resulting from the impact. 

Using this definition of threshold pain, experiments were conducted on four 
additional days, the results of which are given in Table V. 

TABLE V 

RESULTS OF PAIN THRESHOLD TESTS 

Estimated Nean Estimated 
Item----"-' Target Pain Threshold Uppe r BOlll1ds 

l-indl rubber sphere Forearm 17 fps 23 fps 
(5 subj ects) Shin 18 fps 23 fps 

2- indl rubber sphere 
(4 subjects) 

Forearm 
Shin 

W fps 
10 fps 

13 fps 
13 fps 

2.75-inch bean bag Forearm 12 fps 14 fps 
(3 subj ects) Shin 14 fps 16 fps 

The estimated pain threshold was calculated by accumulating the nurriber of 
"pain" and "no pain" calls at eadl height and making a linear estimate of 
that height which would give 509, calls of "pain." The height lias then con
vEn'ted to ve lodty using the f01l11Ula: 

v 2 = 2gh, 

where, v = velocity 

g = acceleration due to gravity 

h = height. 

The estimated upper bOLU1d was detennined by taldng that height for whidl all 
but one subject reported greater than 50% pain response and converting that 
height to a ve loci ty. 

111e eight subj ects '''ere adult males ranging in age from 19 to 45 years. Six 
of the eight subjects gave extremely consistent results. One of the eight, 
the only active athlete, gave consistently lower estimates of pain threshold. 
At the other extreme, one of the subjects gave consistently higher estimates 
of pain threshold. This latter subject I"as the shortest in height and lightest 
III >veight of all the subjects and a former athlete. 

1 t SilOUld be noted that after the preliminary test of the first day, all cXlJer
imentation lvas single/blind. enl:Jt is, the subjects did not know at ",hat 
height the missile would be dropped. Also, the experimenters did not reveal 
wltil after the test that they were using (l probing tedmique. 

:;8 
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Although the number of subjects involved was limited and the cross-section of 
subjects was limited to adult males. it is felt that the experiments provided 
a reasonable basis for estimating threshold pain resulting from impact and the 
objectives of the experiments were met. Incidentally. the pain threshold 
values were nrudl lONer than anticipated. Initially, the experimenters were 
searming for a facility Which would provide heights up to 100 feet, whereas 
the test's actual drop heights were limited to eight feet for the l-indl rubber 
spheres and four feet for the 2-inch rubber sphere and the bean bag. 

Before addressing the more fundamental problem of pain or threat of pain as a 
motivational factor, one should recognize some of the limitations of the pain 
data derived from the LlvL experiment. First, it is known that there will be 
a reduction in pain effect as a result of clothing. A lalll1cher was fabricated 
that produces a consistent 28 fps muzzle velocity for the l-indl rubber sphere 
(the first item in the LWL tests). Numerous firings were made to verify that 
this velocity \~as well above the pain threshold, though at 28 fps it is gen
erally not considered to be near pain tolerance levels.' However. it was evi
dent that three layers of cloth (shirt, sports coat, and lining of sports coat) 
sufficiently absorbed the energy SUdl that there were no pain reports at 28 
fps for any impacts through clothing. 

If it is possible to establish that certain impacts can induce pain without 
causing physiological damage, then the question remaining is '~vill pain or 
threat of pain produce the disruption to control messages and a resulting desir
able effect'!" In an attempt to answer this question, the Methods Group was 
asked to make quantitative estimates of the effects of devices whose primary 
medlanism is pain. At present, very fel~ positive results have been achieved. 
One of the basic probler.JS is how to invoke a behavior pattern in humans \~i th 
a simple stimulus (viz., a stimulus that is known to be painful). The Methods 
Group consensus was that the behavioral response in a line of marchers, for 
example, to a pa.lnful stimulus is highly dependent upon the attitudes, the 
emotional levels, a'1d the emotional stability of the individuals involved. Yet 
it is kna~1 by experience that a person generally acts to 9Dve from an environ
ment of discomfort to an environment of less discomfort or that a person will 
hesitate to leave an environment of relative comfort and move into an environ
ment of discomfort. The basic idea is essentially stated: Pain is the most 
potent stimulus Imown to arouse and sustain behavior and is therefore important 
to the study of drives. Ii 

A basic problem is that one cannot quantify from any Imown data sources what to 
=y people is completely obvious. As a specific example, consider the Fleeing 
Suspect Scenario. The Methods Group assessment was that a fleeing sllspect would 
in no way be induced to stop under threat of pain. Furthermore, the fact of 
pain, if an othemise noninjurious blow was received, i~ould do little to stop 
the suspect. It is evident that a person in flight is in a high emotional state 
and the si tuatioll is similar to cases of pain accommodation. i.e., the pain is 
present but the subject is not paying any attention to it. 

It appears at this time that the effect of pain must be accepted as a conjec
ture, however valid it appears in certain situations, But a relatively clear 

12Leukel, Francis, Introduction to Physiological Psychology, The C, U. ~losby 
Co, 1972, 
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picture is emerging that impact devices can be built which will induce pain 
which is transient and at the same time relatively noninjurious. It is also 
clear that no other incaEbcitating mechanisms have been uncovered for impacting 
ob jects which are reason Ie to exploit and which would offer the same level 
of assurance that there would be no injury .13 

Finally, it seems pertinent to address public acceptance of impact pain as a 
control mechanism. No one is b1 a position to reliably forecast acceptance or 
nonacceptance of impact less-than-Iethal weapons by the vocal public. However, 
it is felt that the control forces should be quite vocal in the distb1ction 
between enforcement measures and punishment as they apply to pain. In a 
disciplined police force, the enforcement measures are largely the option of 
the suspect or the persons being controlled, i.e., the police carry weapons 
for self-protection or as a threatening alternative to nonsubnussive behavior. 
If the police place a suspect under arrest and the suspect does not submit to 
arrest, then the police are committed to more physical means of achievb1g sub
missiveness. In essence, the suspect has, by option, chosen tlle nature of the 
police response. In punishment after conviction, the convicted person has no 
alternatives, no options and the situation takes on a greater sensitivity as 
well as the constrab1ts of Amendment VIII of the Constitution b1 regards to 
punishmen t . 

There is an interesting parallel in the medical community where relief of suf
fering is a primary objective but the immediate comfort of the patient is only 
a concern when no other procedures are applicable. Furthennore, medical diag
nosis through pain does not generally meet with the willing cooperation of the 
patient, even though such diagnosis is considered to be in the patient's best 
interests. 

To date the information gatlwred on pain can only serve as a general guide to 
determine the effectiveness of impacting a target at some given energy level. 
Although the program has not progressed to the point "here this has been set 
down in a quanti tative manner, the deliberations of the Nethods Group tends to 
support tlle conclusion that pain can be obtained at a reasonable and safe 
level. 

Through the expertise of the members of the ~lethods Group of the over-all Less
Than-Lethal l'ieapons Evaluation Panel, it has been concluded that all persons 
in a given situation are not in the same emotional state. If it is asslllned 
that eadl person or group may have any of three different emotional states 
(an obvious oversimplification), with the highest state ("three") being 
"extreme motivation," the target in Scenario III (the Fleeing Suspect) would 
probably be in emotional state "three," \'Jhile Scenario IV (Dispersal of a 
Cra.~d) \,Iould probably include some targets in eadl of the three emotional 
states. lllis means then that for this scenario (IV), three different func
tions 1Vould be required to relate energy to pain level and eadl of tllese func
tions \{ould have to be applied in proportion to the percentage of individuals 
in 6e scenario hho might be in that emotional state. 

,3Departmcnt of Diological Instrumentation, Incapacitating Criminals by Non
penetElting Impact, Tne Lovelace Foundation for ~·ledical Education and Research, 
,Ubuquerque, ;,;.1, 10 April 1912. 
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The foregoing is based, of course, on the premise that pain is a readily quan
tifiable mechanism of effectiveness. 'Chis is a strongly suspect postulation, 
as we do not have even the necessary quaEtative proof. As alluded to previ
GUsly. there may in fact be other mechanisms, such as "stun," which are of equal 
or greater significance as a mechanism of effectiveness. However, since at this 
time it must be asSUllled that pain is the mechanism, then a more realistic rela
tionship between energy and pain level for each of the three emotional states 
should be detennined. Such a relationship might look like that displayed in 
Figure 12. (The following notes refer to the circled letters in Figure 12.) 

1. Note a. TIlese points are rough estimates based on observed damage 
levels obtained in animal tests. 

2. Note b. One experimenter 14 on pain described the mean mechanical pain 
tolerance levels to be 2.7 times pain threshold means. Assuming a similar 
ratio for pain from blunt-trauma devices, gives a tolerance level of about 0.5 
ft-lb. 

3. Note c. According to a lecture by Dr. Ranck, University of Midligan, 
pain is a function of many things. It is strongly psychological, since "badly 
wounded don 't feel much pain." (Since damage levels at 90 ft-lb liere severe, 
we might assume a lower pain level.). 

It should be noted here that the shape of the curve in Figure 12 might be some
~~lat different from that which has been depicted if it could be established in 
a quantitative manner. lIowever, the important point to be made with Figure 12 
is that the function probably not monotonically-increasing and that increased 
ener!,'Y does not necessarily lIlean increased pain, but may rean less pain (at 
least immediately after the impact). 

Although the foregoing discussion indicates the "pain" ballpark to us, its 
application to a specific device has not as yet been satisfactorily accomplished 
by t.l-Je Methods Group, and the estimates of probabilities for desirable effects 
are based upon the trauma "pain" treated by the Medical Group. When and if the 
~lethods Group can estimate the desirable effects associated Ivith their "pain" 
Uata, these probabilities can be revalued at higher levels whidl include the 
"pain" effects. Until then, QEF. 

E. Time/Function-Loss Relations 

The primary control force objective in imposing some noxious environment'" on 
a target individual is to alter the behavior of the individual in some desired 
maIl11er, UnfortW1ately. for the control forces, there is little they can do 
to produce a desi red behavior pattern in an individual other th~n inflict dis 
comfort (twist the ann, etc.) or intimidate the individual. Hence, in many 
cases the general objective of control forces is to reduce the ability of the 
individual to act by inducing a loss of his coordinative functions. 

j 4 Clark, James lI'. and Hindra, lJalbir, op cit 
*Although the ternl "noxious environment" may seem pedantic, it is desirable to 
choose a ph·rase hhich includes all techniques of control, such as !,'llllS, gas, 
night sticks, handcuffs, etc, 
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In military activity, weapons are designed to induce a loss of function in the 
enemy soldiers and equipment. In order to illustrate the importance of loss 
of £unction versus time, a scale of graduated reduction in capability to func
tion is given as the ordinate in Figure 13. From the military viewpoint, the 
objectives of three different enemy stress situations* are plotted as regions 
in Figure 13. That is, in the standard 30-second defense situation, the objec
tive is to incapacitate to a degree within 30 seconds so that a soldier cannot 
£unction with his weapon, where the soldier in the defense posture need not 
move about to perform his mission of defense. In the five-minute assault sit 
uation, the soldier must be able to move about; hence, the loss of function 
required to incapacitate the soldier in this stress mode is less than for the 
30-second defense mode. It is assumed in the 24-hour reserve situation that 
~le soldier has no critical duties to perform; but ~le relatively greater 
accessibility of medical facilities, together with the absence of a key mission 
at the time of wounding, will tend to make him seek medical aid. Hence, he 
becomes a casualty with less loss of function than occurs in the 30-second 
defense and five-minute assault situations. The length 'of time that the wound 
affects the function capability of the soldier is generally not an overwhelming 
concern to military weapon designers, although this factor has been treated by 
them to some extent. TIle important point is that for military activity there 
is a simple, one-region, stress-situation-oriented criterion for weapon wound
ing effects, and there is little or no** concern for the well-being of the 
enemy soldiers. 

Alternately. the applicability/suitability of less-Ulan-lethal weapons is pri 
marily baseJ on two regions, desirable and undesirable, where the effects of 
the l~eapon should occur within the former region and the latter region should 
be avoided. Figure 14 presents the undesirable region for the 24-hour crite
rion used in ~le assessment of the probability of undesirable effects in this 
evaluation. Obviously, if death occurs at any time, it is an undesirable 
effect. The line at one day is carried down slightly below the minor loss of 
function level and represents an approximation of the minimum loss of function 
which l.ill prevent an individual from perfonning normal duties within 24 hours 
after being Ilit by a less-than-lethal kinetic-energy device. The gradual 
tailing-off toward zero loss of function over a long period represents an esti 
mate of the willingness to accept minor aches and pains over long periods pro
vided such annoYances tend to disappear. 

Both desirable regions and tmdesirable regions are given in Figure 15. Sev
eral scenario concepts are presented with the locations of the bounds of the 
desirable regions illustrated. In the case of the felon Wi~l hostage, the 
onset time (left vertical line) should at a minimum represent the reaction 
time of the felon, since it is assumed that the felon will do haTIlI to the hos
tage if he (the felon) is attacked, or at least is aware that he has been 

""'Stress situations" is used here in lieu of scenarios; the military stress 
situations given are standard scenarios \ohich describe in general mili tary 
situations suggested by the titles. 
"''''Obviously, nations have tried to limi t the deleterious effects of war hy 
observing the guidelines of the Geneva Convention. None~leless, weapon 
designers are not generally concerned with the well-being of enemy soldiers 
if the rules of the Geneva Convention are not violated. 
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attacked. There is an upper bound, just short of death, because whatever is 
used against the felon may also affect the hostage. The lower bound to the 
region is just short of unconsciousness to indicate that it is desirable to 
completely neutralize the felon. The vertical line to the right indicates a 
minimum time of a minute or so that the felon should be incapacitated to per
mit his apprehension. The undesirable region in this case may apply primarily 
to the hostage, depending upon the policy of the particular control forces 
involved. 

In the case of the desirable region for the crowd dispersal scenario. an 
entirely different set of bounds are appropriate. There is no extreme urgency 
for an onset of effect; therefore, the left-hand bound of the region at some
what less than ten seconds represents a nominal or perhaps arbitrary require
lfient for onset of effects. The slanted line closes off the region, indicating 
that extensive loss of function will interfere with the ability of the targ
geted subjects to disperse as desired. From the point-of-view of the control 
forces, an extended period of hours in which the targeted subjects cannot move 
is undesirable, but the undesirable region of Figure 14 (and also Figure IS) is 
based upon Mlat is undesirable from the point-of-view of the targeted individ
ual(s). The dark region within the triangle represents some envisioned mini
!ii.lJ1l time and level of effect which will induce the individual to disperse. 

It should be noted that the logarithmic scale of time in Fif,1UreS 14 and 15 was 
used us a convenience to illustrate the importance of relatively rapid onset 
and duration of desirable effects in the same presentation \~i th the longer
tenn undesirable effects. 111is scale presents a minor problem because time 
can represent various things, i.e., time after impact or exposure, time after 
activation of the device, us well as the duration of certain key events, such 
as the desired time period that an individual is incapacitated. However, the 
log-scale also eliminates some difficulties in that boundaries toward the 
right of a region are virtually independent of the left side of the region. 
For exomple, "nether it takes 10 or 20 seconds for the onset of effects will 
result in veri Iittle difference in the time for the minimum period that the 
effect~ should be incapacitating. 

But most urrportantly, it is desirable that the function-loss/time plots pre
sent some of the basic concepts of less-than-lethal weapons evaluations in a 
clearer perspective. The complete utili::.ation of the time plot is made when 
the incapacitation histories (m' function-loss histories) are plotted for dif
ferent types of less-lethal weapons effects. Since specific datai : wus not 
available at the time thIs report was \~ritten, Fil,'Ure 16 presents a contrived 
example of the incapacitation history of an individual wi th a chest wound. 
The division of the dlest wound into a critical and noncritical history is 
arbi trary . 1100,ever, the inferred difference is that a cd tical chest wound 
can be counted on to give complete incapacitation wi thin a fe" seconds to 
minutes; hhile noncritical chest wrunds, without treatment, could take hours 
or even days before there is a major loss of function. 

'General consideration to the onset and duration times \Vas given at the var
ious Medical and Methods Grollp meetings. !lm,ever, no systematic process of 
constructing these time plots \,as undertaken. 
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If one assumes that the contrived chest wound history has nominal accuracy, 
then it is easy to understand why bullet and fragment wounds are militarily 
useful. That is, if the chest wound history (Figure 16) is overlayed on Figure 
13 (the military incapacitation criteria), it is noted that chest wounds tend 
to meet these criteria. Alternatively, if the chest wound data is overlayed 
on Figure IS, then there is some evidence that chest wounds tend to violate 
both the desirable and undesirable criteria. for eX~11e, the onset of effects 
for most dlest \-rounds will not be sufficiently rapid to neutralize the felon 
with hostage \"ithin the desired time frame, and the individual with a chest 
wound !flay be too severely injured to disperse within the desired period for 
this scenario. Alinost all chest wounds, critical or noncritical, witil or with
out medical intervention, will violate the 24-hour undesirable criteria. Only 
the "pain impulse" portion of effects might coincide with the desirable effects 
to be achieved in the crowd dispersal situation. 

III Figure 17, three other possible incapacitation histor.ies are presented, viz., 
an impact pain, a tear gas exposure and a "hard blow to the head" just suffi
cient to cause unconsciousness. The three examples are alternatives of "nox
ious" environments as compared to a chest wound. Essentially, the impact pain 
and the blow to tile head are extreme variations of bluJlt-traLuna ill1pact. It 
should be noted that the percent regions (percentage of target personnel having 
the indicated time-history plot) related to the "blow to the head" are also 
contriveJ examples of the 1:ype of infonnation IVhich would be extremely valuable 
c;:) a less-thall-lethal evaluation if cOuch data \vere available. It is felt that 
the tear gas hIstory presents a vivid picture of the reason why this "noxious" 
cnvirofunent is so often utilized in riot control; that is, onset time is not 
critical ill riot control, and the persistence of tear gas is sufficiently long 
to meet tile desirable criteria and the subsidence of effects is \>Iell within 
th" 24-hour undesirable criterion. 

Lsstlntia lly, this Jiscu:;sion of function-loss versus time has attell1pted to put 
together many of the key concepts involved ill evaluating less-than-lethal weap
UllS. SOJll", of the discussion is speculative and incom:lusive due to the lack 
of precise quantification, but such an approach is required in organizing tile 
forlll of a less-thall-lethal ",eapons evaluation, especially when diverse techni
Llues are used to induce a "noxious" envirolUnent. 

F. PrograJn Forecast 

It would be appropriat.e to conclude this report \Vith a retrospective analysis 
0f ti1e ach i.evements and shortcomings of the over-all UVL program. Actually, 
the achieve!llents are sketched in the summary of the report and the shortcomings, 
or areas needing improvement, are too numerous to treut in sufficient depth in 
this report. iim,'ever, proposed future activity IVhich ,"ould both expand the 
less - than-lethal I,eapons evalua tion techniques and remove some of the limita
tiolls of the present effort are described hv area in Appendix K. Thut infornm
tion \Vas previously subll;it1:ed to LEi\-\ .1.5 !l I'reposed folloh'-on effort to our 
present activity. 
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APPENDIX C 

DRAFI' SCFNARIOS OF POLICE TACflCAL SITIlATIONS FOR TIlE 

DERIVATION OF s1'ANlWUlS roR LESS-TIJAN-LE'tHAL WEAPoNS 


This appendix was prepared by Larry W. Williams of Battelle ~lemorial Institute 
for the US Army Land I~arfare Laboratory. The infonnation contained in this 
appendb: is in essence the output of the Scenario Group of the Less-Than-Lethal 
Weapons Evaluation Panel; however, the appendix does contain some information 
generated under previous programs sponsored by the US Ar1llY Land Warfare Labora
tory. 

The Scenario Group of the Less-Than-Lethal Weapons Evaluation Panel 0\ppendix 
il) held a seminar at the Washington Office of Battelle's Columbus Laboratories 
on 6 July 1972. The purpose of the seminar was to bring together a small group 
of specialists to develop scenarios depicting tactical ~ituations commonly 
encountered by civilian law-enforcement officers. These scenarios are intended 
to elucidate factors h'hiGh might help in establishing guidelines and standards 
for the design, engineering and testing of less-than-Iethal weapons. Partic
ular consideration was given to the constraints \"hiGh the presence of bystand
ers, the level of Ulreat to Ule officer, and general public reaction might 
impose upon the selection and employment of such weaponT}'. TIle scenarios 
which are presented here are composites of Ule ideas and observations of the 
membe rs of the seminar. 

Ei.lch scenario is accompanied by a Sl!lIJIIlary listing of the desirable and undesir
able effects of any less-than-lethal weapons which might be suggested for that 
situation. Tn addition, there is a summary of ule more salient elements of the 
four scenarios. 

In addition to the scenarios developed for the LEAA evaluation (sometimes 
referree! to as "Civil Scenarios"), there are three "Army Scenarios" which were 
developed !Jy the USALI'IL in conjunction with all }\nny less-than-leUlal evaluation 
effort. Since the next two appendices to this report (Appendix D and Appendix 
E) frequently refer to the Anny Scenarios, descriptions of these scenarios are 
given 35 an annex to this appendix. 

SCENARIO I 

The IUne-on-One l Situation 

The most common tactical situation in which less-than-lethal weaponry might be 
employee! by a police officer is in Ule arrest of an individual for some 1':}1Je 
of misdemeanor. II/hile in many such cases Ule offender offers no resistance, 
occasiollally the officer nus!: use force in making the arrest. The d0gree of 
resistance, of course, poses a varying level of threat to the officer: 

;m umll111Ce! offender might pLL"h or shove the officer I attempt to jerk 
away from him, or stri;:e him. 

2. i\n offender might arm himself by se1~ing some object at h:md: 
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a. A blunt, nonpenetrating object such as a board or stick. 

b. A sharp penetrating object such as a knife, broken bottle, etc. 

While in the second case the officer might have to resort to deadly force to 
protect himself, it is generally preferred to avoid excessive force. In this 
regard, it is assumed that when confronted with a clearly lethal threat from 
a firearm, the officer will respond with the use of his 01'111 fireann. 

The priority of the officer's concern in such situations is: 

1. Protecting himself from the threat. 

2. Alleviating the threat. 

3. Taking the suspect into custody. 

4. Moving the offender to the call box, cruiser or patrol wagon. 

TIlese encounters flDSt often involve adult males, including the physically 
mature teenager. A small proportion of cases involve Warnell. It is assumed 
that young children and older persons can be handled by the average officer 
without resort to weaponry. 

l'lhile most of these incidents occur on the street and, hence, out in the open, 
many take place inside buildings - homes, places of business, bars, etc. 

Given the levels of threat to the officer with ,vhich this scenario is concerned, 
the distance between the offender and the officer might extend from ann' 5 

length, with the unanned individual, to the length of a room, when the suspect 
is armed. Thus, the maximum distance to the offender can be assumed to be com
parable to the six or seven meters average range at which most gun b(lttles 
involving police occur. 

In most of these sl tuations, it can be assumed that there will be bystanders. 
The distances of these bystanders from the officer might var), from ann's length 
to several meters. It is desired to avoid affecting bystanders in any way, hut 
Iainimal effect is preferred if a bystander is inadvertently affected by the 
officer's actions. 

These offenders represent a cross-section of society in their mental and p!1ysi
cal conditions. In many illstances, belligerence is acconqJanied by a state of 
i.ntoxication or a '1ligh" brought on by cert;:;in urugs. nany offenders arc in 
<In excited condition ,,11ich is other than drug-induccu, r:mgine up to the ber
serk, and l'Ii11 exhibit increased blood pressure, heart rate anu adrcnalin flo.\,. 

(Jl'timum effectiveness \,ith less-than-lethal I'Icapons would be ac.hicveu in this 
scenario if the officer were able to keep the offenuer {rom becoming aggressive, 
or to uissuade him from continued aggressive action, ",hile at the same tine 
jJennitting him sufficient mobiUty to wnlk to the call box or cruiser. 1£ the 
offender persists in physical \'iolence, luullobili zing his arms does not proviue 
adequate restraint. Likel'lisc, lachrymators in common usc induce considerable 
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pain and temporary blindness, but the offender bent on violence can still kick 
or swing blindly. 

The minimal duration of the effect of a less-than-lethal weapon for this appli 
cation should be 30 seconds to allow enough time to apply handcuffs to the 
offender. A desirable secondary effect would be minimizing the combativeness 
of the offender while still allowing him to retain his ability to walk a short 
distance. In all such situations, it is desirable to minimize the apparent as 
well as the real damage to the offender in order to avoid alienating observers. 
Open \~ounds and blood are absolutely unallowable effects of less-than-Iethal 
weaponry. 

EFFECTS ON SUSPECT 

Desirable Effects (Short Term) Dndesirable Effects (Short- and Long-Term) 

~linimize aggressive behavior Be lethal 

Irml)obi lize for 30 seconds or Inflict aggression-inducing pain 
somewhat longer 

Inflict serious or irreversible damage 
Penni t the suspect to walk a requiring medical treatment 
short dis tance after the ini
tial immobilization Produce bleeding 

Reduce states of psydlOlogi Exacerbate existing psychological and phys
cal excitement ical excitement 

EFFECTS ON BYSTA,'4DEHS 

Des i rable Effects 	 Dndesirable Effects----..--'==-::.::..:.=;;:....;:==.=..::-=-----
; linimal effects on b)'s tanders 	 Produce any effects not desired on the sus

pect 

SCENAlUO II 

The Barricade and Hostage Situation 

A recurring problem which confronts police forces is provided by those offend
ers \,i10 have comlnitted a serious crime and 14110 barricade themselves inside a 
i1uihling. This situation probably Inost frequently involves one offenJer, but 
sometimes byO or more arc involved. In Illany sum situations the police can 
clear the illunediate area, seal possible escape routes, nlllll'lait out the crim
inal. This is possible only in cases where ucla)' in apprehending the offender 
does not jeopardize innocent persons, i.e., the offemler is not holding a hos
tage with the intc-ntion of [lossib ly 	han:ting h if:!. fn th i.s latter ci rCUI:lstancc 
the police generally feel it is mandatory to subuuc the offender(s) before a 
hostage' is hanlled. 
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Nonnally in these cirCUlllStances the police will have a fairly good idea ll1here 
the offender is located in a building. Sometimes it is possible to isolate the 
offender on a particular "floor, in a single apartment, or even in a specific 
room. The latter case, where the offender is !mown to be barricaded in a spe
cific room, is probably the ideal tactical situation for dIe police. At least 
the hazards attendant with entering the building are fewer than when the 
offender is able to move around inside. 

~TIile a distance of 10 to 50 meters might typically separate the barricaded 
man from the police officers outside, there is no line-of-sight technique for 
attacking the offender. lle is careful not to expose himself at windows and 
doors for fear of being shot. He 'olill only risk exposure with a hostage as a 
shield. Consequently, ballistic weapons aimed at dIe offender are essentially 
useless in this scenario. 

In these circumstances, less-than-Iethal ,,,eapons lllUSt either penetrate or cir
cumvent the obstacles (\oIindo\oIS, \~alls, doors, ceilings,. floors) which protect 
the offender from line-of-sight attacks. At the same time, various structural 
features may offer opportunities to circumvent these obstacles or to get closer 
to the offender. Consideration should be given here to heating and cooling 
s1's terns, hallways, attics, basements, cra'o!lspaces and the like. 

Some of the persons who barricade themselves with hostages are desperate enough 
to harm these hostages if it appears the police are moving in. Consequently, 
it would be desirable to develop le5s-than-lethal weapons which: 

1. Could be introduced without alerting dIe offender. 

2. \liould be innocuous in dIe sense of being colorless, tasteless and 
odorless. 

:;. \'iollld have a relatively short onset time so as to minimize the likeli
hood of the offender harming the hostage". 

4. Would have a high level of reliability so that police personnel could 
be sure it has worked before they attempt to break into the room. 

5. Would have a duration of effect such as to a11O\oI the officers two to 
five minutes to defeat the barricade, secure the offender ,mel rescue the 1105
t:.tge. 

These cri teria arc set forth because the safety of the hostage is the primary 
concern of the police and they desire to suhdue the offender heEore he is ahle 
to iJanll the hostage. By the same token, the less-than-ledlal \vcapon enftllo1'ed 
against the criminal must not h:tvc <my tmelesirable enuurinf effects on the hos
tage. Sudl less-than-lethal weaponry might ulso he cJ:q1loycd in other situ:.t
tions, sllch as \,hen tlIe criminal's family is in the building with him and he 
intends thpJJl no ilarm or in G1SeS \\here a persoll is t:HC<ltClli:'g suicide. 

"This is 1I0t critical if the ofEcmler is UI1a1":orc of any h'''''I'OIl si~:nature. vi: .• 
body s1'mptollLS, etc. 
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EFFECTS ON SUSPECT(S) 


Desirable Effects (Short Term) Undesirable Effects {Short-Term) 

Instantaneous or undetectable Be lethal 
onset of principal effect 

Inflict serious or irreversible danmge 
Total physical incapacitation 
for two to five minutes Exci te or alann the suspect prior to com

plete onset of the principal effect 

Undesirable Effects (Long-Term) 

Be lethal 

Inflict serious danmgo or irreversible 
danmge 

EFFECTS ON IIOSTAGE(S} 

lJes i rab Ie Effects Undesirable Effects (Short- and Long-Term) 

;Hninml short-and long-term Be lethal 
effects 

Inflict serious or irreversible damage 

Inflict excessive pain or discomfort 

Induce psychological or physical excite
ment 

SCENAIUO III 

The SLLSpect Fleeing on Foot 

1\ Lypical tactical problem for policemen is the apprehension of an unanned 
5USp(:!ct who is nying to escape on foot. j:requently it is impossible for the 
officer to catch such a suspect - the suspect is often young anu LUlenculllbereu; 
the officer mal' be qui te a bit older and Hcaring a Sam lJrOll1ne belt loaucd wi th 
equipmont. In many ins tances the officer is aot sure Nhat crili\e the suspect 
has cOlI!mi ttod, or even if he has corom ttou ally crill:e, This, pILLS the possiLle 
proximi ty of bys tanders, prccluues re liance on any Lon'] of lethal force to 
:; top the suspect, 

Ihe most 1611a] setting for this scenario is a pllblic street, in \,ilich case it 
is asSlIDlCd that t]le suspect might be up to 70 meters [rum the officer. It is 
concei vab Ie that similar si tuatioIlS mi~::lt occur h Iwl1\,;ay:; and stai n:ays of 
bui Idings, 111 hhich case the range mi.ght be estimateJ at five to ZO met(;rs, 
Since the suspect is Imming al'Jay, the officer I,ill see od)' his bad:. 
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The minimal desired effect of a less-than-lethal weapon in this situation is 
to slow the suspect sufficiently to apprehend him. It is not necessary to 
stop the suspect instantaneously. lie might continue for 20 to 100 meters, but 
this is of no consequence so long as the officer is able to catch up to him. 
However, for legal purposes it is not desirable for the suspect to be able to 
escape the scene, even if he can be identified and apprehended at some later 
tbne. In order to maxbnize the likelillood of successful prosecution, it is 
best to apprehend a suspect within the context of the crime and in view of the 
witnesses who saw him connnit the offense and attempt to escape. 

At the same tbne. consideration must be given to the apparent effect of the 
weapon used. Generally. the officer must avoid the appearance of using exces
sive force. especially against young offenders. Any weapon "hich causes a 
flOlV of blood or otherwise appears brutal cannot be used, considering the 
emotional reactions of onlookers and the general public and the possibility 
of bystanders being affected by the weapon. 

EFFECTS ON SUSPECT 

Desirable Effects (Short-Term) Undesirable Effects (Short- and Long-Term) 

SlO1'1 or stop the suspect from Be lethal 
running 

Produce bleeding 
Relatively fast, but not neces
sarily instantaneous, onset of Inflict serious or irreversible damage 
effect damage 

Produce constant effect over Inflict pain appearing excessive to by
ranges of five to 70 meters standers 

EFFECTS (J,j BYSTANUEHS 

__---'U:':e:::s. i r ab I e Effect s Undesirable Effects 

Produce no obvious degrading 
physical effect 

Be lethal 

Produce obvious physical effect 

Inflict serious or irreversible damage 

Motivate 

Notivate 
officer 

SCH..AlUO IV 

The lJispe.!'.sal~of a 

to aggression against the officer 

to take legal action against the 

Crowd 

1t is frequently necessary for police forces of various sizes to cope with 
crol"ls of people intent on blocking a public road, street or parle In order 
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to keep such public facilities open, it is desirable to be able to disperse 
such a crowd or to move it out of the area. Ideally. it is desirable that the 
means employed to disperse the' crowd prevent them from returning to the area 
a short time later, and yet leave the area in a suitable condition for routine 
use by the general public, i.e., the weapon or means employed !ihould not con
taminate the area for very long and it should be relatively easy to clean up 
the after-effects. 

The size of such a crowd might vary from 100 to 1,000 or more .. Typically 
there are bystanders near the periphery of the crowd and it is desired to 
have minimal or negligible effect on these onlookers. There will be both men 
and women in the crowd and among the bystanders. Normally the distance between 
the crowd and the police officers would be about 75 meters, but structural 
features and the tactics of the crowd mi~lt shorten this distance to as little 
as 10 to IS meters. 

The desired effect of a less-than-lethal weapon for this application would be 
for it to motivate the crowd to move of its own accord.. The police do not care 
to arrest most members of such a crowd. Nor do they desire to immobilize the 
members of the crowd because of the logistic problems in caring for such per
sons. The route for dispersal is a tactical consideration. 

The time between utilizing such a weapon and the onset of its effect should 
be relatively brief, though the effect does not have to be instantaneous. 

As in other situations where less-than-lethal weapons might be useful, it is 
preferred that onlookers not get the impression that the police are using 
excessive force or that the weapon has an especially injurious effect on the 
target individuals. Here again, a flow of blood and sinular dramatic effects 
are to be avoided. 

EFFECI'S ON IUlBERS OF TIlE CRDI'IIJ 

Desirable Effects (Short-Term) Undesirable Effects (Short- and Long-TeTIlt) 

I-Iotivate to leave the scene Be lethal 

Produce bleeding or obviously excessive 
Desirable Effects (Long-Term) pain 

Discourage a return to the scene Inflict serious or irreversible damage 
or reforming at another point 

Provoke retaliation 

Immobili ze 

EFFECI'S ON BYSTANDERS 

Desirable Effects Undesirable Effects 

No effects desired Any physical effect 

Provoke to join or defend members of the 
crowd 
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stM>!ARY OF SCENARIOS 

Scenarios 
I II III IV 


Male 	 X X X X
Sex 
Female 	 X X 

Aault 	 X X X
Age Range Adults and Children X 

Individual X X X
NLUnber of Persons 
Group 	 X 

Ag!j\resslve 	 X X XThe Target Predisposition 
Evasive 	 X 

Fignting 	 X 


Behavior to be 	 Hanning Hostage X 

Countered 	 Running Awal X 


Resist/;loving X 

Apprehend or SubdUe 
 X X Xan Individual 


Primary Objectives of Law Enforce- Deter Aggressive Acts X 

ment Personnel Dis:eerse a CrO\~d X 


AVOld Affecting 
 X X X XBrstanders 
6-7 meters X 

10- 50 meters X
Distance to the Target 5- i'o meters 	 X 

10-75 meters 	 X 

Nel;lliBi5le 	 X X 

Structural ComponentsObstacles Betv.'een the Officer(s) 	 X
of Buildingsand the Target Trees, Lampposts, Cars Xin the Streets 
Possibly Beh~een the 
 X XOfficer and the TargetLocation of Bystanders At the Side 
In the Same Room X 


Incapacitate 30 seconds X 

'Ihe Desired Effect for AEErox 2-5 minutes X 

of a Less-Than- Slow or St0!2 a Riifming SusEect X 

Lethal WeaEon t,lotl va te to Leave tFie Scene X 

]Jesired Time Imnea:Iatel to a Ve FeN Seconds X 

to Onset of Instantaneous Z 1" Agent lS DetectaJle 

the Effect A Minute or 'TWo X X 


Da X X X X 
........
Time of !Jay 
 flitht 	 X X X 

6"1 
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ANNEX TO APPENDIX C 

DESCRIPTIONS OF ARl>lY SCENARIOS 

The limited number of scenarios di.scussed herein were constructed to depict 
situations most likely to confront military control forces during civil dis
turbances. It was the intent in establishing these scenarios to identify fac
tors which might help in establishing guidelines and standards for the evalua
tion of the purported less-lethal l~eapons*. 

The scenarios provide the crucial ingredients of target description and stress 
situations which are both incident to and necessary for weapon effects evalua
tions. Perhaps the greatest benefit to be derived from these scenarios to 
date is that they have provided a reference which has been utilized by the var
ious evaluation groups. In particular, both the Methods Group and the Medical 
Group have utilized data abstracted from the scenarios (along with the other 
inputs) to render provisional percentage estimates of undesirable and desirable 
effects related to pain, various degrees of physiological damage, and nonphys
iological phenomena. 

In the construction of these scenarios, particular consideration was given to 
the constraints which the presence of bystanders, the level of threat to the 
officer, and general public reaction might impose upon the selection and employ
r.1ent of less -lethal weaponry. 

Army Scenario I - The Fleeing Suspect 

The setting for Scenario I is an urban environment in which military personnel 
are called upon to assist in controlling a civil disturbance. The disorder has 
progressed to the point where fires have been set, retail outlets have been 
broken into and goods stolen, and the rioters have adopteJ hit-and-run tactics. 
The rioters include in their number both adults and dlildren of SdlOOl age 
(six to seven years) and older. 

The mission of the lIlili tary personnel is to curtail acts of looting and arson 
and to control curfew violations. Violators of the 1m.; are to be apprehended 
and turned over to civilian law enforcement agencies. The military personnel 
are in small groups on patrol in jeeps or trucks. Generally, the control 
force personnel can be eA-pected to have the numerical advam:age when ono of 
these confrontations occurs. TIleY are generally 20-70 meters m.;ay when they 
see one or a few individuals engaging in an illegal act. They DIust dismount 
and apprehend these individuals who normally attempt to eVaJe capture. It is 
estimated that an individual who has been immobilized or incapacita1:ed for 
approximately 30 seconds can be apprehended. Due to the fact that a curfew 
is in effect and/or because most local residents are trying to avoid trouble, 
there \.;i II norma lly be few bystanders. It can be anticipated that these few 
potential bystanders \.;i11 be randomly dispersed around the individual (s) 
causing the trouble, pe nlaps wi th a few beinl:: initially attracted tOl·:ard the 

"Less -lethal \.;eapolls are those weapons which (a) have been Jesi!>l1eJ and used 
wi th the intention that they would not have fatal or unacceptahly injurious 
effects on an individual, and (b) have exhibited a high probability that such 
effects will not result from their use. 
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scene (especially during daylight hours when the curfew might be lifted) but 
to disperse when control' force personnel arrive on the scene (especially during 
curfew hours) . 

Anny Scenario II - TIle Moving 'H' 

'nle setting for Scenario II is a city street in the early stages of a distur
bance or perhaps later when '1Iard-core" troublemalcers try to provoke a re
escalation of tensions. ' 

The tactic of the troublemakers is to block off a street in order to, first, 
present a dlallenge to the control forces and, second, provide an incident 
which will motivate bystanders to join in the troublemaking. 

The typical scene involves the troublemakers in the middle of the street, a 
number of bystanders along the sidewalks, and the controa forces confronting 
the troublemakers in tile street. So long as the control forces maintain their 
distance, the troublemakers hold their ground and tilrow rocks, bottles, or 
other objects at control force personnel. It is estimated that a distance of 
20-70 meters Nill generally separate the rock-tilrowers from the control forces, 
\tIith the rock-throwers occasionally rUlU1ing forward out of the group blocking 
the street in order to get within range. 

The control forces will be drawn up in standard crowd dispersal formations. 
After reading the riot act to either those persons blocking the street, or 
else to everyone on the scene, these formations advance to clear the street. 
As the control forces advance, the troublemakers will probably hold their 
ground initially in order to see haN bystanders will react. 'The distance 
betNeen the control forces and those blocking the street will therefore dimin
lsh <1m! objects \.ill be thrown at the control forces from the crowd blocking 
tile street. As the control forces continue to advance, those blocking the 
street may retreat for a distance; but, if they at some point stand their 
ground until control forces are quite close, they will either disperse and try 
to escape (as the control forces hope) or else attack individual control force 
personnel. 

The Major <llJJiS of the control forces in this situation are to: 

1. ciisperse tile group blocking the street by motivating them to leave tile 
area 

2. avoid affecting bystanders or othen:ise motivating onlookers to join in 
tile dis turbance 

Uther aims include deterring the rock-throwers and perhaps apprehending indi
viduals who run fonrdrd OJt of the crowd to thrrn, things '. 

1'I11ile the troublemakers and onlookers together might outnumber the control 
forces, the number of by::; tanders is not signi ficant unless they j Din in for 
some reason. If the bystanders do not join in, the control forces may have 
numerical superiori t)' over those blocking the street. Even if they are out
numbered, the control forces will have training and discipline on thei r side. 
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These types of confrontations nonnally occur in daylight or early evening hours. 
In some situations, as in certain ghetto areas, the crowd might contain chil 
dren. If the confrontation is in connection with campus disorders, the crowd 
can be considered to consist of adults only. 

Army Scenario III - TIle Legal Crowd 

The setting of Scenario III is a parade route, the exterior of a building, or 
the outer periphery of a crowd which is being contained. The crowd is a gen
erally peaceful gathering for any of a number of legal purposes. However, mi li 
tary pel'sonnel have been called in to enforce the parade route, to protect 
buildings, and/or to keep the crowd in a specified area, The major problem 
involves individual toublemakers Hho throw things at the control forces either 
from the cover of the crowd or else by corning out in front of the crowd, throw
ing, and running back to hide in the crowd. 

The disposi tion of the control forces is generally in a 'line designed to retain 
a crowd. "Snatch" teams may move through this line to apprehend individual 
troublemakers. l\Jnong the aims of the control forces are the desires to: 

1. avoid affecting the unaggressive bystanders who have a legal riWlt to 
be present 

2. deter aggressive acts by individual troublemakers 

3, apprehend those individuals who do engage in acts of violence. 

The average distance between the control forces and individual troublemakers is 
approximately 20 meters. It is believed that troublemakers could be apprehended 
if they lvere incapacitated for appToximately 15 seconds. The crowd as a whole 
will probably contain children, perhaps even infants, but the troublemakers will 
ordinarily be adults. The crolvd as a whole will usually outnumber the control 
forces, but the trouhlemakers will not ordinarily be concentrated enough to 
outmllllbcr control personnel at any given point on the line. 

:'Iost of the confrontatiol1s can be expected during daylight hours, but they 
p.light occasionally take place at night. 
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APPENDIX D 

NarES FRCM ~lETHODS GROUP ~1EETINGS 

This appendix contains notes from several meetings of the Methods Group of the 
Less-Than-Lethal Weapons Evaluation Panel. Although all the notes are not from 
meetings conducteu on this project per se (some are from meetings on a related 
Army less-than-lethal weapons program), the information included was utilized 
on this ~~/LliL project. TIle actual scenarios discussed in some instances 
were developed under the Army-sponsored program; however, these scenarios are 
generally close in content to the scenarios developed under the LEAA/LWL pro
gram and are thus presented for general informational purposes. 

OBJECTIVES 

The primary objective of Methods Group meetings was to tlstablish a methodes) 
whereby one could estimate the probable desirable effects produced by kinetic
energy damage mechanisms. 

A secondary objective was to establish a rudimentary data bank of these desir
able effects for a typical blunt-trauma projectile. The projectile considered 
was a high-energy rubber ball. This was dlosen for study of the damage medl
anism in general, since some work using this projectile was already available 
from a related Army program. 

APPROACH 

It was established early in the first meeting that the estimation of desirable 
effects due to purely physiological phenomena should be accomplished by the 
Medical Group. The Methods Group thus concentrated on desirable effects related 
to "pain" and to "nonphysiological"/psydlOlogical or other phenomena. 

The general methodology evolved for establishing pertinent effects was as fol
lows: 

1. Review the scenario and establish what it is that one would consider 

to be a desirable effect. This could be in terms of a typical inuividual's 

reaction within the target complex and/or in terms of the target complex's 

reaction as a whole. 


2. Establish the dellleanor of the target. 

3. Establish sOllle baseline associated with the damage mechanism which can 
be used to <.!stimate the degree of the desirable effect attained, if any. 

HL£:ING SUSPECf - SCE1'1ARIu III 

The Fleeing Suspect CAnny Scenario I") "'as examined first, 'This sc<.:nario is 
quite simil:lr to the Civil Scenario III Idth the prime exception being the :50

"A description of the Ann}, scenarios is given in the Annex to Appendix C. 
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second immobilization time for the Army scenario. The target consisted of one 
fleeing suspect whom we desired to immobilize for 30 seconds. It was observed 
that wi thin the context' Of the scenario, one would only be concerned with the 
back of the target. 

The suspect was asswned to be highly motivated to the extent that pain probably 
would have no desirable effect. In fact, pain could cause the target to 
increase his tendency to flee the scene. On the other hand, it was postulated 
that a degree of desirable effect could be obtained via the imposition of a 
"stun" effect and/or fear. "Stun" was defined, primarily, as the mental stress 
(real neurological damage) imposed when the brain is temporarily put out of 
action as a result of a sharp blow to the head. This was likened to V1e effect 
one notes when he inadvertently bUlllps his head on a door. Some discuss ion 
occurred here as to the duration of this effect. In general, it was agreed 
that the effect would persist for 30 seconds. To some extent, nonhead impacts 
also can stun. 

Physiological damage levels previously established by the Medical Group were 
used as the baseline for estimating the degree of desired effect attained. 
These descriptions were reviewed, along with color slides of actual damage 
classes and the degree of undesirable effects associated witil various organs, 
etc., subjected to these daJnage levels. 

Skin and head (brain) physiological damage levels \'Jere used exclusively as base
lines. The group was shown color slides of typical Grade "X" dWllage to a test 
animal (baboon head or shoat torso). They were then tasked to estimate the 
desirable effect such an impact I.ould prouuce on a fleeing suspect. Innllobiliza
tion increments of IO~ were used. Independent estimates (with supporting ratio
nale) were initially made by the voting group members in the presence of the 
entire group. After all estimates had been made, they were discussed by the 
entire group. ~Iodifications to original estimates were permitted. Discussion 
continued until the group felt reasonahly comfortable witi! posted values and 
supporting rationale. The procedure was repeated separately for various grade 
levels of skin and head physiological damage. 

J(esul ts are shown in the following table along with pertinent rationale. Note 
that the probabilities citeJ should be interpreted as fo11m's. A .10 probabil 
i ty means that out of 100 people sustaining tile impact, 10 will be expected to 
be inll1lobiliz.ed for >30 seconds and 90 l-o'i11 not. 

VESI R·\JjLE EFFECfS - FLEE LNG SUSPLCT - SCr:.:'~"J,IO I II 

Probability of Attaining Desirable 
J'hysiological Effect (Immobilizing Target for 
Uamage Level > 30 Seconds) 

(Grade) llead Balance of I:\ody (Skin) Rationale 

1 ,9U .10 :jotc #1 
7 >.90 .10 Note ill 
3 - .99 .30 :-iate ~2 

4 .. ~9 ,60 :\otc itS 
5 , .99 ,7(] ;\ote 1/3 
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Note #1 - It was observed that based on individual differences (mental syn
dromes) approximately 10% of the targets impacted on the balance of the body 
(skin) would be expected' to be immobilized. Some people can be counted on to 
stop when subjected to a mere yell. Physiological Damage Levels 1 and 2 to 
the skin are very similar and were thought to provide essentially the same 
desirable effect, i.e., Grade 1 is a superficial blemish or signature in skin; 
Grade 2 is Grade 1 plus subcutaneous hemorrhage and/or edema. Regarding head 
injuries, it was thought that a head impact of sufficient velocity to inflict 
Damage Levell would probably stun 90?, of the targets thus hit. This damage 
level is defined as a linear fracture of skull and/or minor epidural or sub
dural hemorrhage and/or contusion of brain less than D,O mm in diruneter. 

Note #2 - With Grade 3 damage (Grades 1 and 2, plus subcutaneous and/or intra
muscular hematoma) to the skin (balance of the body), one encounters damage 
substantially greater than that previously cited, i.e., intramuscular hematoma. 
The group estimated that 3D?, of the targets subjected to this skin damage level 
would probably be immobilized. Concerning head shots, it was estimated that 
the probability of immobilization would increase as the physiological damage 
level increased. Since Damage Levell I,as estimated to produce a relatively 
high 90% inullobilization, the degree of immobilization for higher damage levels 
would increase rapidly - approaching unity at Damage Level 3 or 4. 

Note #3 - Higher values for immobilization due to skin (balance of body) impacts 
were estimated in line with the increased physiological drunage levels. Damage 
Level 4 consists of Grades 1, Z and 3, plUS laceration of fascia, muscle and/or 
fat. D~ullage Level 5 consists of Grades 1, 2, 3 and 4, plus laceration of skin. 

!>lOVING II/DISPERSAL OF A CROWD - SCENARIO IV 

The !'ioving II (Amy Scenario II) is quite similar to Civil Scenario IV (Dis
persal of a CI'Ol,d) and thus is included for general discussion purposes. The 
primary objective lvi th the Moving-II Scenario is to disperse a crOl,d of dissi 
dents who aTe illegally blocking a street. 

}\ profile of distortions characteristic of the crowd lVas outlined essentially 
as follows: 

Individuals are slVept up into the Splrlt of the moment and their indi
vidual egos merge into the croh'd. 'I1ler liIay act differently than they 
would if not a crowd participant. Typical participants are discon
tented and desi re to alter thei r lives. They may be high school drop
outs but are political acti\iists. They are more politically aware than 
most people. They do not stop and think but go for direct-action solu
t ions. They tend to do what tJlel' think other people in the crol'.'d 
expect them to do. )(wllors tend to become finn beliefs. 'Iller confuse 
causal relationships. Pain may become pleasurable at times ....... con
s idered to be a badge of courage attained by defending one's be 11efs. 
"u. individual wi thin th'" crOl'lu may respond differently to pain during 
the same incident. Pain liIay alternately cause displeasure and pleasure. 
It appears that certain disorders tal,,, place, especially on college 
,:ampu.scs, I,hich do not entail the roli tical aspects, hi,,), school drop
outs, ,]tc. noted above. The description ncvertile less tends to ilJ us
trate the unpredictable character of crm·;Js in general. 
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Note dl - Damage Level I (Superficial blel1lish or signature to skin) was esti
mated to cause 5% of the. crowd to disperse; largely, this accounts for indi
vidual differences within'the crowd. Some people may flee at the threat of 
being hit. 

Note #2 - Damage Level 5 (includes skin lacerations). The group believed that 
lacerations \,hich produced blood flow liould cause essentially all of the sub
j ects thus hi t to disperse*. 

As noted, results here are sketchy. No attempt was made to evaluate head hits. 
Insofar as body hits were concerned, the effects of hits which produced stings 
but no perceptible physiological damage I"ere not evaluated. Also, Damage 
Levels Z, 3 anu 4 were not evaluated. One must bear in mind that estimates 
attempted to cover "pain" and "psychological"/"nonphysiological" effects only. 

ADDITIONAL NEEDS 

The effects of physiological damage levels less than Grade 1 were not estimated, 
as there appeared to be little basis for doing so. 

A meeting of the Hedical Group is required to establish desirable effects based 
on purely physiological effects. 

l(egaroing the given scenarios, several schemes for obtaining needed data were 
proposed. TIlese included: 

1. Pig Deterrent E:l-l'eriment - Pigs trained to eat at a certain location 
liould be denied food for a sufficient time, then pennitted to fo1101' a path to 
knOWT! food. En route, they would be subjected to specific impacts with spec
ified dillllage mechanisms. 111e degree to which the hit deterred them from food 
I"ould be noted. Relative deterrence of competing damage mechanisms would be 
noted. Some extrapolation to human behavior I"ould be made from this data. 

2. Hunan Experiment - A group of volunteers (protected by face shields) 
l10uld be offered an attractive incentive if they coulJ hold a specified posi
tion Hhile subjected to IDly-level impacts from a damage mechanism, such as the 
high -energy rubber ball. Stat is tics could thus be gathered as a function of 
projectile velocities, etc. The subjects could also be interviewed to ueter
llline I,hat caused them to disperse, etc., 1. e., pain, fear, etc. 

3. Baboon !lead Tests A neurologist could be utilized to Jesign tests 
\,nerein inner ear changes coulJ be moni toreJ as a function of impacts to the 
cerebe llum"*. In addition. the use of ELGs on unanes thetizeJ baboons Has dis
counted, as no methotl exists [or interpreting the data. Gel or I;ater-filled 
skulls would be illlpacted to measure shock-I·wve intensity through a siJaulateJ 
brain. This could be correlated lvith behavior of primates subjected to similar 
ill,pacts. 

*In retrospect, there appears to be considerable evidence to indicate th:Jt some 
dissidents dash up to TV cameras to display then l';OUJ1US, rather th,m flee the 
scene. 
"nIJart of brain concerned 1.;1 th coordinating nuscles ,mu bodi ly equi lihrium. 
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It ~as proposed that many people develop great anxiety over pain and individual 
reactions to pain depended on life styles. Reaction could include the follow
ing: 

1. Look how much I suffer! 

2. See how brave I am! 

3. Look what you do to me! 

4. It's really nothing and will go away. 

What one requires is an estimate concerning the average effect of pain on an 
average individual subjected to it. This might be of the form tllat '~.. percent 
are unaffected, "Y" percent are deterred and "Z" percent take pleasure in it. 

Since tlle control forces would be facing the crowd, one 1s concerned specifi
call)' \,i th the frontal target aspect. 

A question arose as to whether the ~Jethods Group shOUld \York wi th individuals 
within the crowd or with the total crowd. what percent of the crowd disperses, 
if any, when "N" individuals sustain certain physiological damage levels, and 
what response triggers the movement? These questions could, of course. not be 
answered directly. 

The following table presents data developed during the Metllods Group meeting. 
Some question exists, though, as to I,hat the table really means. Possibilities 
include: 

1. The approach taken was to estimate the percentage of the crm;d that 
would be mobilized (leave the scene) as a function of the number of indiviuuals 
h'i thin the cTolVd Ivhich sustained a specific physiological damage level. 

2. Same as above, but percent of crowd mobilized pertains to those Ivho 
see targets hi t, e. g., 5~ of crowd members \.ho see someone else sus tain lJamage 
Leve1 1 are illobiIized, etc. 

lJESIRALlLE LFFECTS - ;,IOVING ll/DISPERSAL UF A (ROlin (SCDWJil IV) 

Physiological 
Damage Leve1 '; of Crowd 

(Grade) ~, of (r01.d Ili t ~Iobilized* Rationale 

] 100 5 Note III 
2 
3 
4 
5 100 100 ~\ote 112. 

*[stilllates consider effects on skin, subcutaneous tissue, an,] muscle only. 
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In the case of the Fleeing Suspect - Scenario III, the objective can be achieved 
by imposing fear or·suggesting fear, stun, and/or pure physiological effects. 
Scenarios such as the Dispersal of a Crowd (Scenario IV) which involve crowds 
are extremely difficult to handle. One really should know what causes a crowd 
to band together in the first place, and then attempt to detennine forces "hich 
cause it to disband. Multiple effects are involved in dispersing the crowel, 
including tlle follCld.ng: 

1. Lffect of projectile hit to subject CA); i.e., the probability that he 
personally will leave the scene, etc. 

2. Lffect on ot.'1er crowd members (Il) who see, or are othenvise aware of 
subject CA) '5 eA~erience. 

3. Effect on crrn'id members ee) ''iho witness the moveulent or effect on crOlvd 
members eJl). 

In each case one must knOl; lilly tile individual or individuals act as they do and 
who Hould be bes t qualified to render the estimated effect, i.e., i,ledical Group, 
t·lethods Group, etc. 

'., 
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APPENDIX E 

NarES FlIDM ~lEDlCAL GRaJP NEETINGS 

This appendix contains notes from several meetings of the ~Iedfcal Group of the 
Less-Than-Lethal Weapons Evaluation Panel. Although all the notes are not from 
meetings conducted on this project per se (some were generated on related Army 
less - than-lethal weapons programs), the information included was uti! ized on 
this LEM'/LWL project. Thus, the additional related notes are included for 
the sake of completeness. 

APPROA.GI 

The general approach used by the Medical Group in rendering human incapacita
tion estimates wa~ as follows; 

1. Stress situations were stated. 

2. Necropsy photos and associated experimental data were viewed and 
mJalyzed. 

::;. TIle probable effect of a similar wound on a human target was discussed 
and an es timate of its incapaci tation effects as a function of the specific 
bod)' areas I;11ich Nere impacted I,as rendered. 

The energy associated with specific physiological damage was a part of the data 
package but lvas not presented for use by the ~!edical Group unless specific prob
lem areas developed where its use was dictated. This approach \\fas intended to 
reduce bias during the assessments. 

For the firs t "cut," all targets were assumed to be identical nude males. 

UNDhSlIUWLE EFFliCfS 

'IIle principal objective of the Medical Croup meetings \Vas to generate provi
sional estimates of untlesirable effect probabilities as a function of apriori 
graded damage levels for all vi tal organs antl body regions of interest. Also, 
the grutlcd tlamage levels \\fe!'e re-examined and a consensus final grndillg \Vas 
nrrived at by the group as u Ivl\ole. 

l'hese estimates eventually are intended for computer exercise of the weapon 
effects Illodel. They form ;] portion of the total basic data b;1I1k alit! arc input 
to the computer in tnbul<lr form. 

Specifically, the assessment methodology consisted of (1) reviclVing neerops)' 
!'lides of tissue and organ damage of varying grades from the animal tests; 
(2) agreement and/or modificati on to the original damage level assessment; 
(3,1 estimating probability of the undesirable effect in accordance with the 
dcfini tion, assessment rules. assumption and constraint delineated helm,. 
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DEFINITION 

Undesirable effect is that anatomical and/or functional effect which persists 
longer than 24 hours and prevents an individual from perforrni~g routine daily 
tasks and/or produces permanent impairment as defined by the American Medical 
Association (~~) ratings. 

ASSESSf'.IQ\T RlJLES 

Use "medical" meeting definition of undesirable effect. 

Keep the undesirable effect estimate in perspective with the available animal 
test data and apriori medical records. 

Targets are people [(standard man adopted for meeting) young healthy male, 69" 
tall, 70·75 kg specimen]. 

J\SSUNPTION 

Both baboon data and shoat data correlate with people (this may error on the 
conservative side). 

CONSTHAINT 

Injured indhriduals will recognize the need for medical assistance (such as 
tletecting blood in urine) and seek same \~ithin a reasonable amount of time. 

The following are summary worksheets for the provisional estimates of undesir· 
able effect probabi Ii ties for organs, tissue, bone and other body areas, ,.hich 
were generated during earlier metlical meetings. These worksheets represent 
the so·called raw data of early tests from which other forms of presentation 
may be rendered; e.g: 

1. A straight line could be fitted statistically to the data points. 

2. II simple averaging technique could be employed to develop table inputs 
as below: 

G 
Bone 

p 

o 
1 
::; 
5 

o. 
O. 
0.8 
1.0 

Computer progrrun would do linear interpolation 
between drunage grade levels 
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Sl.IMMARY WORKSHEETS FOR PROVISIONAL ESTIMATES OF 

UNDESIRABLE EFFEC!' PROBABILITIES BASED ON DATA FR(}'I HIGH-ENERGY RUBBER BALLS 
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SUM>lAR.Y WORKSHEETS FOR PROVISIONAL ESTIMATES Oli 

UNDESIRABLE EFFECf PROBABILITIES BASED ON DATA FROM HIGH-ENERGY RUBBER BALLS 
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SUMMARY WORKSHEETS FOR PROVISIONAL ESTIMATES OF 

UNDESIRABLE EFFECI' PROBABILITIES BASED ON DATA FRCM HIQi-ENERGY RlJBBER BALLS 
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stMfARy WORKSHEETS FOR PROVISIONAL ESTIMATES OF 

UNDESIRABLE EFFECT PROBABILITIES BASED ON DATA FRCM HIGH-ENERGY RUBBER BALLS 

Organ 
or Damage 

Body Grade Probability of Undesirable Effect Sample
Region Level 0 .20 .40 .DU .BO 1.00 Size 

, 

0 

1 
IT 

2 2* 
H 3 

3 

E ..~ 
, 

4 


R I 

5 1** 


, I 

"1 stomach 
1 intestine 

**heart 

DESIRABLE EFFECTS 

As a result of facts established early in a ~!ethods Group meeting, it was recom
mended that the estimation of desirable effects due to purely physiological 
phenomena be carried out by the Medical Group. 

013JELl'IVE 

The principal objective of a resulting meeting (discussed below) was to generate 
provisional percentage estimates of physiologically based desirable effects for 
both the Fleeing Suspect (Scenario III) and the Hoving H/Dispersal of a Crowd 
(Scenario IV). The data reviewed was generated under a prior Anny program. 

PROD::DURE 

The following methodology was employed: 

1. Physiologically based desirable effect for scenarios of interest was 
defined. 
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Z. Methods for obtaining physiologically based desirable effects were dis
cussed oold established. 

3. Percentage estimates of the desirable effect were generated along with 
supporting rationale for the effect quantified. 

DISCUSSION 

Methods of obtaining physiologically desirable effects were discussed. It was 
decided that at one end of the spectrum was surprise, OO1d at the other, con
cussion. In between was something which was more difficult to define. This 
was considered to be 00 autonomic effect. Terms used were defined as follows: 

1. Surprise - An effect produced by 001 emotional disturnOO1ce such as a 
a bright light, loud noise or OO1y other sudden chOO1ge to the target environ
ment, which disturbs, for a finite time, the concentration of the target. 

Z. Autonomic Component - An effect produced by a near miss, such as when 
geese are disrupted in flight by a near miss, fall stunned to the ground, 
regain their equilibriwn, OO1d continue on in flight. It was agreed that when 
all of the nervous system reacts at once confusion results. Nerves have a 
limit as to how rapidly they can send messages. 

3. Concussion Tr®sient interruption of brain function due to brain 
acceleration induced by 00 impact to the head or other body areas. An inter
ruption of cellular mellibrOO1e activit)' which causes cerebral function dismp
tion. 

Several other effects were considered. 1hese may fit in with some aspects of 
tlle surprise-to-concussion spectrum, or they may represent separate effects. 
III ooy event, additional effects were defined as follows: 

4. Stun - This effect \~as lni tially discussed at the previously-mentioned 
Methods Group meeting. It was noted that a biochemical chOO1ge causes shock or 
the stun effect and that this can be caused by a physiological stress (contact) 
or by a purely mental stress. 

5. Pain" The idea of a pain toler2l1ce was discussed. It appeared that 
common sense would be violated if one fails to include pain as a potential 
desirable effect*. The phrase discomfort index was coined and defined as that 
pain level ..hich would induce dTssidents to leave the scene in Dispersal of a 
CrO\~d (Scenario IV). A sufficient pain level might also induce a fleeing sus
pect to halt (become immobili zed) . 

*In prior sessions, such as the referenced Methods Group meeting, pain was 
largely discounted a'l a desirable effect because people can react so differ
ently to it. However, if the individuals comprising a crowd are truly swept 
up into the spirit of the crowd OOld lose tllcir individual identities in it, 
might they not all be considered to react nominally to some discomfort index 
witll some degree of assurance? 
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6. Knockdown Force - An effect wherein a target individual is virtually 
knocked off his feet as .a result of sustaining an impact of sufficient force 
to a body area. 

FLEEING SUSPEcr - SCENARIO III 

The Fleeing Suspect (Civil Scenario III/Army Scenario I) was examined first. 
The target consists of one fleeing suspect. It is desired to immobilize the 
suspect for 30 seconds, a time which has been previously established as suffi
cient for apprehension. 

Skin and head (brain) physiological damage levels were used exclusively. The 
procedure was similar to that used by the ~lethods Group at an earlier meeting. 
The group was shown color slides of typical Grade "X" damage'" to a test animal 
(baboon head or swine torso). They were then asked to estimate the desirable 
effect such an impact would produce on a fleeing suspect. Immobilization 
increments of 10% were generally used. Independent estimates (with supporting 
rationale) were initially made by the voting group members in the presence of 
the entire group. Aiter all estimates had been made, they were discussed by 
the entire group. ~·!odifications to original estimates were permitted. Dis
cussion continued until the group felt reasonably comfortable with posted 
values and supporting rationale. The procedure was repeated separately for 
various grade levels of skin and head physiological damage. 

Results are shown in the following table along with supporting rationale. 
;,ote that the probabilities cited should be interpreted as follo\l1s. A .10 
probability means that out of 100 people sustaining the impact, 10 will be 
expected to be immobilized for ~30 seconds and 90 will not. 

!-Iethods generally considered in achieving the desirable effect were stW1, con
cussion, knockdown force and pain. 

"The damage level was not stated for this series of estimates. It can be 
inferred, however, that the members of the group would have a good "handle" 
on the level for each slide because the slides had been viewed before on 
tlVO separate occasions by several members of the assessment team. 
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RESULTS OF ~IEDICAL GROUP ASSESS/·lEN!' OF IHPACfS ON ANINALS WITII 
HIGH-ENERGY RIJBBER SPHERES (TEST SEIUES II) 

FLEEING SUSPECf - CIVIL SCENARIO III (Affi.1Y SCENARIO I) 

Baboon Shots 

Damage Level* Probabili ty of 
Shot No. llead Skin Desirable Effect Rationale 

2 o 3 .10 Surprise, possible concussion, 
knockdOlffi doub tful 

1 1 3 .90 	 Concussion 

8 	 4 3 1.00 Cerebral commotion, sk-ull 
fracture 

7 	 1 3 .10 Sufficient jostling to pro
eluce small hemorrhage 

13 5 5 1.00 	 Tearing of tough skin requires 
a significmltly large force to 
cause damage wlder the skin 

14 5 5 1.00 	 Ditto 

3 o 2 .10 	 lleael jerked - large accelera
tion resulting in confusion 
due to stWl 

4 o c .10 	 Ditto 

9 1 1 .20 	 Ditto 

10 o 3 .20 	 Small subcutaneous hematoma 
anel contusion at impact point 

15 5 5 1.00 	 Large impact force dilated 
blood vessels and filptureel 
some blood vessels. Cere
bral connnotion 

16 5 5 1.00 	 Gross damnge, skull fracture 

5 o 2 .10 	 Blood vessels dilateel; cere" 
bral lesion 

b o 2 .10 	 Surprise 

*ShOlffi for reference purposes only. Not useel directly in making pro],abili ty 
estimates. 
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Shot No. 

11 

12 

17 

18 

Shot 

No. 


2 

1 

3 

4 

s 

6 

11 

12 

!:J 

FLEEING SUSPECT 

llamage Level'" 
Head Skin 

o 1 

3 4 

1 2 

3 5 

Damage Level 
body ReglOn Skin 

Liver a 1 

Liver o 1 

Liver 5 5 

Liver S 5 

Liver S 5 

Liver 0 5 

Kidney 3 2 

Kidney 1 2 

Kidney :: 3 

- CIVIL SCENAlUO III (ARMY SCE."lARIO I) 
(Continued) 

Baboon Shots 

Probabili ty of 
Desirable Effect 

.10 

1.00 

.20 

1.00 

Swine Shots 


Probabili ty of 

Desirable Effect 


o 


a 


.70 

.90 

1.00 

1.00 

.20 

.10 

.10 

Rationale 

Hit above occipital crest; 
surprise 

Hit below occipital crest; 
massive damage, knockdown** 

~tinlinum damage to all of 
brain shown; visual distur
bances 

Brain stress damage 

Rationale 

No apparent effect 


Same pain ill belly, but sus

pect would probably run 
faster 

The IlIOre he runs, the worse 
the pain would get; pain & 
stun effect 

Ditto - only worse 

Gross organ damage 

Ditto, ruptured heart left 
ventricle 

Quick pain in skin lesion 

Ditto, but less severe 

lJitto, but l~ss severe 

7'Shmm for reference purposes only. Not. used directly in making probahility 

estimates. 

"''''Brain contusion wi tl: force transmi tted to brain stem. 
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FLEEING SUSPECf - CIVIL SCENARIO III (Am-'lY SCENARIO I) 
(Continued) 

Swine Shots 


Shot Damage Level Probabili ty of 

No. i\ Body Region Skin Desirable Effect Rationale 


10 Kidney 3 3 .40 A good l'.i1ack, would smart, 
pain 

7 Kidney 4 5 .80-.90 Pain close to spine 

8 Kidney 2 5 .30 	 Severe skin lesion, almost 
a p1.U1dled-out wo1.U1d; instant 
blood and pain 

13 Thorax 3,4 Z .90 Fractured ribs and lung 
puncture 

@ - 17 TIlOrax 5,4 3 .80 Ditto, but less severe 

@ - 18 'fllOrax 5,4 3 .80 Ditto 
/~ 

'14' 16 Thigh 0 1 0 


15 - (f4 Thigh 1 3 .20 Bleeuing 


14 - (f}: Thigh I 5 .60 Severe penetrating wounu 


"'Circled value is animal number; othendse shot number and animal number are 

synonymous . 


>;OrES: 


Shot t;o, 6 - Shot missed liver - hit heart and ruptured left ventricle. 


Shots ;~o. 13, 17, 18 - First damage levels are for lung. 

Second damage levels are for bone. 

Shots No. 14, 15, 16 - First damage levels are for bone. 

i,DVING I i/DISPERSAL OF A CROWD . SCL\ARIO IV 

The primary objective wi th this scenario is to disperse a croNu of dissidents. 
'!he approach taken Nas to estimate the probability that a single uissident 
would leave the scene because of various effects (stun, concussion, etc.) sus
wined as a result of being suhjected to specific physiOlogical damage assoc
iatecl \dth high-energy rubber ball impacts. It was desired to mobilize the 
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crowd within five minutes*. A longer time would be undesirable because the 
crowd may get unruly. A shorter time is inappropriate because the control 
force will often sit out a situation if the street being blocked is not a 
critical artery. 

As in the Fleeing Suspect (Scenario III) case, skin and head (brain) physio
logical damage levels were used exclusively. The procedure for evaluation was 
as previously stated. 

Results are shown in the folla.ing table along with supporting rationale. 
:\ote that the probabilities cited should be interpreted as falla,s. A.1O 
probabili ty means that rut of 100 people sustaining the impact, 10 will be 
expected to be mobilized in five ndnutes or less and 90 will not. 

Mechanisms generally considered in achieving the desirable effect were stun, 
concussion, jmockdown force and pain**. It was further stipUlated that 
blood flow was a l'no-no" (indicative of police brutality as would be inferred 
by lV viewers). Also, damage grade levels were not announced prior to ren
dering desirable effect estimates (same as on Fleeing Suspect scenario). 

RESULTS OF NEUICAL GROUP ASSESS!'>\E:"lT OF n,lPACfS ON AND.w.s WI1H 

HIGll-El'IIERGY RUBBER SPllERES (TEST SERIES II) 


MOVING H/DISPERSAL OF A CROWD - SCEMRIO IV 


SWlTIe Shots 


Probability 

Shot lJamaHe Level Blood of Desirable 

No. ~oa~ Raglon Skin Flow Effect Rationale 


• Liver 0 1 No .05-0~ 

1 Liver U I No .20 	 Pain - pit of belly 

3 LiVer 5 5 Yes 0 	 Gross drunage; diaphragm 
injured 

4 Liver 5 5 Yes 0 	 Ditto 

5 Liver 5 5 Yes 0 	 Ditto 

6 Liver 0 5 Yes 0 	 Sheared off tip of heart 

*1t should be noted that a time limit of five minutes was selected for "clear
ing the area." Therefore, a person unconscious or unable to move within this 
time pedod did not meet the desi rable criteria of leaving the area, and the 
desirable effects probability Wa!' thus estirnateu as zero for these cases. 
**C;enerally, these mechanisms are identical to those cit~d in the Fleeing 
Suspect \vork area. Ilo.-:cver, surprise ivas not considered to be a significant 
lill'chanism in the ~Ioving iI/lJispersal of a Cro"d scenarios. 
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MOVING H/DISPERSAL OF A CROWD - SCENARIO IV 
(Continued) 

Swine Shots 

Shot 
No.* 

Damage Level 
Body Region Skin 

Blood 
Flow 

Probability 
of Desirable 

Effect Rationale 

11 Kidney 3 2 No .60 

12 Kidney 1 2 No .50 

9 Kidney 2 3 No .60 Belly pain 

10 Kidney 3 3 No .50 Some would be disabled 

7 Kidney 4 5 Yes .40 

8 Kidney 2 5 Yes .40 

13 Thorax·3,4 2 No .80 Fractured ribs; will get 
short of breath in a few 
minutes - some may not 
malce it off the road 

(1]  17 Thorax 5,4 3 No .90 Fractured rib, punctured 
lung 

@- 18 Thorax 5,4 3 No .80- . 90 

@- 16 Thigh 0 1 No .10 

15 - @ TIligh 1 3 No .50 Pain 

14 -@ TIligh 1 5 Yes .70 Pain 

*Circled value is animal number; otherwise shot number and animal number are 
synonymous. 

;-.DTES : 

It should be noted that mas t of the above assessments are pain-oriented. 

Also, shots 3, 4, 5 and 6 results are keyed to profuse blood flow. 

Shot No. 6 - Shot missed liver - hit heart and ruptured left ventricle. 

Shots No. 13, 17, 18 - First damage leve Is are for lung. 
Second damage levels are for bone. 

Shots No. 14, 15, 16 - First damage leve Is are for bone. 
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~1)vlNG II/DISPERSAL OF A CROWD - SCENARIO IV 
(Continued) 

Baboon Shots 

Shot No. 
Damage Level 
Heaer Skin 

Blood 
Flow 

Probability of 
Desirable Effect Rationale 

2 o 3 No .90 

1 1 3 No .50 Some will be knocked 
down - of these, half 
will get up and leave 

8 4 3 No .10 

7 1 3 No .80-.90 

13 5 5 Yes o Blood 

14 5 5 Yes o Blood 

3 o 2 No .BO 

4 o 2 No .80 

9 1 1 No .80-.90 Hit in motivation area 
of brain 

10 o 3 No .80 

15 5 5 Yes o Blood 

16 5 5 Yes o Blood 

5 o 2 1\0 .80 

6 o 2 No .80 

11 o 1 No .80 

12 3 4 Yes o Blood 

17 1 2 No .80 

18 3 5 Yes o IHoou 

It was suggested that better assessments could be made, possibly, if the time
on-target (time <luring which damage mechanism transmits energy to target) 
could be determined, along with the nature of the impact. The latter might be 
classed as direct impact, glancing blow, etc. 
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LEGAL CROWD - ARMY SCENARIO III 

The Army Legal Crowd scenario and Civil Scenario III (Suspect Fleeing on Foot) 
are somewhat similar, in that the emotional level of the individual who comes 
out of the crowd to throw rocks, etc. can be compared to that of the fleeing 
suspect. It was agreed that the legal crowd "troublemaker" would be slightly 
less motivated than the fleeing suspect. Rationale was that the individual in 
the legal crowd is a "show-off" and that he thinks he will be able to escape 
into tlle crowd, whereas the fleeing suspect is a long way from his home and 
he is usually breaking curfew or looting, etc. 

The estimates in the following table were based upon a desirable effect which 
incapacitates (immobilizes) the offender for 15 seconds. Additionally, the 
concern here is only with the individual who comes out from the crowd and 
throws rocks. Moreover, he is ilie typical young male. 

The estimates for this scenario type given in the table were compared to esti 
mates for ilie fleeing suspect rendered at a previous Medical Group meeting. 
1ne purpose of this exercise was to give a spot-check on the consistency of 
the estimates. It was a good test because in both scenarios a single indi
vidual was being dealt with. 111e motivation levels are different and so are 
ilie immobilization times. 

Note iliat for a given impact, damage was typically done to the skin and also 
to an internal organ. 1ne estimated probability of desirable effect, as 
stated in the following tables, is based on tlIe over-all physiological damage 
sustained by the target as a result of one impact. 

HESULTS OF NEDICAL GROUP ASSESSMENT OF IMPACTS ON A'/Ii,lALS 
Wml llIGIl-ENERLl' lllJBBER SPHERES (TEST SERIES II) 

LEGAL CROWD - ARMY SCDNARIO II I 

Baboon Shots 

Shot 
;"0. 

Animal 
j,'Jo. 

Damage Grade 
Shn !lead PDE* Remarks 

? 2 3 a . 50 Son~ will be disabled, but not all . 
The force was sufficient to stun or 
give concussion to one-half of 
people. 'llle pain involved in 
creating this much trauma would be 
enough to cause subject to hold his 
head for 15 seconds. 

J 1 3 1 l.00 	 A blow hard enough to cause this 
much acceleration l ... ill cause concus
sive injury - probable knockout. 

;'Probability of Desirable Effect 
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Shot 
No. 

8 

7 

13 

14 

3 

4 

9 

10 

15 

16 

5 

6 

11 

12 

17 

18 

Animal 

No. 


8 

7 

13 

14 

3 

4 

9 

10 

15 

16 

5 

6 


11 


12 


17 

18 

LEGAL CROWD - AJ1l.fi SCENARIO II I 
(Continued) 

Baboon Shots 

Damage Grade 
Shn Head PDE* Remarks 

3 4 1.00 A blow hard enough to cause this 
much acceleration will cause concus
sive injury - probably knockout. 

3 1 .25 Tangential force accelerated head 
causing rotational stresses which 
produce confusion and stun effect. 

5 5 1.00 Massive destruction to head. 
Instant death. Blew head open. 

5 5 1.00 Ditto 

z o .10 Sonre skull deformation to cause 
vascular dilation (pain), surprise. 

2 o .25 Pain, surprise, 
tion. 

sonre skull deforma

1 1 .25 Small mark on skin. Slight hemor
rhage. 

3 o .25 Minimal brain lesion. Some demon
strable force transmitted to brain. 

5 
,. 
;) 1.00 Fractured skull (sacrificed immedi

atelyJ. 

5 5 l.00 Fractured skull. 
, 
~ o .10 Would feel a little blood on top of 

head. Surprise, startle. 
, 
~ o .10 Startle, surprise. 

1 o .10 Occipital depression, surprise. 

4 :5 1.00 Concussi ve injury. SuLdural hema
toma. 

2 1 .25 Startle. Transmission of force in 
brain. Subdural hematoma. 

5 3 1.00 Brain stem damage. 

*Probability of Desirable Effect 
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LEGAL CROWD - ARMY SCENARIO III 
(Continued) 

Swine Shots 

Shot Animal Dama~e Grade 
No. No. BOdY Re Ion Skin POE'" Remarks 

2 2 Liver a 1 0 No immediate effect probable. 

1 1 Liver a 1 .25 Real pain in belly. Some will 
double over. Serosal hemorrhage. 

3 3 Liver 5 5 1.00 Penetrating wound. 

4 4 Liver 5 5 1.00 Ditto 

5 5 Liver 5 5 1.00 Ditto 

6 6 Liver a 5 1.00 Ruptured heart, missed liver. 

11 11 Kidney 3 2 .50 Rabbit punch. Bruised rib. Pain
ful impact with element of surprise. 

12 12 Kidney 1 2 .50 Oitto 

9 !l Kidney 2 3 .50 Ditto 

10 10 Kidney 3 3 .50 Ditto 

'77 , Kidney 4 5 .90 All but the hearty ones Ivill stop. 
Body wall and kidney damage. 

8 8 Kidney 2 5 .50 Nost damage occurs at impact point. 
Similar to Shot No. 11. 

13 13 Thora..'\: 3 2 .90 Fractured rib, pain. 

17 l5 Thorax 5 :3 1.00 Fractured rib, pleural tear, and 
lung perforation. 

18 16 TIlOrax 5 3 1.00 Fractured rib, lung puncture. 

16 14 Thorax a 1 a Insil,rnificant damage. 

15 14 Thorax 1 3 .50 Periosteal hemorrhage. 

14 13 Thorax 1 5 1.00 Penetrating wound. Gross skin 
lesion. 

"'Probability of Desirable Effect 
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TESI' SERIES III ASSESSMENTS 

An additional series of tests employing the high-energy rubber sphere (Test 
Series III) was run to provide additional data needed in certain areas of this 
program. The results of a Nedical Group assessment of these data, similar to 
those given above, are presented in the following three tables. 

PROVISIONAL ESTIMATES OF PHYSIOLOGICALLY DESIRABLE EFFECTS 
(HIGH-ENERGY RUBBER SPHERE, TEST SERIES III) 

FLEEING SUSPECl'- CIVIL SCENARIO III (ARMY SCENARIO I) 

Baboon Shots 

Shot Animal Damage Grade 
No. No. I-lead Skin Pre Remarks--- , 

3 203 0 I 0 No significant damage. 

2 202 0 1 0 Ditto 

4 204 0 2 0 Ditto 

5 205 0 2 0 Ditto 

{] 206 0 0 0 Ditto 

7 207 (J 1 0 Ditto 

I 201 0 0 0 Ditto 

Swine Shots 

Shot 
No. 

jUlimal 
No. 

Damage Grade 
Body Region Skin PDE Remarks 

3 204 Liver 0 2 0 

I 202 Liver 0 3 .10 Some have belly pain. 

2 203 Liver 0 " ~ 0 

6 207 Heart 3 3 .25 Pain due to IIlLlSc1e tear and skin 
lesion, no significant [KG d1anges. 

.. 205 Lung I 2 .10 Similar to Animal No. 207. but not 
as severe. 

5 206 Heart 0 1 a Lung hemorrhage. 
Lung 1 

7 208 Lung 2 1 0 
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FLEEING SUSPECT - CIVIL SCENARIO III (ARMY SCENARIO I) 

(Continued) 

Swine Shots 

Shot J\nimal Damage Grade 
No. No. Dody Region Skin PDE Remarks 

9 210 Heart 3 5 1.00 Perforation of thoracic wall. 
Lung 4 

16 21i No Test 

11 212 Heart 3 3 . 25 Fractured rib and EKG effects noted . 
Lung 4 


8 209 Liver 3 1 .50 Liver was fractured. Bellyache. 

Pain. 


10 211 Lung 2 3 .10 Fractured rib. 


.,
14 215 Heart 3 .10 No fractured rib. Muscle lesion• 

Lung 3 

~ 

Solar plexus type impact. 


13 214 Heart 4 5 1.00 Perforation of thoracic wall. 

Lung 3 


12 213 Heart 2 3 .50 Pretty good bruise. lIemothorax 

Lung 'I pleural tear. Primary cause 

lung damage. 


15 216 JJeart 4 ::; .50 Possible infarction (muscle prab-

Lung 2 ably died). Heart damage. 


17 21il Kidney 0 1 0 No significant damage. 


HI 220 Kidney 0 1 0 Ditto 


18 219 Kidney 0 2 0 Ditto 
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PROVISIONAL ESl'IMATES OF PHYSIOLOGICALLY DESIRABLE EFFECfS 

OIIGH-ENERGY RUBBER SPHERE, TEST SERIES III) 


~[)VING II/DISPERSAL OF A CROwn - SCENARIO IV 


Baboon Shots 

Shot Animal Uamage Grade 
No. No. Head Skin PDE Remarks 

3 203 o 1 o There is not enough lesion for posi
tive signs, hemorrhage, etc. 

2 202 o 1 o Ditto 

4 204 o 2 .10 Physical pain associated Witll hemor
rhage (l1IUScle) •. 

5 205 o 2 .10 Ditto 

(, 206 o o o See Animal No. 203 comment. 

7 207 o 1 o Ditto 

1 201 o o o Ditto 

ProVISIONAL ESTIMATES OF PllYSIOLOGlCALLY DESII/ABLE EFFECTS 
(IIlGH-ENERGY RUBBER SPfIERE. TEST SUrlES I II) 

LEGAL CROWD - ARMY SCENARIO I II* 

Baboon Shots 

Shot Animal Damage Grade 
;;0. ~'<1o • Head skin PUE Remarks" --~ 

3 203 a 1 a No affirmative (positive) signs of 
effects. 

2 202 0 1 0 Ditto 

4 204 0 2 .10 Not much damage. l<!uscle hemorrhage. 
Pain. 

S 20S 0 2 .10 Ditto 

6 206 0 0 (J No positive signs of effects. 

7 L07 0 1 0 Very Ii ttle muscle hemorrhage. 

1 201 0 0 0 Ditto 

"The desired effect [or this scenario is to immobilize the individual for IS 
seconds. 
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Gfl\lERAL OBSERVATIONS AND IIDIARKS 

The group noted that effe'ct and/or response times should be added to the sce
narios. Some of the scenarios contain these time references, while others do 
not. The Medical Group has been using stated times in order to facilitate the 
rendering of effect estimates. Where times are not stated in the scenarios, 
the Medical Group has evolved and stated their 0 ... '11 times while rendering 
effect estimates. 

It was noted that although consideration of pain is a problem, both the Medi
cal and i-1ethods Groups have discussed and used pain in rendering effect esti 
mates. The r'ledical Group keys on pain which occurs some time after impact 
and which results from physical damage. The ~1ethods Group keys on the tran
sitory pain associated 1'ii th an impact. 

CIVIL SCE~IO III - SUSPECT FLEEING ON FOOT 

1ne purpose of the latest meetings of the Medical group has been to generate 
desirable and undesirable physiological effects estimates for the SPfiCifiC 
civil scenarios given in Appendix C, using the high-energy rubber sp ere damage 
lneChanism. Inputs to the assessments include descriptions of the civil sce
narios and experimental data. Scenarios to be included are: 

1. Civil Scenario I - ~le-on-One 

2. Civil Scenario n - Barricade and Hostage 

3. Civil Scenario III - Suspect Fleeing on Foot* 

4. Civil Scenario IV - Dispersal of a Crowd. 

TIle group concluded that Scenarios I, III and IV were definitely applicable, 
and that Scenario II 11as possibly applicable, for this type of projectile. 
In the three scenarios of primary interest, spheres may be laundled directly 
again.st target personnel. In Scenario II. direct-fire 1aundling of spheres 
is improbable, but they might possibly be bounced off walls of rooms, etc. 
and affect the target in that way. Ilowever, the safety of the hostage(s) must 
always be foremost in the minds of the control forces. 

METI!OLKlLOGY 

The working methodology used to derive effects estimates Has as follows: 

1. The undesirable effect definition wa<; reviE'wed. It remains fixed for 
,,11 scenarios. 

2. The desirable effect definition was revievled. The desira;,le e[[(.'ct 
'."ill vary h'ith the s<.:enario being investigated. In the scenario of the SU5
pe<.:t !'leeing on Foot, which was the subject scenario for this meeting, the 

"Only civil scenario cClvered in this appendix from a strictly civilian stand
point. 
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In 

Impact energies are shown in the following tables for convenient reference. 
These energy levels were not used in the estimation process. As will be noted 
in examining the table, one impact often produced damage to not only the skin 
and target organ, but also to other organs. The combinatorial procedure which 
could be used to assess the over-all effect of such multiple damage was dis
cussed. TIle following rule was fonnulated. The over-all effect of multiple 
damage caused by a single impact of a blunt-trauma-type damage mechanism is 
equal to the largest individUal aarnage noted, unless cornplicatin~ circumstances 
exist in whiCh case a speclal assessment is made. Typical comphcations 
include a fractured bone or a cardlac ef1ect noted on an EKG. 

PROVISIONAL ESTIMATES OF PHYSIOLOGICALLY -BASED EFFECTS 
(HIGH-ENERGY RUBBER SPHERE, TEST SERIES III) 

CIVIL SCENARIO III - SUSPECT FlEEIi-lG Q\1 roOT 

Impact Probability of 

Energy Desir- undesir-


Animal ft-lb Target* Damage able able 

(Ref) Area Grade Effect Effect Remarks 


204 Pig 14.4 	 (Liver) 0 0 o No Iiver damage. 
Skin*" ? a o-

2U2 Pig 14.7 (Liver) 0 0 o No liver damage. 
Skin 3 .1 o Greater hemorrhage 

Ulan Shot No. 204. 

2U3 Pig 15.6 (Liver) 0 0 o No Iiver damage. 
Skin -? 0 o 

207 Pig 27.7 	 (Heart) 3 .25 1.0*** Animal died within 
Skin 3 0 .2S 	 15 minutes of impact. 

Probable cause of 
deaU! was ventricular 
fibrilation (heart 
contracting wi thout 
pumpil1g blood•.. sys
tem fails). Some per
centage of UIese type 
hits cause death via 
arrhythmia. 

*llords in parentheses t1enotes target organ. 

*"Includes sJdn. subcutaneous tissue and nuscle. 

***Thi5 estimate is questioned because of the small sample size involved. 
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CIVIL SCENARIO III - SUSPECf FLEEING ON FOOT 
(Continued) 

Animal 
No. 'tYPe 

Impact 
Energy 
ft-lb 
(Ref) 

Target* 
Area 

Damage 
Grade 

Probabilitl of 
Desir- Uridesir

able 
Effect 

able 
Effect Remarks 

EKG record indicates 
that heart was prob
ably not hit. 

EKG record shows that 
heart was definitely 
hit. Possible tran
sient block occurred .. 

. 	came back in seven 
beats. 

EKG record indicates 
that heart was prob
ably not hit. One 
member requested tllat 
microscopic examina
tion be performed on 
heart at future date. 

Animal died. Although 
cause of death unknOl<ffi 
it obviously ]·ms 
related to shot. 
Penetrating wound. 
Bruise on heart but 
no EKG effect. 

Probable glancing 

bIOI' ••.1Il0und signa

ture distorted. 


Fractured rib and 

cardiac effect were 

noted. 


205 Pig 28.9 

206 Pig 29.4 

208 Pig 30.7 

210 Pig 02.1 

217 - - - - - - 

212 Pig 62.8 

(lleart) 
Lung 
Skin"" 

(Heart) 
Lung 
Skin 

(Ileart) 
Lung 
Skin 

(Heart) 
Lung 
Skin 

0 0 0 
1 .1 0 
~ 
L 0 .1 

0 0 0 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 

0 0 0 
2 0 .1 
1 0 0 

3 0 .1 
4 1.0 1.0 
5 1.0 1.0 

- - - NO TEST . 


(lieart) 
Lung 
Skin 

"Words in parentheses denotes
** Includes skin, subcutaneous 

:3 (il *** .1 
4 o ~ .25 .25 

0 1 o" ':J 
target organ. 
tissue and ruse Ie. 

"**Over-al1 effects assessed as greater than the largest individual effect. 

.:'\
Ai 

X) X tlenotes over-all effect. 

,. I 

'~I 
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CIVIL SCENARIO III - SUSPECf FLEEING ON FOOT 

Impact 
Energy 

Animal ft-lb Target* 
No. T}'lJ.e (Ref) Area 

209 Pig 63.4 	 (Liver) 
Skin** 

211 Pig 63.7 	 (Ileart) 
Lung 
Skin 

215 Pig 81.6 	 (Heart) 
Lung 
Skin 

214 Pig 82.3 	 (!leart) 
Lung 
Skin 

213 Pig 84.1 	 (Heart) 
Lung 
Skin 

2lo Pig 84.1 	 (Heart) 
Lung 
Skin 

218 Pig 13.8 	 (Kidney) 
Skin 

220 Pig 14.4 	 (Kidney) 
Skin 

(Continued) 

Probability of•Desir- Undesir-
Damage able 

Grade Effect 


3 .5 
1 0 

0 
2 . 6 .25 
3 u*** 
:: .1 
3 0 
3 0 

4 .1 
:3 0 
5 1.0 

2 0 
4 .5 
3 0 

4 .50 
2 0 
3 .1 

0 0 
1 0 

0 0 
1 0 

*\'iords in parentheses denotes target organ. 
**Includes skin, subcutaneous tissue and ilUlscle. 
***Over-all effects assessed as greater tilan tile 
, 

Xl 
X ~ X denotes over-all effect. 
X! 

g"' " 

able 
Effect 

1.0 
0 

.y.5


.1 

0 

.1 

.1 


.75 

.1 
1.0 

0 
.S 
0 

.75 

0 


• 5 


0 
0 

0 
0 

Remarks 

Missed heart. Animal 

died of anes thesia 

overdose. LiVer 

damage would cause 

bellyache in person 

subjected to this 

wound. 


. Glancing impact missed 
heart but fractured 
rib. 

Heart hit very high. 

EKG record does not 

indicate a hit. --

It appears normal. 


Possible necrosis of 
heart tissue. Large 

.EKG noted. 

llemothorax (collapsed 
lung) • 

Possible infarction 
(large consistent EKG 
dlanges) . 

largest individual effect. 
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CIVIL SCENARIO III - SUSPECT FLEEING ON FOOT 
(Continued) 

Impact Probabilitl of 
Energy Desir- Uridesir
ft-lb Target" Damage able able 
(Ref) Area Grade Effect Effect Remarks 

219 Pig 14.5 	 (Kidney) 0 0 0 
Skin*" 2 0 0 

202 Baboon 13.6 	 (Brain)""'" 0 0 0 No gross physiological 
Skin 1 0 0 	 damage at relatively 

low energy levels 
resul ted in zero 
effects. 

203 Baboon 13.3 	 (Brain)*** 0 0 0 Ditto 
Skin 1 0 0 

204 Baboon 13.6 	 (Brain) f:** 0 0 0 Ditto 
Skin 2 0 a 

205 Baboon 13.6 	 (Brain) *** 0 0 0 Ditto 
~Skin 	 0 0.t. 

206 Baboon 13.8 	 (Brain) "** a 0 0 Ditto 
Skin 0 0 0 

207 Baboon 14.2 (Brain) **t: 0 0 0 Ditto 
Skin 1 0 0 

2U1 Baboon 15 	 (Brain) *** 0 0 0 Ditto 
Skin 0 0 0 

"Words used in parentheses denotes target organ. 
**Inc1udes skin, subcutaneous tissue and muscle. 
*"*A11 left-temple shots. 

GEI\lERAL 

The following observations and recommendations were made: 

1. EKG records provide a useful method for detennining "nether or not a 
heart target was in fact hit. 

) During future tests, post-hit time should be noted on the EKG tapes. 

3. The EKG should be continued for IS minutes after ill~1Gct and then be 
activ8ted at IS-minute intervals for one hour aftc'r impact and for a short 
time just prior to animal sacrifice. 
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4. More sensitivity (larger signal displacements) on the EKG was requested 
for future tests. 

S. The possibility of utilizing a veterinary cardiologist or ~ID cardiolo
gist to read test cardiograms l"as discussed. The veterinary cardiologist was 
thought to be preferable because it was felt that he ",ould be in the best posi
tion to pick out species abnormalities. 

6. Also discussed favorably was the possibility of conducting post-hit 
enzyme (blood) tests to shed further light on damage extent and cause of death. 

There was considerable discussion regarding the definition of damage grade 
levels for heart impacts. The group experienced difficulty in establishing 
discrete definitions for various levels of damage to the heart, primarily 
because this meeting was the first actual opportunity they had to see (via 
color slides) and study heart damage resulting from blunt-trauma damage mech
anism impacts. It became apparent that the establishment of damage grade 
levels for heart impacts should be a separate topic of discussion at a future 
meeting. \\Iith this in mind, the group assigned provisional damage levels to 
the heart \\IOund studied, using the general level of damage sustained as the 
overriding assessment criterion. Thus, zero damage level corresponded to no 
visible effect, Damage Level I indicated minimal epicardial hemorrhage and 
Damage Level 5 indicated gross damage wherein anatomic lesions would probably 
cause termination. 

It was notet.l that sOlne of the discrepancies in damage grade levels to certain 
organs impacted at similar velocities may have been due to slightly off-target 
hits. This is a difficult problem to contend with, but every effort must be 
made in future tests to attain maximom accuracy. This involves launch accu
racy, plus a definite knOlVledge of target organ location. 

lIiscrepancies in some minutes of earlier /.Iedical Group meetings were clarified. 
~:odifications to several body area classifications were made, and definitions 
of certain terms were changed. 

All estimates for desirable effects generatet.l at this meeting pertain to Civil 
Scenario III (Suspect Fleeing on Foot) and the series of 25 high-energy robber 
sphere shots conducted under this program (Test Series Ill). These shots 
should be evaluated against Civil Scenarios I, IV, and possibly II. In addi
tion, the earlier series of 2S high-energy rubber sphere shots (Test Series I, 
under another program), that IVere recently regraded in accordance with current 
damage criteria could also be evaluated against Civil Scenarios I, III, IV, 
and possibly II. 
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APPENDIX F 

GENERAL t·1All !EMATICAL MODEL 

The model presented herein is the outgrowth of two tasks, one supported by 
LWL and the other under a LEAA/LWL agreement. A more specific treatment of 
the evaluation procedure is presented in the basic text of this report. 

However, generally, the evaluation procedure begins as shown in Figure 1. The 
specific ranges of interest are obtained from the chosen scenario. The range, 
together ~ith information on the muzzle velocity, projectile drag, etc., is 
used to determine the terminal velocity. Using the terminal velocity and 
other missile characteristics, such as weight, unit area density, etc., a 
terminal effects parameter is calculated. At present, the physiological 
damage data is organized using lunetic energy as a terminal effects parameter. 

Fib~re 2 of this appendix illustrates how the terminal effects parameter is 
used to ente r the data bank on undesirable physiological effects. These data 
wi thin a section are normally mutually exclusive. For example, in the organ 
section, tile heart, brain, kidney, liver, spleen, genitals (and possibly tile 
lungs) will all be characterized by distinct probability of damage, PD, versus 

tenninal effects parameters relations. Similarly, in the bone fracture sec
tion, the body could again be subdivided and distinct relations established 
for each "bone region." 

J\ddi tional data included in the data hank is tile area, J\ij' associated lvi th 

each effect in each section (illustrated in Figure 3). Ideally, the individ
ual areas should vary with the terminal effects parameters, but currently the 
effort \Vas primarlly to determine one area for each effect in each section. 

The relative \,eighting of each of tileSe individual effects due to the chance 
of a hit must also be established. If tile dispersion of the projectile is 
sufficiently large such that unit presented areas of the body are equally 
likely, then the weighting effect is simply the value .,\/A . Ph (l-lhere, At t 
is th" total presented body area ~d Ph is the probability of hitting the 
body) . 

! f the Jispersion is small (with respect to the are" dimensions), double inte
gration over the body area is required to ohtain a proper \,eight for each 
effect. This point is illustrated in Fi&'Ure 4. Incidentally, ~the value of 

1\ , where IT is the standard devia-
Ph ma}, be readily estimated from 2nc r Z+A r 

on of total hi tting errors. t 

If one calls the probability of hitting an individual area (irrespective of hOI-l 
cictermined') PI .. (\·/here i is the data bank sectiull and i Is the effectllJ . 

I,imin the sectionj, then the probability of an undesirable effect for a given 
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Determining The Undesirable Physiological Effects 
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section is Pi'" f PDij Phij and the probability of at least one type of tmdesir

able effect for a rotmd .£ired from Weapon "At! is P = l-n (l-P,).
UE , 1 

1 

Similarly, for the probability of a desirable effect (PDE), there must be a 

data bank representing the probability of a desirable effect given a hit 
(PDE/ h) as a ftmction of weapon tenninal effects. Then, depending upon the 

detail of the data bank and the dispersion of the impact device PDE " 

PUE/ h Ph' 

Exan~les of the possible final presentation of indices of value are given in 
Figure 5, 
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APPENDIX G 

HIT PROBABILITI mDEL 

INTROWcrION 

TIle Incapacitation-Probability Program (IPP) determines the probability of 
incapacitating one or more targets by firing one or more projectiles of a 
given type. Incapacitation in this case is synonymous with effects. 

The target(s) may be one or more bystanders, a group of rioters or some com
bination of these, with or without innocent bystanders. A more detailed des
cription is given in Target Identification. 

The program is written in Fortran and can be nm on an IIlI·! 1130 computer. 

PR(x;H.AM OIlGA"lI z.1l..TION 

1. Inputs - For each nm, the program requires the following data: 

a. Identity of the run, 

b. Area and weight of the projectile, 

c. A table of drag coefficients vs. l'lach number, 


tI. A table of incapacitation/hit ratios vs. velocity of impact, 


e. The number of projectiles firetl, 

f. The height from "hich the projectile is fired, 

g. The rruzzle velocity of the projectile, 

h. The distance to the target (5), 

1. Standard deviation of tile ballistic anti aim errors, 

j. The coordinates of tile aim point, and 

k. The location and size of the target(s). 

J\11 distances are measured in feet. Weight is in pounds amI standard devia
tions are in mils. 

2. Canputational Procedure - MI has developed a trajectory program 
which calculates among other things the range and velod ty of impact of a pro
jectile for a given lJuzzle velocity and elevation angle. This program has been 
incorporated i.nto the IPP. In our case, the range (Le., distance to tile tar
get) is known, but the elevation angle {C) is not kno\-m. As a result. the IF!' 
stc'l's through values of 0 until a value is found for which the range is reached. 
For this elevation angle the trajectory program then computes the velocity of 
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impact which is used to obtain the incapacitation/hit ratio by a table look-up. 
This value is then used in calculating the probability of incapacitation for 
each target. 

3. Output - The program prints the input data as well as the computed 
elevation angle and velocity of impact. The incapacitation~lit ratio obtained 
by table look-up is also printed, as is the probability of incapacitation for 
each target. If only one projectile is fired, then the s~ of these probabil
ities, which represents the probability that someone is incapacitated, is also 
printed. 

4. Mathematical Techniques - Equations for the incapacitation probabil
ities are basically those of the National Bureau of Standards report '~able 
of Salvo Kill Probabilities for Square Targets." The equations used by the 
IPP are: 

a - c- a+c- b-n. b + n. 
a. PR(i,j) = [f( ~) + f( ~)][f( J) + fC . J)], 

°R-I2IZ 0R-I2l z °R-I2lz °R-I2IZ 

b. Q(i,j) = 1 - [1 - PI . PR (i,j)]N, 

(i+l)a/n - X ia/n - X (j+l) bIn - Y 
c. PA(i,j) = [f( 0) _ f( 0) Hf( 0) 

0A -1212 °A -1212 °A -1212 

ib/n - Y 
_ f( 0)], 

0A -12/2 

d. PSI = l: 
j 

l: Q(i,j) 
i 

. PA (i,j), 

where 

2a 

2b 

OR 

= width of target, 

= height of target, 

= standard deviation of ballistic error, 

CA = standard deviation of aim error, 

N = number of steps over which the summations are made, 

no 
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(Xo'Yo) = coordinates of center of aiming distribution, 

PR(i,j) = probability of hitting a target aimed at (~i' nj)' 

PI = probability of incapacitation given a hit, 

Q(i,j) =salvo incapacitation probability of N projectiles aimed at 
(1;., n.), 

~ J 

PA(i,j) = probability that the aim point will lie in the rectangle centered 
at (~i' njl. 

PSI = salvo incapacitation probability, 

and 
X -!,u2 

1f(X) = f e duo 
nn 0 

The quantity n is computed from the formula, 

n Sa/0rt ' 

In formula d, i ranges from 1MIN TO IMAX, where 

IMIN = (XAIM - DEV) . N/A, 

and 

IMAX = (XAIM + DEV) . N/A, 

where XAIM is the x-coordinate of the aim point relative to the center of the 
target and DEV is three times the standard deviation of the ballistic error. 
Similarly, j ranges from JMIN to .ThlAX, where 

JMIN = (YAIl'l - DEV) . N/A, 

and 

.ThlAX = (YAIM" DEV) . N/A. 

For each i and j, 'i and Dj are the coordinates of the center of the rectangle 

"hose vertices are 

(~ a, 1. b), (i~l a, ~ b), (i~l a, j~l b) and (~a, j~l b).
n n 
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The function f is obtained by looking up a table of computed values of the 
integral. 

TARGET IDENTIFICATION 

. The program can accept any number of targets. It is assumed that' all targets 
are rectangular in shape and the "same" distance from the point of fire (sim
plifying assumptions which do not significantly alter results). 

Each target is identified by its height, width, and coordinates of the lower 
left-hand corner. Thus, for example, if there are three targets each two 
feet wide and separated two feet apart as shown in Figure G-1, their coordi
nates would be (-S,O), (-1,0) and (3,0), respectively. 

As another example, consider the case of firing a 1ess-than-lethal weapon at 
one person. If the intent is not to hurt him, then hitting him, say, in the 
head or heart would be undesirable. To calculate the probability of such a 
hit, the head and heart are considered as two separate targets. If the head 
is assumed to be eiWlt inches wide and begins at a jleight of five feet and if 
the heart is assumed to begin at 4-1/2 feet, then their coordinates are (-1/3, 
5) and (0,4-1/2), respectively (Figure G-2). 

Figure G-3 which follows shows a flow chart of the computer program for deter
mining incapacitation probabilities. 
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APPENDIX H 

LITERAWRE SURVEY - BllJNT TRAIJf.lA. 

This appendix was prepared by Dr. Ronald A. Williams of Battelle Memorial 
Institute for the US Army Land Warfare Laboratory and deals with two basic 
but related topics: 

1. Physiological Damage Induced by Impacts with Blunt Objects 

2. Mechanical and Physical Factors in Physiological Damage Induced by 
Impacts with Blunt Objects. 

Appendices referred to in these papers have not been reproduced herein but 
are on file at the US Army Land Warfare Laboratory. 

PHYSIOLOGICAL DAMAGE INDUCED BY MAGI'S WIm BLUNT OBJECTS 

Injuries inflicted by blows from blunt instruments have been prevalent through
out the history of mankind. The club was one of the earliest weapons used for 
hunting or for defense against an enemy. It was quickly recognized that the 
most vulnerable portion of the anatomy to impact was the head, and even today 
protection against head injury is heavily emphasized in sports and combat. 
TIle effectiveness of impact on the head is further evidenced by the fact that 
even in our advanced technological age, many animal slaughtering techniques 
rely on stunning by a bIOI, to the head. 

Other body organs are also susceptible to trauma resulting from bnpacts with 
blunt objects, but by far the most sensitive area is the head. While many 
reports are available which describe blunt abdominal injury, little quantita
tive data was uncovered. Accordingly, this appendix deals primarily with the 
tolerance of the head to impact and is intended to provide quantitative infor
mation on that problem. Some less quantitative but more descriptive informa
tion pertaining to other organ damage resul ting from blunt impacts is also 
included. 

The best single source of information relating to head injury may be found in 

a book edited by Caveness and Walker(l)" on the proceedings of a Head Injury 
Conference held in 1966. Several of the contributions to that conference are 

discussed in this appendix. Ward(2) defines the most common head injury. con
cussion, as "the loss of unconsciousness and associated traumatic amnesia that 
occurs as a consequence of head trauma in the absence of visible damage to 
the brain ." Jle further indicates that even though no morphologic damage is 
present, concussion.s can result in death. 

111e critical parameter in head injury resulting from nonpenetrating impact is 
the acceleration e;\.-perienced by the brain, and here one finds a fine line 
between the values I,hicl, produce only concussion and those producing gross 

*References are listed at the end of this appendix. 
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anatonuc damage. Acceleration and deceleration result in increased intracra
nial pressure and mass movements of the brain. The compressive forces 
reSUlting from a blow to the head may be manifested by increased intracranial 
pressure, and in more severe cases, skull fracture. According to Gurdjian, 

et al(3), a pressure of 40 psi lasting only 0.006 second causes a moderate 
concussion effect in experimental animals. TIds work also contains a quanti 
tative "acceleration-time tolerance" curve for hUJllans. TIle curve indicates 
that based on cadaver tests, tile head can withstand 42-g's for several seconds, 
and they found that the skull fractures with energy levels of about 400 to 600 
in. lb. 

Iii rsch (4) has used the above infonnation to develop a curve of the tolerance 
of the brain as a function of shock impulse and acceleration. This curve is 
invaluable in establishing parameters of a device which will inflict only 
minimal head injury upon impact. 

Evans, et al (5j, presented very useful experimental resuits which relate 
energy, velocity and deceleration to skull fracture. Their results indicated 
that the hLnnan head can tolerate, without fracture, peak impact accelerations 
as high as 686-g's and available kinetic energy as great as S77 foot pounds. 
furtiler, they found that the approximate energy magnitudes producing fracture 
ranges between 33 and 75 foot pounds and concluded that the longer the time 
for energy absorption the greater the magnitude of the energy that can be 
safely tolerated. 

Several additional publications supplied valuable quantitative data on head 
injury as a function of mechanical variable, but it was felt that the USALWL I S 

neeJs would be best satisfied by inclusion of copies rather tilan abstracted 

information. Accordingly, \>Iorks by Purvis (6) , von Gierke (7) , and Ommaya, et 

al (3-11) , ,,-ere also sent to LWL and are on file in the Research Jlnalysis Office. 
Other articles of importance \~ere uncovered and reviewed during preparation of 
this appendix inCluding nearly 100 abstracts of Government reports. 

The amount and severity of internal organ damage from blunt abdominal impact 
has been steadily increasing for llIany years. These increases are attributed 
largely to the increase in traffic accidents and the greater speeds of travel 

on today I s superhighways. I t is estimated (lZl that 50 percent of the cases of 
nonpenetrating abdominal injuries are caused by motor vehicle accidents, and 
traumatic rupture of the liver, duodenwn, pancreas, spleen, and portal vein 
arc frequently encountered. Without operative therapy most of these injuries 
will quick Iv result in the victim's death. Because of the nature of the 
abdominal \\''111, very serious injuries to underlying organs may result from 
blunt trawna \<Ii thout any external evidence. In fact, the mortality rato fol
lOHing blunt abdominal tTawna is 20 to 30 percent higher than for penetrating 
ahdominal injuries largely because the illjuries are less obviolls ;mel treatment 

uften ctelayed(12). 

Clinical evaluation of abdominal injuries is frequently reported for various 

organs. '·1agee, et al (13), studied 42 cases of blunt traumatic rupture of the 
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spleen; ~~Kenzie(14) discussed similar injuries to the kidney and bladder; 

Asbury(15) reported on rupture of tile diaphragm; and Deodhar, et al(16) 
reported on rupture of tile duodenum. . 

In an experimental study, Lange, et al(17), investigated thoraco-abdominal 
strain resulting from sinusoidal vibrations. They found a resonance between 
five and 7.S Hz and observed maximum body strain at tile resonant frequency or 
slightly above. 

Newton's la\'/S of motion can be used to predict closely the forces, accelera
tions, and general behavior of tile skrull and brain during and immediately 
after a blow of a given energy level. The physical properties of most biolog

ical material are fairly well defined (18) , and head dynamics can therefore be 
described readily mathematically in suitable equations of motion. The causes 
of head injury can usually be associated witil the deformation of the skull, 
with or \.n.thout fracture, or to the sudden acceleration or deceleration acting 
upon the head. In general, there is good correlation between theoretical pre
dictions and experimental observations of head injuries. Accordingly, rather 
precise values can be assigned to the human tolerance to impacts, if the many 
parameters of the blow are completely described. 

Blunt, nonpenetrating injury to other body organs can likewise be estimated, 
but in general there is a considerably greater tolerance to injury than that 
displayed by the head. Further, injuries of both the head and other portions 
of the anatomy may have serious and morbid subsequent complications. 

symonds (19) discusses the possibility of increased susceptibility to head 

injury after concussion, and Sewitt(20) warns of the potenti.al danger of fat 
embolism after injuries of many kinds. These facts and subject-to-subject 
variability in response tend to complicate the problem of estimating the 
tolerance to various impact. 

~IECHANlCAL AND PHYSICAL FACroRS IN PHYSIOLOGICAL DJ\lc~\GE Ic>''DUClill BY IMPACTS 
HIm BLUNf OBJEcts 

As stated in t.lte previous section of this appendix, Nelvton's laws of motion 
can be used to predict relatively closely the forces, accelerations, and gen
eral behavior of the skull and brain during and immediate ly after a blow of 
a given energy level. Using suitable scaling techniques and the results of 
experimental studies "'hidl have been carried out on animal subjects, atte~Jts 
can be made at estimating the degree of physiological drunage in humans sub
jected to similar blows. An analysis of this sort, however, requires a very 
detailed description of the e;1.11eriment to be undertaken. That is, the myriad 
of parametel's describing the physical characteristics of both the impacting 
body and the body to be impacted must be accurately established. Further, if 
reasoll:lble correlation is to be obtained fl'Gln prr:\Ciously performed studies, 
the point of impact, degree of support, impact angles, ranges, etc., must be 
compatlble. Accordingly, any attempts at mathematical modeling and estimation 
of potential for inflicting physiological damage with a given device must be 
Jbtained from an ideal model ha\"ing a KeJ I-defined protocol. 
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This section of this appendix is to provide infonnation to describe some of 
the mathematical relatio;nships which are useful in an analysis of this sort as 
well as to supply some quantitative infonnation on the mechanical properties 
of biological materials. TIle n~thematical relationships describing the colli 
sion process are not unlike those presented in a nwnber of physics or mechan
ics tests, and these relationships will not be reviewed in depth. 

As was indicated in the previous section, the best single reference on tlle 

area of head injury may be found in a book edited by Caveness and l'lalker(l) . 

In tllat work, a paper by Goldsmith (21) provides a comprehensive review of the 
qualitative and quantitative aspects of the collision processes involved in 
head injuries (including a general mathematical revie;,r). 

Goldsmith correctly indicates that tlle mechanics of head injury may be broken 
into tllTee broad physical processes each of which is described by a separate 
mathematical analysis. These processes are impact, impulsive loading, and 
static or quasistatic loading. It must be remembered, however, that while 
all of tllese processes may be readily defined mathematically, the actual col
lision of a less-than-letllal liOapon or projectile with any portion of the 
anatomy represents a complex combination of several of the processes. Accord
ingly, estimates of the potential for a device to inflict damage, which are 
derivod from theoretical calculations and liell-controlled experimental results, 
may deviate widely from the "real life" situation. 

In the impact process, two bodies having initial velocities and fixed masses 
collide. The results of the collision are dependent on not only their initial 
conditions (velocities, masses, angles) but also upon the properties of each 
of the materials. Upon impact, stress waves are transmitted throughout the 
~s of each body and can cause very serious structural damage in addition to 
that inflicted at the impact point. The damage which can be caused by the 
pressure and cavitation resulting from these waves is discussed in an excel

lent article by Unterharnscheidt and Se11ier(22) describing closed brain 
injuries. 

One area of concern in quantifying the inj ury potential of a less - than -lethal 
device involves the applied stress and resulting strain. That is, what is the 
force per unit aTea (stress) and the resulting distortion of the material in 
quos tion. TIlese tonns Illay be more clearly defined as: 

F 
<J=~ 

- 0 

when; r:; = stress, f = applied force, and J\ = area ov(;r which the original 

force was applied, and 

ilL 
€ ::::: -[- , 

'0 
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where E =strain, ~L = change in length, and Lo = original length. (Similar 

relationships may be used- to describe compaction, or angular distortion, 
depending on the type of load applied.) 

The mechanical properties of nearly all biological materials are available in 

a book by Yamada (23). This comprehensive source not only provides good quan
titative data and information on measurement techniques but also provides 
information regarding changes in the properties of biological material as a 
function of age. Review of these data shOl~s that the strength of fetal mate
rials may be dramatically 10l1er than that of adult materials. Therefore, the 
possibility of a less - than -lethal weapon striking a pregnant woman and inflict
ing serious damage to the fetus presents an additional potentially hazardous 
situation. Other tables of properties included in this reference are: 

1. Tensile properties of the human stomach 

2. Shearing properties of human cerebral dura mater 

3. Tensile properties of human skin 

4. Tensile properties of the human sclera 

5. Stress-strain curves for human limh bones 

6. Tensile properties of the human fetus. 

Perhaj?s the most interesting of these data is that ",hid) compares the tensile 
strength of adult human organs and tissues. TIlis compilation provides a quick 
reference to the varying sensitivi ty of the components of human anatomy. 

Une of the maj or areas of concern in this 110rk involves the area of contact. 
'Dlat ,what are the effects on the biological system at the impact site 
penetration? perforation? fracturing? fragmentation? etc. In virtually 
all collisions, there is a degree of penetration inVOlved, and the degree 
depends on geometrical shape and bulk properties of the materials involved. 
!(elationships have been developed to provide mathematical expressions relating 

force and indentation (see Goldsmith (2), Equations 18, 19, 20 and 22). 

A recent source of information which provides additional information on the 
general topic of impact and physiological damage resulted from the Aerospace 
Medical Panel Specialists l>leeting held in Oporto, Portugal, June 23-26, 

1971 (24). In this \vork Ornnaya and Ilirsd/ZS ) present experimental datu 
obtained fran primates which quantify head injury as a function of irlpact. 
They found that a cOlPbination of head rotation and skull distortion arc most 
injurious for brain damage during both imlhect and direct impact. f·lore 
importantly, they indicate that short-duration pure translational or linear 
acee lcration of tlle head is not injurious to the brain, and they also proviJe 
a scaling scheme to predict injury thresholds for man. 
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An involved process for JOOdeling the mechanical response to various environ

mental forces is described by von Gierke(26). These JOOdels include whole
body kinematics as well as subsystem JOOdels, and a discussion of attempt at 
scaling to man is also included. 

Mathematical models of impacts with biological systems can be constructed with 
varying degrees of sophistication and detail. TIlese JOOdels in the most elegant 
state can quite accurately predict the effects of an impact if the many param
eters of the blow are rigidly defined and controlled in experimental setups. 
Validation of these models, hOl"ever, rust be performed using animal subjects 
for data collection. Accordingly, a scaling procedure must be used to estimate 
the human response to a similar blow. While these types of analyses can and 
have been carried out by some investigators, including those on this project, 
extrapolation to human response under uncontrolled conditions is fraught with 
complications. !101iever, experimental evaluation of the undesirable effective
ness of a given device should be based on such a comprehensive review of tech
niques and problem areas within each as to insure that the approach used will 
fairly portray its characteristics. 
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APPENDIX I 

QUANTIFYING PAIN 

This appendix was prepared by Dr. Ronald A. Williams of Battelle Memorial 
Insti tute for the US Anny Land Warfare Laboratory and is essentially a Iitera
ture search on the subject. Techniques of testing discussed in several of the 
references served as a basis for the liunted pain threshold tests conducted 
under the LI>'L less-than-lethal weapons evaluation program. 

Quantitative measurement of pain is a very complex and difficult task, since 
it is basically a problem of trying to quantify a subjective response. Its 
very definition varies even among scientists working in the broad area of pain. 
The biologist sees pain as a sensory signal that I~arns the body of an injury
threatening stimulus; tile philosopher sees pain as an emotional process having 
a moralizing influence; to the sociologist, pain is a mechanism which can be 
used as a threat to aid the leaming process; the psychologist is interested 
in the perception and nndification of pain; to the physician, pain is a valu
able tool to aid in his diagnosis. Webster defines pain as "the sensations 
one feels \,hen hurt mentally or physically; opposed to pleasure; a sensation 
of hurting or strong discomfort in SOllle part of the body caused by an injury, 
disease, or functional disorder and translnitted through the nervous system." 

On a nnre scientific approach, it would appear that there are three main groups 
of pain receptors - nechanoreceptors, thennoreceptors, and nocireceptors, and 
accordingly painful sensations may be evoked by many kinds of stimuli, e.g., 
thennal, electrical, mechanical, and dlemical. Individual responses to a 
stimulus and its resulting injury may cover very wide ranges. In addition, 
certain parts of the body are more sensitive to pain tilan others, e.g., a very 
minute particle striking the eye causes instant pain which may be further 
intensified by the fear of damage to the eye. Further, it appears that super
ficial wouflds aTe more painful than deep ones; one study shOl,s that bullet 

Illounds are generally relatively painless (1). Internal pain on the other hancl 
has a cliffering effect on tile body. 111e solid organs, like tile kidney and 
liver, are relatively insensitive, while the tubular organs (ureter, bladder, 
stomach, intestines, and blood vessels) respond dramatically to stretching, 
distortion, and inflammation, but do not respond painfully to other stimuli. 
~Iuscles do not have tile sensitivc pain receptors associated with the skin, but 
I</lien the products of muscular activity accumulate, severe pain call result. 

The psychological aspects of pain probably contribute Hlost dramatically to the 
problem.; associated lri th pajn quantification. Rage, enthusiasm anti s tress are 
very effective anesthetics as is evidenced by the lack of pain experienced by 
mallY injured people during unger, on a football field, in battle, or during 
automobile crashes. Indh-idual variation in response to similar injuries is 
also Ividely cliffcrent, ond variations have even been attributed to cultural 
differences in addition to age, sex" race: 1 skin tenqJeraturc J an..xiety and fC<H", 
training, bias, suggestion, and emotioll. Pain threshoIcls can be raised to 
nc:arly Nice control values hy a loud nOlse, autosuggestion, h:11TIOsis or dis
traction. 
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It has been said that to describe pain solely in tenns of intensity is like 
specifying the visual ~lOrld in tenns of light flux only, without regard to 

pattern, color. texture. 'and the many other dimensions of visual experience (2) . 
Pain then appears to be a multidimensional space comprising seyeral sensory 
and affective dimensions. 

The primary interest in this search was in the pain generated by experimental 
mechanical stimulation, and in particular. the relationship between pressure 
and pain and impact and pain. Accordingly. studies employing other stimuli 
were only briefly searched, and usually only abstracts were reviewed for these 
cases. The predominant stimuli employed in most pain quantification work 
appear to be thermal, electrical, or chemical. Some few utilize mechanical 
pressure, but studies of pain resulting from impact were not uncovered. 

l.lecause the skin is readily accessible and has a large number of receptor 
organs, it has been used in experimental work to a much ,greater degree than 

internal organs. Some workers (3) feel that tissue damage must be incurred 

before a painful sensation is perceived, but others(4) do not concllr with this 
concept. Further, the sensations perceived are the result of stimulation of 
the brain cort.ex by nervous impulses sent by the receptors on the skin. The 
sensitivity of the receptors can be modified by skin temperature and skin 
mois cure content. 

Von Fre),. a German scientist of the late 1800' s, appears to have been the 
first to attempt to quanti fy pain by using various sizes of horse hair attadletl 

to a lewl and >leight system(S). Seevers and Pfeiffer(6) used pressure stimuli 
on the eyelio to quantify pain while studying Llrug effects ano fOW10 wide sub
j ect varlabi li ty for pain thresholds. 

AClcoroing to Uavenport (7), pressure pain thresholds have generally been used 
to indicate the emotional state of the individual rather than his sensory 
physiolo!,'Y. :\lso, he feels that the complex structural nature of the fre
quently LlSL'O 5i te (the forehead) for pressure-pain studies is not conducive 
to obtaining good quanti tative infonnation. 

Allen, et al., (n) also point out chat eXperimentally- induceo pain produced by 
pressure all the periosteum through the skir! has largely uti lized the forehead 
anLl tibia \d til lIT1certain accuracy. 

In a discussion of c.:\11erimental paiH versus pathological p;:!in and the psychic 

reac tioll component, !leeche r (5J oiscusses material whidl may be very important 
to the oevclop!rent of a loss-thM-lethal \':eapon. lie states \o/ith extensive 
references that "there is no simple, d1 rect relationship bot\o/een the Io/Ol1l10 per 
so Md t,'le: pa i.n experionce. The: ;nlin is in VOTY large part oetenuillod by OlhOl" 

factorR, ~nd of great i;npo:rtance here !.s the' :; i :~ni ficancc of the \,.'Qund, i.c., 
reac:ion to tho WUllllO." 111is conclusion \"15 bQScd largely on thc reaction cf 
soldiers in ba:tle, us opposeo to r;i\,-ihan patients lUloergolnt; major 5"1"

1 J 
'~"':J"'. rurthor "emotion can block Jl,~l"; tlwt is COlllillon e.:\l'criencc. It is 
dU::icul t to undccrstand ilCld cHlOtion c;m ,"[feet till: basic Jl<lln apparatus other 
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APPENDIX J 

PHysIOLOGICAL DAMAGE CRITERIA 

Prior to this program a set of physiologically based damage levels for the 
vital organs and body regions of interest was developed by a consensus of the 
Medical Group. 111ese defined levels were used and revised during the course 
of this project. It was the intent in developing these criteria to set a base 
or standard upon which medical assessments regarding a "score" for severity 
could be rendered given some degree of tissue damage inflicted by blunt-trauma
producing arnrnuni tion of the purported less-than-lethal ammuni!ion. Moreover, 
the criteria have been fonnulated in such a \Vay as to pennit individuals 
trained in the medical sciences, i.e., pathology, etc., an opportunity to 
agree, given an opportunity for discussion or defense, on the damage level to 
be assigned to an observed amount of tissue damage in evidence on post-mortem 
analysis. 

The criteria developed to date are as follows: 

ClUTI,RLI\ FOR mE EVALUATION OF IlAMAGE RESULTING FROM BLUNT TRAUMA 

I. SKIN, SUBOlTANEOUS TISSUE AND /vUSCLE 

Grade Criteria 

i 

"" 
~ 

4 

5 

ll. /(IUNEY 

1 

2 

:5 

4 

~ 

Superficial blemish or signature in skin 

Grade 1 plus subcutaneous hemorrhage and/or edema 

Grades I and 2 plus subcutaneous and/or intrann;scular 
hematoma 

GTades 1, 2 and :5 plus laceration of fascia, IllUscle and/or 
fat 

Grades 1, 2, 3 and 4 plus laceration of skin 

Superficial contusion with subcapsular hemorrhage and/or 
perirenal hemorrhage 

Grade I plus superficial laceration of cortex not penetrating 
more than 2 - 3 rmn 

Grade 1 plus simple laceration of kidney penetrating to 
pelvi.s 

Grades 1, ' and 3 plus multiple lacerations 

Grades 1, 2, 3 and 4 plus lupture of capsl'.le aIld destmction 
of kidneys 

1. 1'- , 

http:capsl'.le
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III. 	 L],VER 

Grade Criteria 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

IV. 	 SPLEEN 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

V. 	 WNG 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Subcapsular hematoma with no visible fracture"of liver 

Grade I plus simple fracture of liver less than 1 em deep 
and/or less than 5 em long 

Grades 1 and 2 plus rupture of capsule and fracture of liver 
1-2 an 	deep and/or less than 10 em long 

Grades 1, 2 and 3 plus fracture greater than 2 em and/or 
greater than 10 em long 

Fragmentation of liver 

Subcapsular hematoma less than 5 em in diameter 

Subcapsular hematoma greater than 5 em in diameter and/or 
minor intrasplenic hemorrhage 

Grades 1 and 2 plus rupture of capsule less than 1 em long 

Grades 1 and 2 plus capsular rupture greater than 1 em long 

Disruption of spleen, laceration of substances of spleen 
torn capsule 

Small contusion of lung with subpleural hemorrhage less than 
5 em in diameter and extending less than 1 em into lung 

Subpleural llemorrhage greater than 5 em in diameter and/or 
multiple hemorrhages less than 5 an in diameter 

Grades 1 or 2 with pleural rupture and pneumothorax 

Grade 3 wi th bilateral pneumothorax 

Deep tears in lung parenchyma with hemopneumothorax 

VI. 	 anlER VISCERA 

1 Less than 1 em subserosal hemorrhage 

2 Greater 	th,m 1 cm subserosal hemorrhage 
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VI. 	 OfHER VISCERA (CCNr) 

Grade Criteria 

3 Grade 2 plus serosal laceration and/or mesenteric lacera
tions 

4 Single rupture of viscera and/or diaphragm 

5 l-Iultiple rupture of one or more viscera 

VII. BCI-IE 

I Periosteal hemorrllage without visible fracture 

2 Simple fracture with no displacement 

3 Fracture with lateral displacement l~ithout pleural perfora
tion (rib) 

4 Grade 3 plus perforation of pleura (rib) or multiple simple 
fractures or COmpOlllld fracture of long bone 

5 Fragmentation of bone 

VIII. HEAD 

I Linear fracture of skull and/or minor epidural or subdural 
hemorrhage and/or contusion of brain less than 2 rum in diam
eter 

2 Grade I plus subcritical intracranial hemorrhage'" 

3 Depressed fractures of skull with subcritical intracranial 
hemorrhage and/or limited brain contusion 

4 Critical intracranial hemorrhage and/or multiple linear or 
depressed fractures of skull 

5 ~lass i ve intracranial hemorrhage \IIi th extensive laceration 
and contusion of brain - immediate death or death prior 
to animal sac.rifice 

*Critical intracranial hemorrhage is defined by tllat volume of accumulated 
blOOd required to produce coma due to increased intracranial pressure. 
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APPENDIX K 


This appendix consists of' a description of eight proposed areas of investiga
tion whidl constitute a logical extension of the initial USALWL 1ess-than
lethal evaluation effort. The contents of this appendix were forwarded to 
LEAl\, under separate cover as a proposed follow-on program. The titles of the 
eight areas are as follows: 

1. Modeling for Less-Lethal Chemical and Electrical Devices 

2. Scenario Development and Analysis 

3. Weapon Performance Testing and Analysis 

4. Testing and Evaluation of Chemical Weapons 

5. Blunt Trauma Evaluation of New Weapons 

6. .38 Caliber Wound Ballistics, Testing and Analysis 

7. Development of a Body Simulator for Bltmt-Trauma Testing 

8. Utilization of a Stress Range for Performance Testing. 

MODELING FOR LESS-LETIiAL CHElvIICAL AND ELECTRICAL DEVICES 

Background; In the past year, LWL has developed a method of evaluating vari 
ous Lypes of less-than-1ethal weapons. TIle model of evaluation consists of 
the details of bringing together the various quantitative pieces of informa
tion and providing an output measure of the relative value of tile devices 
under evaluation. LWL's interest in less-lethal devices prior to the work 
for LEAA was oriented primarily toward impact blunt-trauma devices. LEAA also 
had a high interest in this area because of the proliferation of such devices 
in the commercial market. Hence, LWL' s initial efforts in this area concen
trated on a model whidl was sensitive to impact of kinetic energy devices. 

The primarY problem in establishing a model is getting the quantitative per
formance information to relate logically to a desirable end measure of effec
tiveness or value. For example, in kinetic energy weapons, one critical set 
of relations is as follows: 

1. Relating impact conditions to some measure of tissue disturbance of a 
particular part of the body. 

2. Relating tissue disturbance of a particular part of the body to a lack 
of well-being of the individual, given that only tilat part of the body is 
affected. 

3. Relating lack of Hell-being of a particular part of the body to lack 
of wcll-hcmg of the total body system, given a hit on the bod)'. 

d Relating lack of well-being of the body in total, givcn a hit, to a 
final measure of lack of well-being. 
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Although the same general procedure would be used for chemical and electrical 
devices, specific units of quantification must be established. For the above 
sequence of relations, it was necessary to establish that total kinetic energy 
is ~ measure of impact conditions. Tissue damage grades had tfi! be established 
in order to have something with which to relate the total kinetic energy of 
impact. For chemical and electrical IVCapOns, the equivalent of impact total 
kinetic energy is needed. Undoubtedly, dosage level measured in \veight per 
uni t volume is the chemical equivalent, but as a minimum, tissue damage grades 
will be different for chemical irritants than for kinetic energy 11eapons. Also 
it is most likely that tissue damage is not the best dependent variable to 
associate with chemical dosage level. lienee, the details of quantification 
must still be worked out for chemical and electrical tedmiques, and these 
details depend to a large extent upon the way data has been taken in the past 
and upon what meaningful cause-effect relations are identified in the process 
or-testing. 

Objective: Provide a detailed set of quantitative relations where the units 
of all intermediate parameters are identified and which will give a relative 
measure of value as a function of device performance and use conditions. 

Scope of Task: 

1. Continue the intensive survey and analysis of the quantitative data 
which presently exists on the relation between dlemical and electrical stimuli 
and physiological, neurological, etc. responses. Where appropriate data does 
not exist, detail the needs for such data in order that tests can be conducted 
which will provide the infonnation. 

2. Review and w,alyze all the data forthcoming from new tests for the 
purpose of determining the most effective way of organizing the modeL 

3. Update and modify the model to make it suitable for the relative eval
uation of kinetic energy, chemical and electrical devices; that is, so differ
ent classes of techniques can be compared with each other. 

4. Exercise the model in the evaluation of different chemical, electrical 
and kinetic energy devices. 

Schedule: 

:; months 	 Literature survey completed, identification of utilizable 
quantitative infonnation; identification of quantitative needs 
for information not included in the literature available. 

G months 	 Data analyzed and organized in a form suitable for inclusion 
in the model. 

S month" 	 ~lodel completed; units of quantification identiflell and 

limited by the availability of data from tests conducted in 

response to identified needs (.3 months). 


10 months Exercise of the molle 1 for specific devices and draft report. 
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Costs: Estimated cost for this task is $85K. 

General Remarks: The value of' the modeling effort may not be primarily in the 
end index of value, but in the "fall-out" of intennediate relations which end 
in a basic understanding of general principles of using or not ,using less
lethal devices. The identification of total kinetic energy as an important 
parameter in causing damage for kinetic energy devices is a good example of 
such a "fall-out," 

SCENARIO DEVEWPJ;:\tNT AND ANALYSIS 

Background: In support of the present less-than-lethal weapons evaluations 
program, two seminars have been convened for the development of scenarios 
depicting situations in whidl less-than-lethal tedmology might contribute to 
the efficient resolution of conflicts between civilians and law enforcement 
personnel, both military and civilian, The results of this research are con
tained in the reports "Draft Scenarios of Civil Disturbances for the Derivation 
of Standards for Nonlethal Weapons" and "Draft Scenarios of Police Tactical 
Situations for the Derivation of Standards for Less-Than-Lethal Weapons," 

Objective: Ivork mll be continued in support of the less-than-lethal weapons 
evaluatlOns program generally, and the police draft scenarios will be further 
Jeveloped in particular. The emphasis will be on: 

1. Substantiating and refining the existing scenarios 

2. Discover whether other scenarios might be fruitfully developed. 

The significance of these scenarios derives from their elucidation of the 
important pal'ameters of situations in l'lhich less-than-lethal weapons might be 
employed. In addition, they are used as a common basis for determination of 
probabili ties of effects given target parameters. 

~.<=ope of Task; In order to achieve the objectives outlined above, tl'lO general 
approadles \.nll be pursued. First, in order to detennine the representative
ness of the scenarios, police departments will be asked to review these sce
narios and advise us as to the corrunonness of the depicted situations. They 
l.nIl also be asked for suggestions on other situations which might have been 
overlooked but which merit consideration. TIle problem is not so much gather
ing the data, rather the interpretation and assessment of these data. Sec
ondly, in order to determine the accuracy of the scenarios, t\'io techniques 
mll be utilized. Wider distribution of the scenarios \'Iill be made and , 
opinions requested as to the validity of the details in these scenarios. More 
importantly, in order to systematically evaluate the scenarios thell\Selves arid 
establish requirements for less-than-lethal weapons, filll\S of the depicted 
si tuations l.nIl be acquired and analyzed by the appropriate melllbers of the 
Less -Than-Lethal Weapons Evaluation Panel. Contacts with police departments, 
film libraries, private individuals, and other Who hold pertinent film footage 
will be exploited. 

Sdledule: The schedule for the above researdl \'Iill be coordinated wi th the 

requirements of the over-all less-than-lethal weapons evaluations tasks, Task 
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Plan IV in particular. Enphasis during this six month study will be placed on 
acquiring the needed film... editing this film to fit the needs of the research, 
and submitting tile resulting footage to the ~~thods Group of the Less-Than
Lethal Weapons Evaluation Panel for analysis. Concurrently, efforts will be 
made toward refining the scenarios. The development of new scenarios. further 
collection of supporting data, writing of reports, and subsequent work will 
proceed as dictated by previous research findings and/or other OVer-all study 
results and requirements. 

Costs: This work will be conducted on a level-of-effort basis with total 
expenditures of apprax:imately $50K. 

General Remarks: The majority of the work will be performed under contract 
mtll Battelle Memorial Institute in Columbus, Ohio. It is hoped that coordina
tiOn with .Mitre Corporation l.all provide much of the "gathered" information 
from the field. 

lVEAPOI'>l PERFOl1MANCE TESTING AND ANALYSIS 

~ackground: To determine the worth of a less-lethal weapon and ammunition, it 
1S necessary to evaluate its tactical characteristics, ballistic performance 
characteristics, and physiological effects on the disorderly person(s). In 
order to compare the performance of certain less-letilal weapons to a familiar 
standard, the .38 Special Revolver and ammunition were tested under low-stress 
and nonstress conditions to establish a data base (Task Plan I). Limited 
tests were also performed witil the MBA family of weapons, which use as a pro
jectile a shot-filled canvas bag, and Witil various hand-launched missiles 
(Task Plan II). 

Objective: To test under low-stress and nonstress conditions and to analyze 
ballistic performance data for selected weapons, either blunt-trauma-type or 
electrical devices. 

Scope of Tasle: The objective will be accomplished for several weapon systems, 
each m two phases as noted beIO\~: 

1. Phase I 

a. As appropriate, a test of the ammunition will be conducted to deter
mine the inherent ballistic characteristics solely of the ammunition (such as 
pressure, velocity, aCOJracy), when fired in an accuracy test fixture. Natu
rally, this will be done predominantly when tile subj ect munition has a config
uration Mlich is suitable for firing in a conventional gun chamber. 

b. The combination of weapon and ammunition together will be tested for 
velocity and accuracy. Any unusual weapon and muzzle exit fi ring effects will 
be noted. 

c. Using a low-stress (time as the stress factor) condition, the man and 
weapon system togetiler will be tested at representative ranges. 
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2. Phase II 

Utilizing data gained' from actual firing tests, an analysis will be per
formed and compar.!s2n drawn to the .38 Special tests. This will pennit a 
critical assessment of the weapon characteristics under controlled conditions. 

Schedule: 

Time lixpended Time Elapsed After 
Subtask for Each MW1ition on Subtask Authorization 

Determine munition test require 2 weeks Z weeks 
ments 

Order munitions 2 weeks 

Procure testing services 3 weeks 5 weeks 

Conduct test 2 weeks 7 weeks 

PTovide preliminary data 2 weeks 9 weeks 

Analyze test resul ts and wri te 4 weeks 13 weeks 
final report 

Costs: For planning purposes, assume five items tested for a total of $50K, 
(Expenditure per Item - $101\). 

General Remarks: The proposed contractor for the above testing as applied to 
kinetic-energy weapons is H. P. White Laboratory. Other expertise will be 
employed as appropriate. 

The cost estimates are subject to change depending upon availability of the 
subject lIlunitions, unique duracteristics of 'the muni'tions as they affect the 
testing program, and extent of data and analysis required. 

TESTING ANI! EVllLUATroN 01' CHEMICAL WEAPONS 

Background: The existing chemical dispensing devices which are either already 
being used by law enforcement agencies or which hold promise as being potential 
candidate weapons for their use may be grouped into three main categories, viz., 
(1) dispensers, (2) grenades, and (3) projectiles. 

The chemical dispensers are pressurized dispersers and include the hand-held 
aerosol arul liquid dispersers, [oggers, smoke cords, chemical wands, etc. 
These have been looked at briefly W1der Task Plan I II, only to assist in the 
over-all model development. The chemical grenades dispense their agent by 
fUllctioning as either burning type agent ej ectors, i)Ursting tn>e, or compressed 
gas type. Some grenades are designed to be h:111d-hell1, some to be hand-thrown, 
some to ve b'tm-launched, and some to permit the option of choosillg ei ther of 
these delivery methods. Projectiles, like the grenades, fUJlction as either 
burning type agent ej ectors, bursting type, or compressed gas type. As the 
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name projectile implies, projectiles are impelled to desired target areas by 
guns or launchers. 

Objective: The work proposed under Task Plan Ill, Testing and Evaluating Chem
ical Agent CS and/or CN Devices in a Law Enforcement Role, was'initiated. Cur
rent progress indicates that desired achievements will not be significantly 
advanced beyond step number one of the efforts listed under Scope of Task 
(Task Plan III). The objective of this task is to continue the work proposed 
under Task Plan III in a more comprehensive manner. 

Scope of Task: From among those CS and/or CN dispensing devices which have 
been selected as offering potential as effective law enforcement weapons, at 
least one representative will be chosen for each device category grOl.lping. 
1hese will be tested to obtain estimates of area-coverage/contamination-density 
relationships for each device tested. This information will in turn be used 
in the evaluation n~el developed under Task Plan IV of the over-all project 
to obtain estimates of effectiveness for each device. ' 

Schedule: 

Time Milestones Cost 

.3 months Select, procure and test devices SlSK 

.3 mont:hs Analyze data to obtain estimates of area
contamination-density relationships 

-coverage/ $20K 

2 mont:hs Employ evaluation model to obtain estima
effectiveness and prepare final report. 

tes of $lSK 

Costs: Estimated total cost for this task is $SOK. 

General Remarks: Items selected for evaluation will be reported to LEAA prior 
to testing. 

HLUNT THAUMA EVAWATION OF NEI~ ITh\15 

Background: New items are constantly being offered to the public as so-called 
"less -than-lethal" ammunition, weapons, etc. Very little laboratory testing 
normally Is associated with these on-the-shelf, less-Ietilal weapons. Some of 
these items may be desi rable for use by law enforcement personnel, while others 
may be extremely hazardous, 

gbjective: The objective of "thIS program Hould be to screen candidette less
than-lethal weapons by in-house laboratory tests (IYhen applicable). '!bose 
candidate Heapons, aJiununition, etc, that meet the standards currently being 
investigat"d by US;\LWL for LEAlI Kill be reconlllended to LEA,\ for more compre
hensive studies similar to studies completed 011 such items as the high-Q 
sphere, .38 caliber bullet, and stwl-bag. 

Sco~ of~.ask: Various candiaate "':<'porlS. i.llnmuni tiOll, etc. (no less than fhe) 
\oIill Ge subjected to screening tests in the laboratory to determine their 
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suitability for further, more comprehensive studies. Included in this study 
will be laboratory measurement and analysis of such parameters as: 

1. Nuzzle velocity 

., 
~. Striking energy (ft-Ib) 

3. Effects on gelatin 

4. Effects on laboratory animals (at least four) 

5. r~tionale for recommendation. 

Schedule: It is estimated that as items become available, the total amount of 
time necessary to screen all i terns will not exceed six to nille months. A typi
cal item would be evaluated according to the following milestones: 

1. Procurement of test quantities 

2, Establishment of muzzle velocities, striking energies, etc. against 

20~ gelatin targets 


3. Firing of item against laboratory animals (no less than four) 

4. Examination of necropsies, pathology, etc. 

0, Rationale for recolIInendation. 

Cost: lstimated cost for this task is $4011:. 

General Remarks: The amount of funding and time necessary for a complete, com
j)rehensi ve evaluation of all candidate less- than-lethal weapons, ammunition, 
c:c. is proll ibi tive at this time. Expertise acquired on the present program 
n(J\'/ enables a laboratory screening program to be established for selection 
of tllose less -tllan-lethal weapons, ammunition, etc. that have promise for use 
:)y law enforcement personnel. Items selected for testing will be reported to 
JJ.:.'\A priol' to testing. 

:_~ CALIBLR IVDUND BALLISTICS, 'I1:STING flI-J1l ANALYSIS 

tlackground: Previous tests on the current program indicate that the .38 cal
iber projectile in its present configuration is not ideally suited for use by 
lal' enforcement pt:!l'sonnc 1 as a less - than-lethal weapon. There are a Ilumber of 
fac:ors, such as striking energies, ve10ci ties, accuracy, effect on critical 
.111d ;lonedtical organs, etc. "[hat tend to discretlit the .38 caliber projectile 
in i t~ present configuration as a loss- than-lethal rnuni tion. 

~lJ.Lec c_i ve: The ohJccti ve of this study \-;culd be to determine if the .38 cal 
bel' projectile can be 11l0difi"d (velocities, shape, etc.) in such a way as to 
<Jilable its LLSe by law enforcement personnel in a more effectlve and possibl:' 
lC3s- than-lt'tJwl marmer, 
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Scope of Task: 11113 effects agamst 20% gelatin targets and laboratory animals 
(swine and baboons), by varying certain standard characteristics of .38 cali 
ber bullets, will be deteYmined. In these studies. such changes as lowering 
the initial l1lllzzle velocity and/or modifying the shape of the bullet will be 
investigated as an aid to insurlllg that the .38 caliber bullet·will have some 
"stopping" capabilities no matter where it strikes the target. A prime candi
date for this laboratory evaluation would be MBA's "Short Stop" per a prior 
LEAA request. Upon completion of these studies, the most ideal bullet configu
ration for use III .38 caliber revolvers by law enforcement personnel will be 
recomnended to LEAA. 11lese investigations will be limited to just tile bullet, 
and not include the cartridge case or the weapon. 

Sdledule: It is estimated that approximately six months will be necessary to 
complete this task. 

Cost: Estimated cost for this task is $7SK. 

General Remarks: l'relimlllary results with the caliber .38 special bullet 
agamst critical organs of swine and baboons indicate that at an average 
striking velocity of 870 feet per second, death is either instantaneous or 
occurs vcry shortly after impact. In other noncritical areas of the body. it 
is postulated that tile striking velocity of the bullet is so high as to cause 
the bullet to pass tilrou"h tile body (through-and-through wound) without 
impartlllg 'my significant en8rgies to the body tissue surrounding the passing 
bullet. '111US, unless law enforcem8nt personnel obtain an accurate first-round 
hit to a vital area of tile target, the bullet could pass through without 
causing any significant damage. If the striking velocity of the bullet and/or 
jts configuration altered somewhat, then no matter wh8re tile round strikes, 
it Ina)' be possible that energies imparted to tile target will cause sufficient 
physiological damage to incapacitate the target (stopping pOI'ier). En8rgy thus 
used on a target reduces the hazareJs to other personnel in the area and may 
even reduce the over-all hazards SUdl as lethality to the target itself. 

Ill:: VELOI'Ml::Nr OF A BOilY Sl~llJLATOR FOR 13LUNT- TRAUMA TESTING 

BackgroWld: /\ Ilwnher of test vehicl8S have been used the past when evalu
;,tmg klnetic-ener&,'Y weapons, alllllluni tion. etc. In addition to 8valuation of 
bnetic-cnergy systems, these vehi cles are also used for evaluation of hlwlt 
trawna These whicle:; includ8, but are not limited to, laboratory 
wlimals, i.e., rabbits, sl'iine, goats, primat8s, and extensive tLse of 20% gela
tin targets, in addition to instrwnented m8chani cal devices such as acc818r
ometers. The uti1 i zation of thes8 vehicl8s is expensive, and correlation has 
to b8 made frolll animal or 20':, gelatin to mech,mical to human and vice V8rSa. 
These correlations and/or extrapolations are also expensive and tim8-consurning. 
l'hcn,j'ore, a reasonable, lllex!'C'nsi vc dev iC8 to detenni nc target parwIl8ter 
,,[feets is required in order to provide input data to the general evaluation 
IIKxk:l dLJvdo[leu Wider Task J of the basic LEAA/WL agree!TI8nt. 

Ubjective; The objective of this progrWll I·;ould be to develop a body simulator 
fil.Jt- callbe used as a universal testing instnuncnt for US8 by experimcnters in 
the Held of blunt trawliD and ,;ould be compatible to the evaluation model 
dl'vc loped wldcr T;)Sk Plan 1. 
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Scope of \\lork: It 1>111 be determined if a human being can be simulated by the 
use of 2M gelatin, art:iculated human skeleton, and various med1anical devices 
such as strain gauges, pressure transducers surgicallY implanted into the gela
tin body, etc. Tllis study would involve the imbedding of human skeletons in 
20% gelatin by use of a mold of a standard man, 5 ft 9 in tall' and weighing 
175 pounds. The 20% gelatin will simulate the specific gravity of human tis
sue, while the skeleton will provide, in situ, the necessary skeletal support. 
Various strain gauges and/or pressure transducers can be imbedded in areas 
where vital organs, sud1 as heart, brain, liver, kidneys, etc., normally exist. 
The body simulator itself \dll be transparent, allowing high-speed motion pic
tures, Micronex, etc. to record such phenomena as temporary cavity, permanent 
cavity, shock waves, missile impact, bone breakage and/or damage, etc. Using 
data acquired thusly and correlated with knOlm data resulting from previous 
animal tests, a comprehensive idea of the missile effect on humans can be 
directly obtained. In addition to the above, and if necessary, various skin 
simulators, hair, etc. can be added to the model when and if the experiment 
warrants. 'D1e ~Iedical Group of the Less-Than- Lethal Weapons Evaluation Panel 
will have primary input to this project. 

Sd1edule: It is estimated that approxiw~tely 12 months would be necessary to 
complete the initial program. TI1is work can be simultaneously accomplished 
1dth the blunt trauma evaluations of new items and .38 caliber wOlllld ballistics 
and analysis programs and should complement ead1 other. 

Cost: Estimated cost for this task is $100](. 

General Remarks: InitiallY, the cost of this program would be relatively expen
SfiIe. lIowever, once the human simulator was perfected, the basic cos t would 
consist of a human s];eleton (costing approximately $250), reusable strain 
gauges and/or pressure transducers and gelatin. Currently the cost of a shoat 
is approximately $50, plus feeding and care, and of a baboon, $350, plus feed
ing and care. 

UTILIZATION OF A STRESS HANGE FOR PERFOflt>lANCE TESTING: 

Background: In the testing of less-than-lethal weapons to identify their bal
listic and other performance d1aracteristics, it is generally recognized that 
regimented range firing does not adequately sir.lulate a tactical situation. 
In an effort to reproduce more realistically the stresses aJld decision events 
in an actual encounter, LlI'L l;Jill utilize a local, wlique, stress-type range. 
This range features pop-up, nmning, and other dYllaJaic targets. Although 
thi5 t}1>e facility was not utilized previously (Task Plan I), it is a logical 
extensioll of past effort. 

tlbjective: To test lmder stress comlitions and to analyze pcrfonllance date' 
for selected weapons. 

Scope of Task: The objective I,ill be accomplished for several weapon systems, 
",ach in two phases as noted below: 

15(1 
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1. Phase I 

Testing on a stress-'type course, simulating predetermined tactical situa
tions, will be conducted to obtain data on man/weapon system combinations. A 
course of fire similar to the Stress and Decision Training Course used by the 
Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs will be employed. 

2. Phase II 

Analysis of the data derived under Phase I will be conducted. This analy
sis will evaluate the effect of stress and decision-making on system perfor
mance parameters. A comparison of the tested less-than-lethal weapon to tho 
.38 Special Handgun under tl1e same conditions will be made. 

Schedule: 

Suhtask for Each ~'luni tion 
Time Expended 

on Subtask 
Time Elapsed After 

Authori zation 

Assess test requirements and 
order muni!ions 

2 weeks 2 weeks 

Procure and coordinate test ser
vices and range facilities 

3 weeks 5 weeks 

Conduct test 3 weeks 8 weeks 

Provide preliminary data 2 weeks 
(to get prelim rpt) 

10 l<leeks 

Analyze tes t resul ts and write 4 weeks 14 weeks 
final report. 

Cost: Based on the testing of five items, a total of S50K would be required 
101' this task. 

General Remarks: It is tentatively planned to conduct the stress range tests 
at the US Secret Service Training Division range at Beltsville, ~ID. Although 
informal contacts indicate concurrence, use is subject to official sanction. 

1\10 approriate \~eapon systems, at the discretion of LII'L, will be tested and 
m1alyzed initially to establish base-line data. One weapon would be the .38 
cal iber revolver since it is a natural fOU(M-On from Task Plan I. The other 
i tern would he selected at a later date and would be a less-than-lethal type 
system. Three other systems could then be selected dependent upon interest 
and priorities at that time. TIlese \{ould be reported to LEAlI prior to testing. 
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